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Abstract

Time-resolved experimental techniques have significantly advanced our understand-

ing of fundamental chemical processes. The emergence and ongoing refinement of

ultrafast and intense X-ray sources have facilitated the extension of ultrafast pump-

probe methods into the X-ray domain. These innovative techniques, combining

element-specific core-level probing with femtosecond time-resolution, have become

invaluable for studying dynamical processes in transient species in real time.

Given the intricate nature of these processes, advancements in experimental ca-

pabilities are generally accompanied by theoretical developments enabling the deci-

phering of mechanistic information from experimental data and providing support

for their analysis. During the past two decades, various electronic structure methods

have been devised to simulate advanced X-ray spectroscopy techniques, albeit often

overlooking the influence of nuclear motion. While this is justified to some extent by

the short lifetimes of core-excited states, nonlinear X-ray spectroscopy may reveal a

more significant impact of nuclear dynamics.

This thesis focuses on elucidating the role of nuclear dynamics in nonlinear X-

ray spectroscopy at the nitrogen K-edge of pyrazine. Employing a comprehensive

time-dependent approach including wavepacket dynamics in both valence- and core-

excited state manifolds, we aim to assess the validity of the commonly used short-

time approximation and investigate the e↵ects of employing progressively longer

pump pulses in transient X-ray absorption spectroscopy. Furthermore, our investi-

gations uncover instances of ultrafast symmetry breaking induced by core-excited

state dynamics, leading to spectral features in resonant inelastic X-ray scattering

that would remain inaccessible without accounting for nuclear motion. Furthermore,

the time-dependent framework enables the exploration of the influence of pulsed in-

cident X-ray radiation on resonant inelastic X-ray scattering spectra, providing a

basis for cutting-edge time-resolved experiments with coherent light sources. Such

experiments necessitate a time-dependent framework capable of accurately describ-

ing non-adiabatic dynamics in both valence- and core-excited states to fully elucidate

the underlying mechanisms.





Zusammenfassung

Zeitaufgelöste Spektroskopiemethoden haben unser Verständnis grundlegender che-

mischer Prozesse geprägt. Die Erweiterung ultraschneller Pump-Probe-Methoden in

den Röntgenbereich wurde schließlich durch das Aufkommen ultraschneller und in-

tensiver Röntgenquellen und deren stetiger Weiterentwicklung möglich. Die Kombi-

nation aus elementspezifischer Abtastung mit Femtosekunden-Zeitauflösung machen

diese Techniken enorm wertvoll um dynamische Prozesse von transienten Spezien in

Echtzeit zu untersuchen.

Angesichts der komplexen Natur der zugrundeliegenden Prozesse gehen expe-

rimentelle Fortschritte stets mit theoretischen Entwicklungen einher, ohne die eine

präzise Datenauswertung kaum möglich wär. In den letzten beiden Jahrzehnten

wurden daher verschiedene Elektronenstrukturmethoden entwickelt, wobei der Ein-

fluss der Kernbewegung noch weitesgehend außer Acht gelassen wird. Während

dies bis zu einem gewissen Grad durch die kurzen Lebensdauern der kernangeregten

Zustände gerechtfertigt werden kann, weisen insbesondere Spektren nichtlinearer

Prozesse teils erhebliche Signaturen von Kernbewegung auf.

In dieser Arbeit wird die Rolle der Kerndynamik in nichtlinearer Röntgenspektro-

skopie an der Sticksto↵ K-Kante von Pyrazin untersucht. Mit Hilfe eines vollständig

zeitabhängigen Ansatzes, der die Wellenpaketdynamik in allen elektronischen Zu-

ständen einschließt, konnte die Gültigkeit der gängigen Kurzzeitnäherung sowie die

Auswirkung endlicher Pumpimpulse im Rahmen der transienten Röntgenabsorption

untersucht werden. Darüber hinaus konnten wir durch Kernbewegung verursachte

Symmetriebrüche beobachten, die zu weiteren, ohne Kerndynamik unzugänglichen

spektralen Banden in resonanter inelastischer Röntgenstreuung führte. Zudem wurde

der Einflusses einfallender gepulster Röntgenstrahlung auf die Spektren der resonan-

ten inelastischen Röntgenstreuung verdeutlicht. Letzteres liefert die Grundlage für

Berechnungen modernster zeitaufgelöster Experimente mit kohärenten Lichtquellen.

Insbesondere solche Experimente erfordern einen zeitabhängigen Rahmen, in dem

nicht-adiabatische Dynamik im gesamten elektronischen Raum präzise beschrieben

werden kann, um die zugrunde liegenden Mechanismen vollständig aufzuklären.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Light-induced chemical and physical reactions are ubiquitous in natural (chemical

and biological) and technological systems. [1–15] Understanding what happens to

a molecule after absorption of a photon and determining methods to influence its

behavior have long intrigued researchers, driving advances in both experimental and

theoretical techniques.

Upon absorbing a photon, a molecule is, in general, promoted to an excited state,

typically leading to a non-equilibrium geometry of the nuclei. Thus, to dissipate the

excess of energy, the molecule undergoes various relaxation processes, intramolecular

vibrational energy redistribution across di↵erent modes and to surrounding baths,

as well as electronic relaxation via radiative and non-radiative pathways between

distinct electronic states where the latter usually occurs near conical intersections,

in which multiple electronic states become degenerate. Alternatively, the molecule

may undergo photochemical reactions in its excited electronic state, such as electron-

or proton-transfer, dissociation, or isomerisation before returning back to the ground

state.

In order to monitor such light-induced molecular phenomena, time-resolved spec-

troscopy plays a pivotal role, and among this class of spectroscopic methods, pump-

probe schemes are those that provide highest time-resolution. In the latter set of

techniques an initial pulse, termed pump pulse, triggers a dynamic process through

photoexcitation, while the subsequent evolution of the system is monitored using a

temporally delayed probe pulse. By varying the time delay between the pulses, se-

quential spectroscopic measurements capture the molecular behavior over time, akin

to a series of frames in a movie. Various pump-probe schemes, including transient

absorption, laser-induced fluorescence, or photoelectron spectroscopy, are available

where the wavelength of the pulses dictates which transitions can be detected and

thus what aspect of the underlying process is monitored.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Spectroscopy in the infrared and optical regime (spanning visible and ultraviolet

(UV) ranges), has proven e↵ective in investigating rotational, vibrational, and elec-

tronic valence excitations, respectively, with a high sensitivity to the local chemical

environment. X-ray spectroscopy, on the other hand, targets transitions involving

inner-shell electrons, thereby providing element-specificity. The X-ray spectrum is

typically classified into soft (⇠100-2000 eV) and hard (⇠2-200 keV) X-ray regimes

where this thesis mainly focus on in silico femtosecond soft X-ray spectroscopy.

The historical narrative of X-ray spectroscopy dates back over a century, com-

mencing with the discovery of hard X-ray radiation in 1895, [16] and their first

applications in spectroscopic methodology. [17–20] However, it was the advent of

2nd generation synchrotron radiation facilities dedicated to X-ray spectroscopy dur-

ing the 1970s that marked a significant milestone. [21,22] This scientific era saw the

establishment of X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and successively X-ray emis-

sion spectroscopy (XES) as robust tools for elucidating the structural and electronic

configurations of unknown systems propelling X-ray spectroscopy to a routinely em-

ployed set of scientific methods. Subsequent experimental advances, including sig-

nificant enhancements in spectral brightness and intensity of 3rd and 4th-generation

synchrotron radiation sources, [23, 24] promoted the emergence of numerous pow-

erful spectroscopic techniques, e.g. XAS with 20 nm resolution, XES, resonant

inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) and resonant Auger scattering (RAS). The versa-

tility of these techniques has been demonstrated in studying properties of isolated

molecules, liquids, and solids, further solidifying X-ray spectroscopy’s status as an

indispensable scientific tool in materials research.

The emergence of X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) facilities [25–30] marked a

further significant advancement in X-ray spectroscopy, particularly in exploiting

ultrashort X-ray pulses to study ultrafast phenomena in matter. XFELs represent a

novel generation of light sources characterised by a substantial increase in spectral

brightness and spatial coherence compared to synchrotron radiation sources, and

the ability to generate ultrashort X-ray pulses, down to sub-femtosecond duration.

This technological innovation, coupled with ongoing advances, finally enabled the

extension of ultrafast pump-probe techniques to the X-ray domain. The combination

of element-specific core-level probing with femtosecond time-resolution has emerged

as an important capability to understanding molecular dynamics on its intrinsic

timescale, thereby still paving the way for novel applications across various research

areas such as biology, materials science, chemistry, and physics. [31]

Nonetheless, harnessing the full capabilities of modern synchrotron radiation and

XFEL sources requires robust theoretical and computational support. Extensive ef-
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forts have been dedicated to developing quantum chemical methods for addressing

core-excited states and computing X-ray spectra. These encompass wavefunction-

based theories such as multiconfiguration self-consistent field (MCSCF), [32–34]

multireference configuration interaction (MRCI), [35, 36] coupled cluster (CC) [37–

41] or algebraic–diagrammatic construction (ADC) [42–46] as well as density func-

tional theory (DFT) based approaches. [47–49] The primary advantage of DFT-

based methods is their lower computational cost compared to wavefunction-based

methods, enabling simulations of larger molecules comprising several hundred atoms.

However, this computational e�ciency often comes at the expense of reduced re-

liability and accuracy of results. [50, 51] Conversely, wavefunction-based methods

are renowned for providing accurate descriptions of excited states, with estab-

lished avenues for systematic improvement, albeit their applicability is typically

constrained to small- or medium-sized molecules. The capabilities of both frame-

works are demonstrated in various applications of linear and non-linear X-ray spec-

troscopy. [52]

A practical hurdle, common for all electronic structure theories, arises from the

nature of core-excited states within the high-energy X-ray region, embedded in a

continuum of valence-excited states. Directly tackling the eigenvalue problem by

employing numerical iterative eigenvalue solvers, such as the Davidson algorithm,

[53] to obtain the lowest energy eigenstates is hence excessively computationally

demanding and unfeasible for most X-ray spectroscopic investigations. A widely

used approximation circumventing this issue is the core-valence separation (CVS)

scheme [54, 55] which decouples the core and valence excitation spaces, thereby

facilitating direct computation of core-excited states. The CVS approximation has

been successfully implemented in various electronic structure methods. [36,37,39,40,

43,44,48,56–58] Alternatively, the complex polarisation propagator (CPP) approach

[59–61] has demonstrated viability in addressing X-ray spectroscopies, o↵ering a

balanced treatment of both core- and valence-excited states. This approach proves

particularly advantageous in scenarios necessitating the inclusion of both valence-

and core-excited states, as e.g. encountered in RIXS. [62]

An important, yet often neglected aspect in X-ray spectroscopy simulations is

the influence of nuclear motion. Typically, it is assumed that the evolution of the

wavepacket within the short lifetime of core-excited states is negligible. [63,64] Gen-

erally, the lifetime of an excited state is inversely proportional to the total sum

of radiative and non-radiative decay transitions. For core-excited states of atoms

in the first two rows of the periodic table, Auger decay constitutes the dominant

de-excitation process and as a good approximation, the mean lifetime can be con-

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

sidered as an intrinsic property of these atomic species, typically falling within the

few-femtosecond (fs) range. [65, 66]

While ignoring nuclear motion is partially justified for steady-state linear X-ray

spectroscopy techniques such as XAS, it has been demonstrated that steady-state

nonlinear X-ray spectroscopy methods, such as RIXS or RAS, are indeed sensi-

tive to ultrafast nuclear dynamics occurring in the intermediate core-excited state

manifold. [67] Various strategies have been proposed to incorporate dynamical ef-

fects, ranging from frequency-domain approaches which e.g. incorporate interference

e↵ects through the consideration of electronic state superpositions, [68] to semiclas-

sical descriptions [69] enabling the treatment of more complex systems, and even

(partially) time-dependent representations of RIXS using reduced-dimensional mod-

els within [70–72] and beyond [73] the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. However,

due to multi-dimensional complex potential energy landscapes and vibrational mode

coupling, the X-ray induced nuclear wavepacket dynamics can be very complicated,

making the selection of the dominant driving modes not always straightforward.

Beyond the computation of steady-state X-ray spectra, where analytical expres-

sions are principally available in both, the frequency and the time domain, the sim-

ulation of nuclear dynamics becomes important when aiming to achieve an accurate

description of transient X-ray spectroscopy. In many systems, pump-induced excited

state dynamics are governed by the interplay and competition among various dy-

namical processes involving multiple electronic states. These processes may involve

channels with comparable energies, making it challenging to predict the molecule’s

dynamics solely from static information obtained by electronic structure calcula-

tions. Furthermore, these processes are frequently a↵ected by pronounced quantum

e↵ects such as tunneling through potential energy barriers, interference phenom-

ena, and non-radiative decay processes occurring near conical intersections. Con-

sequently, when probing such dynamics using X-ray techniques, a time-dependent

quantum mechanical description is necessary to comprehensively understand and

unravel the photochemical behavior in both the valence- and core-excited states. To

address this demand, this thesis presents fully quantum mechanical time-dependent

analyses of three nonlinear X-ray spectroscopic methods.

Within the first project [74], we calculated femtosecond X-ray absorption near-

edge structure (XANES) spectra at the nitrogen K-edge of pyrazine. Enabled by the

development of XFELs, fs-XANES emerges as a valuable technique to follow pho-

toinduced molecular processes [75–80] by o↵ering element-specific core-level probing

with unprecedented time resolution. Numerous theoretical strategies have been de-

veloped to aid in experimental data interpretation and prediction. [52] However, the
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majority of studies predominantly operates within the frequency domain, thereby

neglecting nuclear motion e↵ects. Even in dynamical transient XAS simulations, the

prevalent approach often entails employing the short-time approximation, wherein

transient valence-state dynamics are explicitly simulated followed by static X-ray

spectra calculations after a specified time delay. [78, 81–87] In order to delineate

the validity range of this approximation, we computed fs-XANES spectra with and

without this simplification, maintaining otherwise identical setups and Hamiltonian

parameters. We were thus able to provide a comparative analysis elucidating the

impact of the short-time approximation without any further assumptions. Moreover,

the time-dependent framework facilitated an explicit description of the external elec-

tric field, allowing to explore the e↵ects of finite pulse durations — an essential factor

when seeking an optimal synergy between experiment and theory.

The second project [88] is dedicated to the time-dependent description of RIXS

of pyrazine. RIXS is a coherent Raman scattering process in which the system is res-

onantly excited into short-lived core-excited states, followed by spontaneous photon

emission, returning the system to its electronic ground or energetically lower excited

states. [89, 90] This photon-in-photon-out technique enables the population of final

excited states that are inaccessible via linear absorption spectroscopy due to sym-

metry constraints. [68, 91, 92] Furthermore, RIXS can probe valence-excited states

across a broad spectral range (>20 eV), even in condensed phases, [93] without

being limited by phenomenological core-hole lifetime broadening. The versatility

of RIXS to ground and valence-excited states has already been demonstrated in

various applications such as hydrogen-bond interactions, [94–97] photochemistry of

transition-metal complexes, [98–104] or proton transfer dynamics. [105–107] More-

over, by adjusting the excitation energy RIXS has proven e↵ective in monitoring,

controlling or even preventing ultrafast core-excited state dynamics such as disso-

ciation, [108, 109] vibrational collapse, [110, 111] or symmetry distortion. [112–115]

In order to explore the N-1s RIXS process of pyrazine and accurately capture dy-

namic phenomena occurring within the ultrashort core-hole lifetime, we employed a

quantum dynamics approach leveraging the advantages of time-dependent methods.

Additionally, we investigated how an incoming ultrashort X-ray pulse manifests in

the resulting spectra.

The time-dependent formulation of RIXS becomes particularly important when

aiming at describing time-resolved RIXS experiments with XFEL pulses leading

to the third project [116] outlined in this thesis. While RIXS was initially en-

abled by synchrotron radiation X-ray sources with increased spectral brightness, [23]

the advances of XFELs facilitated the extension of RIXS to pump-probe spec-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

troscopy [67, 117, 118] where the electronic (Raman) excitation spectrum of excited

molecules up to the vacuum UV spectral range is probed rather than a single X-ray

resonance (as is done in fs-XANES spectroscopy). The complex nature of the under-

lying probe processes from valence-excited state demands the utilisation of advanced

computational techniques. Prior theoretical investigations of time-resolved RIXS in

chemical applications exclusively operated in the frequency domain, treating tran-

sient pump-induced states as isolated quasi-static snapshots for which steady-state

RIXS spectra were simulated, neglecting any nuclear motion e↵ects and comparing

against molecular states or structures that seem chemically possible. [103, 119–121]

However, the real-time evolution of the pump-induced wavepacket can substantially

influence the overall experimental signal. Within this final project, we present a

comprehensive quantum dynamical treatment of fs-RIXS spectroscopy applied to

pyrazine. This treatment incorporates dynamics of both valence- and core-excited

states, along with an explicit description of the probe pulse emphasising the signif-

icance of adopting a full time-domain approach to achieve an accurate description

of time-resolved RIXS signals.

In this thesis, the essential theoretical concepts to study multi-dimensional pho-

toexcited non-adiabatic molecular systems along with an intense discussion how to

derive spectroscopic observables out of wavepacket dynamics simulations are pro-

vided in Chapter 2. The subsequent Chapter 3 provides a succinct introduction

to the specific methodologies employed in this thesis while Chapter 4 presents and

thoroughly discusses the outcomes of our in silico X-ray spectroscopic experiments.

Finally, a summary of our findings along with an outlook into future research direc-

tions concludes this thesis in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

Throughout this thesis, we use a unit system with ~ = 1 and consider only non-

relativistic quantum systems unless otherwise stated. The bold font has been used

to signify vectors and matrices while ˆ indicates operators.

2.1 The Molecular Schrödinger Equation

For a precise depiction of the temporal progression and non-equilibrium properties

of photo-induced molecular systems it is necessary to solve the full time-dependent

Schrödinger equation (TDSE) [122,123]

i
@

@t
| (r,R, t)i = Ĥ(r,R, t)| (r,R, t)i (2.1)

where the molecular wavefunction | i depends on the electronic and nuclear coor-

dinates, r and R, respectively, as well as on the time, t. The Hermitian operator

Ĥ defines the full Hamiltonian whose eigenvalues with respect to | i are represent-

ing the total energy of the system. In absence of any external field and neglecting

relativistic e↵ects, the Hamiltonian of an isolated molecule can be written as the

time-independent sum

Ĥmol(r,R) = T̂N(R) + Ĥel(r,R) (2.2)

where T̂N is the nuclear kinetic energy operator and Ĥel denotes the electronic

Hamiltonian containing the electronic kinetic energy operator as well as all Coulomb

repulsion and attraction terms. In particular, Ĥel does not include any di↵erential

operator with respect to the nuclear coordinates and depends only parametrically

on R.

7



CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

As the molecular Hamiltonian Ĥmol is time-independent, the formal solution of

the molecular TDSE is

| (r,R, t)i = exp
⇣
�iĤmol(r,R)t

⌘
| (r,R, 0)i (2.3)

i.e. the time-evolution is determined by the initial wavefunction at time t = 0.

Furthermore, since a complete basis {| ii}i of orthonormal eigenfunctions exists

for any Hermitian operator Ĥ, the initial wavefunction can be written as

| (r,R, 0)i =
X

i

ci| i(r,R)i (2.4)

where ci ⌘ ci(0) are the expansion coe�cients and the basis eigenfunctions | ii
satisfy

Ĥ(r,R)| i(r,R)i = Ei| i(r,R)i (2.5)

with real energy eigenvalues Ei. Inserting the initial wavefunction (2.4) into the

time-evolution (2.3) eventually leads to the following expression of the molecular

wavefunction

| (r,R, t)i =
X

i

ci exp (�iEit) | i(r,R)i (2.6)

at any time t.

As expectation values of eigenfunctions of time-independent operators are time-

independent, the wavefunctions | ii are also called stationary states. However, a

linear combination of stationary states, as e.g. in (2.6), is, in general, not stationary.

A non-stationary wavefunction is called a wavepacket.

2.2 Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

Due to the complexity of molecular systems, exact analytical solutions for the TDSE

are generally unattainable (with only a few exceptions). Consequently, the quan-

tum mechanical treatment of molecular systems necessitates the implementation

of numerous assumptions and approximations. One of the most common approx-

imations in molecular quantum mechanics is the Born-Oppenheimer approxima-

tion (BOA). [124] Justified by the mass di↵erence between the nuclei and elec-

trons, the BOA assumes that the nuclear and electronic motions happen on di↵erent

timescales and can therefore be decoupled.

8



2.2. BORN-OPPENHEIMER APPROXIMATION

For this purpose, a basis of adiabatic electronic eigenfunctions {| a

i
i}i satisfying

Ĥel(r,R)| a
i
(r,R)i = Vi(R)| a

i
(r,R)i (2.7)

is chosen that allows to consider each electronic state separately. The real eigenvalues

Vi generate the corresponding to | a

i
i adiabatic potential energy (hyper-)surface

(PES) on which the nuclei are moving around. In particular, the adiabatic PESs

are well-ordered by their energy value, i.e. the first adiabatic state corresponds to

the lowest energy values at each geometry R, while the subsequent adiabatic states

follow suit with sequentially higher energy values at each geometry.

The full molecular wavefunction | i can then be expanded in this basis of elec-

tronic eigenfunctions

| (r,R, t)i =
X

i

| nuc
i

(R, t)i| a
i
(r,R)i (2.8)

yielding the so-called adiabatic representation [125] in which the expansion coef-

ficients are given by the nuclear wavefunctions | nuc
i
i. Inserting this wavefunc-

tion ansatz into the molecular TDSE leads to a set of coupled di↵erential equa-

tions [126–128]

i
@

@t
| nuc(R, t)i =

⇣
T̂N(R)1 + V(R)�⇤(r,R)

⌘
| nuc(R, t)i (2.9)

where the vector | nuci has a component for each state | nuc
i
i, 1 denotes the identity

matrix, V is the real diagonal matrix containing all adiabatic potential energies Vi

and ⇤ is the non-adiabatic coupling matrix defined by

⇤ =
1

2M
(G + 2F ·r) (2.10)

with the vector di↵erential operator r, the scalar coupling matrix G and the deriva-

tive coupling matrix F. The matrix elements of G and F are given by

Gij(r,R) = h a
j
(r,R)|r2 a

i
(r,R)i (2.11)

Fij(r,R) = h a
j
(r,R)|r a

i
(r,R)i (2.12)

respectively. Moreover, using the relation

G = r · F + F · F (2.13)

between the scalar and derivative coupling matrix, the Schrödinger equation (2.9)

9
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for the nuclei can be written in the following compact form

i
@

@t
| nuc(R, t)i =

✓
� 1

2M
(r+ F(r,R))2 + V(R)

◆
| nuc(R, t)i (2.14)

where the non-adiabaticity is exclusively determined by the derivative coupling terms

contained in F. As the adiabatic electronic states | a

i
i are orthonormal, the vector

elements of the derivative coupling matrix F are given by

Fij(r,R) =
h a

i
(r,R)|rĤel(r,R)| a

j
(r,R)i

Vj(R)� Vi(R)
(2.15)

with a reciprocal proportionality to the energy gap �Vji(R) = Vj(R) � Vi(R) be-

tween the i
th and j

th electronic state.

Within the BOA all non-adiabatic coupling terms are neglected simplifying the

nuclear Schrödinger equation to

i
@

@t
| nuc(R, t)i =

⇣
T̂N(R)1 + V(R)

⌘
| nuc(R, t)i (2.16)

where no transitions between di↵erent adiabatic electronic states can be induced by

the nuclear motion. According to (2.15), the BOA is valid as long as the electronic

states are energetically well separated, a condition typically met in ground state

calculations. However, the closer electronic states are in energy, the more significant

are the derivative coupling vectors. In particular, if two (or more) states reach

energetic degeneracy, such as in conical intersections, the derivative coupling vectors

diverge, causing the breakdown of the BOA and a manifold of coupled electronic

states must be considered.

2.3 Adiabatic-to-Diabatic Transformation

The breakdown of the BOA is particularly prevalent in the photochemistry of poly-

atomic molecules, where numerous energetically close lying electronic states o↵er

ultrafast radiationless relaxation pathways on the femtosecond timescale. [127–131]

Consequently, in the treatment of multi-state molecular systems, the derivative cou-

pling vectors are not generally smooth and frequently end up in singularities resulting

in unstable numerical algorithms for solving the TDSE.

To overcome this issue, it is possible to convert the adiabatic representation (2.14)

into what is known as the diabatic representation, wherein the problematic derivative

coupling matrix F formally disappears. This transformation is accomplished by

10
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using a unitary transformation S on the adiabatic basis {| a

i
i}i yielding an electronic

diabatic basis {| d

i
i}i at each point R in configuration space, i.e.

| d(r,R)i = S(R)| a(r,R)i (2.17)

where | ai and | di denote the vectors containing all adiabatic and diabatic wave-

functions as entries, respectively. Due to the orthonormality of the adiabatic states,

the elements of the adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation matrix S are defined by the

overlap of the related adiabatic and diabatic states, i.e.

Sij(R) = h a

i
(r,R)| d

j
(r,R)i (2.18)

If the adiabatic-to-diabatic transformation matrix S additionally fulfills [132,133]

rS = �FS (2.19)

the adiabatic form of the nuclear Schrödinger equation (2.14) can be transformed

into the diabatic form

i
@

@t
| nuc(R, t)i =

⇣
T̂N(R)1 + W(R)

⌘
| nuc(R, t)i (2.20)

where the diabatic potential matrix W is defined by

W = SVS† (2.21)

with Wij(R) = h d

i
(r,R)|Ĥel(r,R)| d

j
(r,R)i (2.22)

In order to analyse the diabatic PES topology, the diabatic potential matrix W can

be polynomially represented using a Taylor expansion around an arbitrary point

R0, usually the Franck-Condon (FC) point. Without loss of generality, the diabatic

basis can be assumed to be equal to the adiabatic basis at R0 because the matrix S

is uniquely defined only up to a constant unitary transformation. Thus, collecting

terms of the same order together, W can be written as

W(R) = W(0)(R) + W(1)(R) + W(2)(R) + . . . (2.23)

where the zero-order matrix W(0) is a diagonal matrix given by

W(0)(R) ⌘W(0)(R0) = V(R0) (2.24)

11
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and the first order matrix W(1) is defined by the matrix elements

W
(1)
ij

(R) = rh d

i
(r,R)|Ĥel(r,R)| d

j
(r,R)i

���
R=R0

(R�R0) (2.25)

= h a

i
(r,R)|rĤel(r,R)| a

j
(r,R)i

���
R=R0

(R�R0) (2.26)

In particular, the o↵-diagonal expansion coe�cients (2.26) are directly related to

the derivative coupling matrix elements (2.15).

For a complete (infinite) set of electronic states the necessary condition (2.19)

is inherently fulfilled. Nevertheless, managing an infinite set of states in practical

computations is obviously unfeasible. Therefore, the electronic basis must be trun-

cated to a subset that satisfies condition (2.19), thereby establishing a consistently

defined diabatic basis. [132–134]

Both the adiabatic and diabatic representations exhibit distinct advantages and

drawbacks. Unlike the adiabatic representation, the diabatic basis is not composed

of electronic eigenfunctions and lacks uniqueness. It thus necessitates the selection

of a reference point for its construction. However, within the diabatic representa-

tion, the coupling is well behaved, contrasting with adiabatic surfaces where conical

intersections lead to singularities. [128,130] Furthermore, the diabatic picture elim-

inates other artificial phenomena, such as the geometric or Berry phase, [135, 136]

that only appears in adiabatic calculations involving a conical intersection. Hence,

the diabatic representation generally simplifies the treatment of multidimensional

molecular systems involving several coupled electronic states and is also used within

this thesis to perform nuclear quantum dynamics simulations.

nuclear displacement

en
er

gy

adiabatic
| a

1i
| a

2i

nuclear displacement

diabatic

| d
1i

| d
2i

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of adiabatic (left) and diabatic (right) potential
energy curves. Adiabatic states are orderd by their energy value at each geometry in
configuration space, wheres diabatic states are allowed to cross maintaining the state
symmetry according to the reference point.
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2.4 Time-Dependent Molecular Spectroscopy

Generally, the selection of the probing wavelength in spectroscopic experiments gov-

erns the detectability of transitions between the initial and final states of a chemical

process, thereby influencing which aspects of a reaction are detected. This thesis

primarily concentrates on electronic transitions instigated by either optical or X-ray

radiation. The subsequent sections introduce fundamental principles for investi-

gating electronic transitions within a time-dependent framework, pertinent to both

excitation ranges. Specific concepts related to X-ray spectroscopy are expounded

upon in chapter 4.

2.4.1 Light-Matter-Interaction

In order to describe the molecular behaviour after light exposure, the full Hamilto-

nian Ĥ can be split into the sum

Ĥ = Ĥmol + Ĥlight + Ĥint (2.27)

with the time-independent molecular Hamiltonian, Ĥmol, and the time-dependent

operators describing the external electromagnetic field, Ĥlight, and corresponding

light-matter-interaction, Ĥint. Using a semi-classical approach and neglecting the

e↵ect that the molecule has on the external field, the light-driven Hamiltonian reads

Ĥ(r,R, t) = Ĥmol(r,R) + Ĥint(R, t) (2.28)

where the molecule is described fully quantum mechanically while the light is treated

as a classical electromagnetic field acting as a perturbation on the molecular system.

Within the length gauge, electric dipole and Condon approximation [137, 138] the

interaction Hamiltonian is given by

Ĥint(R, t) = �~̂µ(R) · ~E(t) ⇡ �~̂µ · ~E(t) (2.29)

where ~̂µ(R) ⇡ ~̂µ(R0) ⌘ ~̂µ is the molecular electric transition dipole moment operator

and ~E is the external electric field at the position of the molecule. Within this work,

we assume a single polarisation direction and thus drop the arrows from the vector

quantities in the following.

Within the weak-field regime, an useful tool to find an approximate solution of

the TDSE is provided by time-dependent perturbation theory. In this framework,

13
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the evolving wavefunction is expanded in a series of successive approximations

| (t)i =
X

n

| (n)(t)i (2.30)

where  (i) is the i
th order correction to the system wavefunction leading to a series

of di↵erential equations for each expansion term

i
@

@t
| (0)(t)i = Ĥmol| (0)(t)i (2.31)

i
@

@t
| (1)(t)i = Ĥmol| (1)(t)i+ Ĥint(t)| (0)(t)i (2.32)

i
@

@t
| (2)(t)i = Ĥmol| (2)(t)i+ Ĥint(t)| (1)(t)i (2.33)

and so on. Note, that we only include the time-dependent aspect in this context and

drop the coordinate dependencies for simplicity. Assuming that the system initially

is in an unperturbed state, i.e.  (t0) =  (0)(t0) and thus  (1)(t0) =  (2)(t0) = 0,

leads to the following solutions

| (0)(t)i = e
�iĤmol(t�t0)| (t0)i (2.34)

| (1)(t)i =
1

i

tZ

t0

dt
0
e
�iĤmol(t�t0)Ĥint(t

0)e�iĤmol(t0�t0)| (t0)i (2.35)

| (2)(t)i = �
tZ

t0

dt
0

t
0Z

t0

dt
00
e
�iĤmol(t�t0)Ĥint(t

0)e�iĤmol(t0�t00)Ĥint(t
00)e�iĤmol(t00�t0)| (t0)i

(2.36)

of the first three expansion terms. While zero-order perturbation theory is sim-

ply the TDSE for the unperturbed, time-independent molecular Hamiltonian Ĥmol,

higher order corrections are essential for describing linear and non-linear spectro-

scopic phenomena. [139, 140]

2.4.2 Absorption Spectroscopy

Linear Absorption Spectroscopy

The molecular absorption spectrum is a measure of the ratio of incident radiation

absorbed by the sample over a range of frequencies of electromagnetic radiation.

14
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The absorption spectrum can be generally obtained by [140–142]

IAbs(!) / �
Im
⇣
P̃ (!)Ẽ⇤(!)

⌘

|Ẽ(!)|2
(2.37)

where Ẽ⇤ is the complex conjugated Fourier transform of the time-dependent electric

field E and P̃ denotes the Fourier transform of the time-dependent polarisation

P (t) = h (t)|µ̂| (t)i (2.38)

The non-perturbative approach (2.37) maintains broad validity and particularly re-

mains applicable in scenarios of strong field interactions, where an explicit treatment

of coupled dynamics across the electronic state manifold and especially during the

excitation phase is required. Nevertheless, within the weak field limit, employing

time-dependent perturbation theory is often advantageous for simplifying compu-

tational processes. Thus, in the case of weak fields, the polarisation (2.38) can be

systematically developed in perturbation orders

P (t) =
X

n

P
(n)(t) (2.39)

where each term P
(i) can in turn be identified with one or more terms in the per-

turbative expansion of the wavefunction [140]

P
(0)(t) = h (0)(t)|µ̂| (0)(t)i (2.40)

P
(1)(t) = h (0)(t)|µ̂| (1)(t)i+ c.c. (2.41)

P
(2)(t) = h (0)(t)|µ̂| (2)(t)i+ c.c. + h (1)(t)|µ̂| (1)(t)i (2.42)

P
(3)(t) = h (0)(t)|µ̂| (3)(t)i+ c.c. + h (1)(t)|µ̂| (2)(t)i+ c.c. (2.43)

. . .

P
(n)(t) =

nX

i=0

P
(n)
in�i(t) with P

(n)
ij

(t) := h (i)(t)|µ̂| (j)(t)i (2.44)

where c.c. stands for the complex conjugative of the preceding term. While the

zero-order polarisation P
(0) describes the permanent dipole moment of the molecule

and thus vanishes in an isotropic medium, the first-order term P
(1) is the central

dynamical object in linear absorption spectroscopy. [139,140] Assuming the system

is initially in an stationary eigenstate |�ii ⌘ |�i(�1)i = | (0)(�1)i, the first-order
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polarisation term P
(1)
01 (t) can be rewritten as

P
(1)
01 (t) =

1

i

tZ

�1

dt
0h (0)(t)|µ̂e

�iĤmol(t�t0) (�µ̂E(t0)) | (0)(t)i (2.45)

= i

1Z

0

d⌧h�i|µ̂e
�iĤmol⌧ µ̂|�iiE(t� ⌧) (2.46)

= i (S(t)⌦ E(t)) (2.47)

where ⌦ denotes the convolution and S is the causal form of the autocorrelation

function

S(t) =

8
<

:
h�i|µ̂e

�iĤmol⌧ µ̂|�ii for t � 0

0 else
(2.48)

Inserting (2.47) into (2.37) and exploiting the Fourier transformation properties

yields the well-known time-domain formula [143,144]

IAbs(!) / �
Im
⇣
P̃

(1)
01 (!)Ẽ⇤(!)

⌘

|Ẽ(!)|2
/

1Z

�1

dt h�i|µ̂e
�iĤmoltµ̂|�iiei!t =

1Z

�1

dt C(t)ei!t

(2.49)

where the linear absorption spectrum is determined by the Fourier transform of

the wavepacket autocorrelation function C(t) = h�i|�i(t)i with |�ii ⌘ µ̂|�ii and

|�i(t)i = e
�iĤmolt|�ii.

Alternatively, the expression for the absorption cross-section can be derived by

examining the rate of change of the population in the excited state, as this rate is

directly related to the quantity of absorbed photons per unit time. For this purpose,

the field is taken as a monochromatic continous wave (CW)

E(t) = �1

2
µ̂"Ie

�i!I t (2.50)

with the incoming photon frequency !I and field amplitude "I . As the excited state

population is determined by

h (1)(t)| (1)(t)i =
"
2
I

4

tZ

�1

dt
0

tZ

�1

dt
00h�i|µ̂e

�iĤmol(t00�t0)µ̂|�iiei!̃I(t00�t0) (2.51)
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where !̃I := Ei + !I with Ei being the eigenenergy of �i, the rate of change can be

obtained using the chain rule and appropriate variable changes

d

dt
h (1)(t)| (1)(t)i =

"
2
I

4

1Z

�1

dth�i|µ̂e
�iĤmoltµ̂|�iiei!̃I t (2.52)

Comparing (2.49) and (2.52) eventually results in the following relation

IAbs(!I) /
d

dt
h (1)(t)| (1)(t)i /

1Z

�1

dt C(t)ei!̃I t (2.53)

for calculating time-dependent absorption spectra. Performing the time integral in

(2.53) and inserting a complete set of excited state eigenstates {�n}n eventually

yield the conventional frequency domain formula [145]

IAbs(!I) /
X

j

|h�j|µ̂|�ii|2�(!̃I � !j) (2.54)

commonly known as Fermi’s golden rule. In particular, both, the time-dependent

(2.53) and time-independent (2.54), approaches for linear absorption spectroscopy

are completely equivalent comprising the same weak field assumption. Here, the

time-independent approach represents a boundary value problem which, for a single

t

(a) (b)

t=0

Figure 2.2: Schematic comparison between the time-independent and time-dependent
approach to calculate linear absorption spectra. (a) Within the static approach the transi-
tion intensities are determined by the Franck-Condon overlaps according to Fermi’s golden
rule (2.54) while (b) the dynamical approach (2.53) explores the autocorrelation function
of the excited wavepacket.
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energy, is indeed computationally favourable compared to the time-dependent ini-

tial value problem which contains the time as an additional variable. Nevertheless,

the time-dependent approach o↵ers the entire absorption spectrum within a single

calculation, as the time-dependent wavepacket encompasses all energies by ansatz.

Thus, the determination of which approach is more advantageous for numerical sim-

ulations and final interpretations is highly dependent on the specific characteristics

of the system and cannot be conclusively decided in a singular manner. [144]

However, a branch where time-dependent approaches distinctly excel is in time-

resolved spectroscopy. In this context, time-dependent methodologies typically o↵er

a seamless transition from the linear to nonlinear regime, whereas time-independent

approaches often lack analytical expressions and consequently rely on additional

approximations.

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy

In transient absorption spectroscopy, the system is initially excited by a short laser

pulse into an excited state. Subsequently, a temporally delayed probe pulse is used

to monitor changes in the absorption spectrum of the sample as a function of time.

Hence, the total electric field reads

E(t, ⌧) = Epu(t) + Epr(t, ⌧) (2.55)

where Epu and Epr represents the pump and probe pulse, respectively, separated

by a time delay ⌧ . By varying the time delay, transient absorption spectroscopy

can provide detailed information about the relaxation pathways and dynamics of

photoexcited states.

In order to calculate the transient absorption cross section, the general non-

perturbative approach (2.37) can be simply extended to [142]

ITAS(!, ⌧) / �
Im
⇣
P̃ (!)Ẽ⇤(!, ⌧)

⌘

|Ẽ(!, ⌧)|2
(2.56)

where, analogously to before, Ẽ is the Fourier transform of the full electric field E ,

and P̃ represents the dipole spectrum.

Within the perturbative regime, excited state absorption arises from the coher-

ence terms P
(3)
12 (t) = h (1)(t)|µ̂| (2)(t)i of the third-order polarisation P

(3). [139]
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Similar to (2.45)-(2.46), this term can be rewritten as [146]

P
(3)
12 (t) =

1Z

�1

dt
0 h (1)(⌧)|eiĤmol(t�⌧)µ̂e

�iĤmol(t�⌧)µ̂| (1)(⌧)iE(t0) (2.57)

Assuming a short time interaction with the probe pulse [140] and inserting this ex-

pression into (2.56) yields the perturbative approach for transient absorption spec-

troscopy [63]

ITAS(!, ⌧) /
1Z

�1

dt C(t, ⌧)ei!t��t/2 (2.58)

where � is a damping factor related to the inverse final state lifetime and C(t, ⌧) is

the dipole-dipole correlation function

C(t, ⌧) = h (1)(⌧)|eiĤmol(t�⌧)µ̂e
�iĤmol(t�⌧)µ̂| (1)(⌧)i (2.59)

In instances where the final excited state decay is fast, such as core-excited states,

the commutator [eiĤmolt, µ̂] can be assumed to be negligible, allowing for the reversal

of the order of the two operators without significantly a↵ecting the integral in (2.58).

Assuming there is no radiationless transition between the electronic manifolds de-

scribed where | (1)i and | (2)i are propagated, the molecular Hamiltonian has the

matrix form

Hmol =

 
H1 0

0 H2

!
(2.60)

with the diabatic Hamiltonian Ĥi = T̂N + Ŵi responsible for the evolution of | (i)i,
i = 1, 2. If the propagator and dipole moment operator commute, it follows that

e
iĤ1(t�⌧)µ̂e

�iĤ2(t�⌧)µ̂ ⇡ µ̂e
�i(Ĥ2�Ĥ1)(t�⌧)µ̂ = µ̂e

�i(Ŵ2�Ŵ1)(t�⌧)µ̂ (2.61)

i.e. the propagation of the wavepacket subsequent to the probe pulse is disregarded.

This leads to the Lorentzian limit or short-time approximation of the transient

absorption signal [63, 64]

IL(!, ⌧) _ Re

1Z

0

dt h (1)(⌧)|µ̂e
�i(Ŵ2�Ŵ1)(t�⌧)µ̂| (1)(⌧)iei!t��t/2 (2.62)
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with the frequency-dependent counterpart

I(!, ⌧)L /
X

i,f

Z
· · ·
Z

dR |µif |2 | i(R, ⌧)|2
�
2�

�
2

�2
+ (Vf (R)� Vi(R)� !)2

(2.63)

where the indices i and f refer to intermediate and final electronic states, respec-

tively, with the corresponding transition dipole moment µij and where  i(R, ⌧) is

the nuclear wavepacket in the i-th electronic state at the time ⌧ . This approach is

hence equivalent to calculating static absorption spectra at specific points on the

manifold of excited states triggered by the pump pulse. While pump-induced dy-

namical processes can still be monitored using the short-time approximation, the

transient absorption spectra might lack spectral features stemming from the dynam-

ics in the final excited states.

Especially in the field of ultrafast X-ray spectroscopy, the short-time approxi-

mation is prevalent, due to the short lifetime of core-excited states. However, Sec-

tion 4.3 extensively deliberates upon the validity of this approximation and provides

a meticulous elucidation of its consequences in the assessment of femtosecond X-ray

absorption spectroscopy.

2.4.3 Resonance Raman Spectroscopy

In the following, the representation of the underlying theory as well as their further

development is strongly aligned to [88] and [116].

Steady-State Resonance Raman Spectroscopy

Resonance Raman scattering is a coherent two-photon process in which the sys-

tem is resonantly excited into an excited state, followed by spontaneous emission

of a photon. [147] As this mechanism involves two photon interactions, the time-

dependent approach must be derived by second-order time-dependent perturbation

theory for light-matter interaction. [148,149] In accordance to (2.53), the weak field

Raman intensity IRam can be obtained from the time evolution of the second order

correction to the system wavefunction [140,150]

IRam(!S;!I) /
d

dt
h (2)(t)| (2)(t)i. (2.64)

where an incident CW excitation, characterised by a single frequency !I , is as-

sumed. Starting from an initial eigenstate |�ii, the time-dependent second order
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perturbation wavefunction is then explicitly given by [140,148]

| (2)(t)i = �"S
2i

tZ

�1

dt
0
e
�i(Ĥmol�i

�f
2 )(t�t0)

µ̂Se
i!St

0 | (1)(t0)i (2.65)

with the scattering field amplitude and frequency, "S and !S, respectively, and the

first-order wavefunction

| (1)(t0)i = �"I
2i

t
0Z

�1

dt
00
e
�i(Ĥmol�i

�i
2 )(t0�t00)

µ̂Ie
�i!̃I t

00 |�ii (2.66)

where �i and �f characterise the inverse lifetime of the intermediate and final states,

respectively. By changing the variables ⌧ = t
0 � t

00, the first order wavefunction can

be rewritten as

| (1)(t0)i = �"I
2i

t
0Z

�1

dt
00

e
�i(Ĥmol�i

�i
2 )(t0�t00)

µ̂Ie
�i!̃I t

00 |�ii (2.67)

= �"I
2i

e
�i!̃I t

0 |R(!I)i (2.68)

where the Raman wavefunction |R(!I)i is defined by

|R(!I)i :=

1Z

0

d⌧ e
�i(Ĥmol�i

�i
2 )⌧

µ̂Ie
i!̃I⌧ |�ii. (2.69)

In particular, the Raman wavefunction itself is time-independent serving as an in-

termediate state containing all dynamical information prior to the scattering event

and the second-order wavefunction attains the structure of a pseudo-first-order wave-

function

| (2)i = �"I"S
4

tZ

�1

dt
0
e
�iĤmol(t�t0)µ̂Se

i!̃St
0 |R(!I)i (2.70)

where !̃S := !S� !̃I denotes the energy loss of the system. Thus, the Raman wave-

function plays the role of the initial state in (2.70). Substituting the last expression

into (2.64) eventually leads to the time-dependent Raman intensity formula

IRam(!S;!I) /
1Z

�1

dt e
�i!̃St��f t/2hR̃(!I)|R̃(!I , t)i (2.71)
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where |R̃(!I , t)i := e
�iĤmolt|R̃(!I)i with |R̃(!I)i = µ̂S|R(!I)i is a wavepacket evolv-

ing in the final electronic state manifold reached by the scattering event.

As for linear absorption spectroscopy, an equivalent frequency domain approach

can be derived for steady-state resonance Raman spectroscopy by performing the

time integral in (2.71) and inserting a complete set of eigenstates {�j}j. The

frequency-dependent Raman intensity is governed by

IRam(!S;!I) /
X

f

|↵fi(!I)|2�(Ei � Ef + !I � !S, �f ) (2.72)

where the scattering polarisabilty tensor ↵fi is defined by the well-known Kramers-

Heisenberg-Dirac (KHD) formula [151–153]

↵fi(!I) =
X

n

h�f |µ̂S|�nih�n|µ̂I |�ii
!̃I � En + i�i

(2.73)

with |�ii, |�ni and |�fi being the initial, intermediate and final vibronic eigenstates

involved in the resonance Raman process with energies Ei, En and Ef , respectively,

and with a phenomenological Lorentzian line shape broadening

�(⌦, �) =
�

⇡(⌦2 + �2)
(2.74)

with full width at half maximum (fwhm) �. The KHD equation involves a summa-

tion over all intermediate vibronic states of the molecule o↵ering a static perspective

of the Raman scattering event. Here, the scattering amplitudes rely on the Franck-

Condon overlaps of all relevant states, alongside the amount of detuning ⌦ = En�!̃I

from each intermediate state.

In order to provide a precise description of the Raman spectrum, the time-

independent KHD approach requires knowledge of numerous eigenfunctions across

multiple PESs. Conversely, the time-dependent approach can exploit the limited

probing of only a small region of the PES and thus necessitates propagation over

a brief time interval only while providing a high level of accuracy. Moreover, the

time-dependent approach inherently establishes a clear connection between the spec-

troscopic properties and the underlying dynamics.

Both the time-dependent (2.71) and time-independent (2.72) equations for the

Raman intensity are formulated under CW conditions, thereby disregarding any

influence from the spectral content of the incident radiation. However, this is es-

pecially important when utilising resonance Raman spectroscopy in pump-probe
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2.4. TIME-DEPENDENT MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY

experiments. We thus transcend the CW framework and assume an A-shaped pulse

E(t) = A(t)e�i!I t (2.75)

with carrier frequency !I , centered at t0 = 0, in order to encompass the spectral

attributes required for a finite duration of the incident field. While this field is used

to prepare the intermediate excited state wavepacket

| (1)(t0)i = �"I
2i

t
0Z

�1

dt
00
e
�i(Ĥmol�i

�i
2 )(t0�t00)

µ̂IA(t00)e�i!̃I t
00 |�ii, (2.76)

the second-order wavefunction describing the spontanoues emission process is still

recursively defined by

| (2)(t)i = �"S
2i

tZ

�1

dt
0
e
�i(Ĥmol�i

�f
2 )(t�t0)

µ̂Se
i!St

0 | (1)(t0)i (2.77)

Using the Fourier representation of the envelope function

A(t00) = F�1(Ã)(t00) =
1

2⇡

1Z

�1

Ã(!00)ei!
00
t
00
d!00 (2.78)

allows to circumvent the non-linear time-dependence of the incident field envelope

function such that the first-order wavefunction can be rewritten as

| (1)(t0)i =
�"I
4i⇡

t
0Z

�1

dt
00
e
�i(Ĥmol�i

�i
2 )(t0�t00)

µ̂I

1Z

�1

Ã(!00)ei!
00
t
00
d!00e�i!̃I t

00 |�ii (2.79)

=
�"I
4i⇡

1Z

�1

d!00Ã(!00)e�i(!̃I�!00)t0

1Z

0

d⌧e�i(Ĥmol�i
�i
2 )⌧

µ̂Ie
i(!̃I�!00)⌧ |�ii (2.80)

=
1

2⇡

1Z

�1

d!00Ã(!00)| ̃(1)(t0, !̃I � !00)i (2.81)

=
1

2⇡
(Ã⌦ | ̃(1)(t0, ·)i)(!̃I) (2.82)

where | ̃(1)i is given by

| ̃(1)(t0, !̃I � !00)i :=
�"I
2i

e
�i(!̃I�!00)t0 |R(!̃I � !00)i (2.83)
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Analogously to before, the second order term | ̃(2)i can be recursively defined by

| ̃(2)(t, !̃I � !00)i := �"S
2i

tZ

�1

dt
0
e
�i(Ĥmol�i

�f
2 )(t�t0)

µ̂Se
i!St

0 | ̃(1)(t0, !̃I � !00)i (2.84)

leading to the following expression for the second-order scattering wavefunction

| (2)(t)i =
1

2⇡
(Ã⌦ | ̃(2)(t, ·)i)(!̃I) (2.85)

As the spontaneous emission from a wavepacket is incoherent in the sense that

every transition from this wavepacket populates a di↵erent and hence orthogonal

final state of the molecule, [88] it holds

h (2)(t)| (2)(t)i =
1

4⇡2

1Z

�1

d!0
1Z

�1

d!00Ã⇤(!0)Ã(!00)h ̃(2)(t0, !̃I � !0)| ̃(2)(t0, !̃I � !00)i

=
1

4⇡2

1Z

�1

d!00|Ã(!00)|2h ̃(2)(t0, !̃I � !00)| ̃(2)(t0, !̃I � !00)i (2.86)

=
1

4⇡2

⇣
|Ã|2 ⌦ h ̃(2)(t0, ·)| ̃(2)(t0, ·)i

⌘
(!̃I) (2.87)

Thus, it finally follows for the Raman intensity induced by a coherent, temporally

finite pulse

IRam(!̃I) /
✓

|Ã|2 ⌦ d

dt
h ̃(2)(t, ·)| ̃(2)(t, ·)i

◆
(!̃I) (2.88)

/

0

@|Ã|2 ⌦
1Z

�1

dt exp (�i!̃St)hR̃(·)|R̃(·, t)i

1

A (!̃I) (2.89)

since the time derivation is distributive over the convolution. In particular, (2.88) il-

lustrates that the influence of a finite pulse duration manifests not only in a greater

number of enclosed resonances due to the wide spectral range but also induces a

general broadening of the Raman spectra, as determined by the convolution with

the squared absolute value of the Fourier transform of the incident field envelope

function. Thus, utilising longitudinally coherent pulses diminishes the spectral sensi-

tivity to detuning e↵ects as well as impacts the finer details of vibronic substructures

and peak intensities in the resulting spectra.
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2.4. TIME-DEPENDENT MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY

Transient Raman Spectroscopy

Steady-state resonant Raman spectroscopy operates by employing narrow-band ex-

citations, where the frequency of photons matches (or is nearly resonant with) the

energy of the excited state. This strategy helps minimise uncertainties in the excita-

tion process and prevents broadening e↵ects. To apply resonant Raman spectroscopy

e↵ectively in ultrafast spectroscopy, it is hence crucial to balance the narrow-band

condition necessary for resonant excitation with the broad-band requirement essen-

tial for achieving adequate time resolution in order to track the dynamical processes.

Similar to transient absorption spectroscopy, the total electric field in transient

Raman spectroscopy

E(t, ⌧) = Epu(t) + Epr(t, ⌧) (2.90)

comprises a pump pulse Epu initiating the excited state dynamics and a probe pulse

Epr examining the induced dynamics by invoking the Raman scattering process after

a temporal delay ⌧ . Because the expression for the Raman signal generated by

coherent light neither depends on steady-state nor on CW conditions, the expression

(2.89) can be readily expanded to acquire the transient Raman signal

ITRS(!S,!I , ⌧) /

0

@|Ãpr|2 ⌦
1Z

�1

dt exp (�i!̃St)hR̃(·; ⌧)|R̃(·, t, ⌧)i

1

A (!̃I) (2.91)

where the evolving wavepacket |R̃(!, t, ⌧)i = e
�iĤmolt|R̃(!, ⌧)i is defined by the

projection |R̃(!, ⌧)i = µ̂|R(!, ⌧)i of the Raman wavefunction

|R(!, ⌧)i =

1Z

0

dt e
�i(Ĥmol�i

�i
2 )t

µ̂e
i(!̃I�!)(t�⌧)| (1)(t)i (2.92)

assuming without loss of generality that the pump pulse is centered at t0 = 0 whereas

the probe pulse is centered at t = ⌧ > 0. In particular, the Raman wavefunction is

still a pseudo-time-independent object that only parametrically depends on ⌧ .
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Chapter 3

Methodology

Molecular dynamics simulations have been become an essential tool to study pho-

toexcited molecular systems. Aiming an accurate description of photochemical or

photophysical systems necessitates to solve the full TDSE, a task often simplified

by separating the system into a time-independent electronic component and time-

dependent nuclear counterpart. In this picture, the molecular system is represented

as a set of nuclei moving over PESs, which are governed by the behavior of the

electrons. When a single PES su�ces to depict the system under study, classical

mechanical techniques usually su�ce for conducting molecular dynamics. However,

for the description of non-adiabatic systems involving more than one PES, quantum

e↵ects come into play, mandating the adoption of a quantum mechanical framework.

For this purpose, various semi-classical as well as full quantum mechanical strategies

have emerged over the last decades, [154–159] facilitating the simulation of nuclear

dynamics across multiple PESs.

As the nuclear dynamics is very sensitive to the surface topology, the success of

molecular dynamics calculations hinges significantly on the fidelity of PES descrip-

tions which are typically obtained from ab-initio quantum chemistry calculations.

For this purpose, a wide range of electronic structure methods has been developed

providing di↵erent levels of accuracy where an appropriate method e↵ectively cap-

ture the system’s nuances while balancing computational e↵ort.

In this thesis, nuclear quantum dynamics simulations were performed employ-

ing the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method, [160–162]

renowned for its e�cacy in solving the TDSE. [162–165] Section 3.1 provides a

concise overview of this method, with comprehensive details available in relevant

literature. [160, 162, 163, 165] The underlying electronic structure calculations were

executed using CC theory [166–172] and its extensions for excited states. [172–177]

Section 3.2 briefly outlines this approach. For a detailed description of these meth-
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ods and their implementations the reader is once more referred to the literature.

Moreover, a general overview of common electronic structure methods can be found

in various quantum chemistry text books. [178–180]

3.1 Multi-Configuration Time-Dependent Hartree

Method

The MCTDH method [160–162] is a grid-based, variational approach to solve the

TDSE allowing to treat multi-dimensional, non-adiabatic systems fully quantum

mechanically. In this method, the generally high-dimensional nuclear wavefunction

is expanded in direct products of low-dimensional basis functions to which the time

evolution can be restricted. The MCTDH ansatz for the nuclear wavefunction reads

[160–162]

 nuc(R, t) =
X

J

AJ(t)�J(R, t) =
X

j1...jf

Aj1...jf
(t)

fY

i=1

'
(i)
ji

(Ri, t) (3.1)

with time-dependent complex-valued coe�cients AJ = Aj1...jf
of the product of low-

dimensional basis functions '(i)
ji

, so-called single particle functions (SPFs). Using

a linear combinations of time-independent primitive basis functions ⇠(i)ri , the time-

dependent SPFs are themselves represented by

'
(i)
ji

(Ri, t) =
X

ri

criji(t)⇠
(i)
ri

(Ri) (3.2)

providing an underlying grid. Commonly, a discrete variable representation (DVR)

[181] grid is used for all degrees of freedom.

In order to guarantee a variationally optimal evolution of the nuclear wavefunc-

tion, the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle [182–184]

h� nuc|i@/@t� Ĥ| nuci (3.3)

is used where the variation of the wavefunction is specified as

� nuc =
X

J

�AJ�J +
X

i

 
X

li

�'
(i)
li
 

(i)
li

!
(3.4)

with the single-hole functions  (i)
li

defined by all the terms in the wavefunction which
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would contain the l
th
i

function of the i
th mode, i.e.

 
(i)
li

(Ri, t) =
X

l1...li�1li+1...lf

Al1...li�1li+1...lf
(t)

· '(1)
l1

(R1, t) . . .'
(i�1)
li�1

(Ri�1, t)'
(i+1)
li+1

(Ri+1, t) . . .'
(f)
lf

(Rf , t)

(3.5)

In particular, the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle can be applied to both varia-

tions �AJ and �'(i)
li

independently yielding the following equation of motion (EOM)s

i
@

@t
AI =

X

J

h�I |Ĥ|�JiAJ (3.6)

for the expansion coe�cients and

i
@

@t
'
(i) = (1� P̂

(i))(⇢(i))�1Ĥ(i)
'
(i) (3.7)

for the SPFs where the reduced density matrix ⇢
(i), the mean-field Hamiltonian

matrix Ĥ(i) and the subspace projector P̂
(i) in the i

th subspace are defined by

⇢
(i)
jk

= h (i)
j

| (i)
k
i (3.8)

Ĥ
(i)
jk

= h (i)
j

|Ĥ| (i)
k
i (3.9)

P̂
(i)(t) =

X

j

|'(i)
j

(t)ih'(i)
j

(t)| (3.10)

respectively.

In order to describe the actual propagation of the nuclear wavepacket, an ad-

ditional coordinate is included responsible for the electronic states. Within the

single-set formalism, there is one set of SPFs for all electronic states, i.e.

 nuc(R, �, t) =
X

j1,...,jf ,�

Aj1...jf�
(t)

fY

i=1

'
(i)
ji

(Ri, t)|�i (3.11)

where {|�i} denotes the set of electronic states. Contrary, within the multi-set

formalism di↵erent sets of SPFs are used for each state leading to

 nuc(R, �, t) =
X

�

 (�)(R, t)|�i (3.12)

 (�)(R, t) =
X

j
�
1 ,...,j

�
f

A
(�)
j1...jf

(t)
fY

i=1

'
(i,�)
ji

(Ri, t)|�i (3.13)
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requiring a generalisation of the EOMs. [163] While both approaches converge to

the same result, the single-set formalism is of advantage if the shape of the di↵erent

electronic states and thus the nuclear dynamics are similar, by contrast, the multi-

set formulation is more e�cient when the dynamics on the various diabatic states is

rather di↵erent. Moreover, in order to save computational e↵ort, the SPFs can be

multi-dimensional accommodating correlations within a combined-mode subspace

Ri = (Ri1 , . . . , Rin). [162, 185]

An improved, hierarchical variant of MCTDH has been developed providing an

e�cient strategy to treat systems up to several hundred degrees of freedom fully

quantum mechanically. Within this ML-MCTDH method, [186–189] the multi-

dimensional SPFs are recursively expanded in the form of (3.1) yielding the following

ansatz

 nuc(R, t) =
X

J

A
[1]
J

(t)�[1]
J

(R, t) =
X

J

A
[1]
J

f1Y

i1=1

'
[1](i1)
ji1

(Ri1 , t) (3.14)

for the first layer which is equivalent to (3.1). However, the same type of expansion

is also used for the first-layer SPFs '[1](i1)
ji1

(Ri1 , t) yielding

'
[1](i1)
j

(Ri1 , t) =
X

J

A
[2](i1)
j,J

(t)�[2](i1)
J

(Ri1 , t) =
X

J

A
[2](i1)
j,J

(t)

f
[2]
i1Y

i2=1

'
[2](i1,i2)
ji1

(R(i1,i2), t)

(3.15)

This procedure is repeated until the last layer of time-dependent SPFs is repre-

sented by the discrete time-independent grid according to (3.2). The ML-MCTDH

(a) (b) (c)

Ψnuc φ[1] φ[2] ξ

Figure 3.1: Diagrammatic representation of a (a) traditional MCTDH, (b) combined
mode MCTDH and (c) multi-layer MCTDH (ML-MCTDH) approach for the nuclear wave-
function  nuc of an imaginary system with four degrees of freedom.
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EOMs exhibit likewise an hierarchical layer structure [189] which can be recursively

computed. [187,188]

3.2 Coupled-Cluster Theory and its Derivatives

In this section, we drop all coordinate dependencies for a better readability of the

underlying electronic structure methodology used in this thesis. In order to study

the electronic structure of atoms and molecules CC [166–172] theory provides a

powerful computational tool. The electronic ground state wavefunction within the

CC formalism is represented by

| CCi = e
T̂ |�0i (3.16)

where |�0i is the reference wavefunction, typically a Slater determinant constructed

from Hartree–Fock molecular orbitals, and T̂ is the so-called cluster operator

T̂ = T̂1 + T̂2 + . . . + T̂N (3.17)

with T̂k|�0i =

✓
1

k!

◆2X

ij...

X

ab...

t
ab...

ij...
⌧̂
ab...

ij...
|�0i =

✓
1

k!

◆2X

ij...

X

ab...

t
ab...

ij...
|�ab...

ij...
i (3.18)

where N is the number of electrons, t are the amplitudes, ⌧̂ denote the excitation

operators, and the indices {i, j, . . .} and {a, b, . . .} refer to occupied and virtual

orbitals in the reference determinant, respectively. Inserting the CC wavefunction

ansatz (3.16) into the electronic Schrödinger equation and multiplying with e
�T̂

from left yields the following eigenvalue problem

ˆ̄
H|�0i = ECC|�0i (3.19)

with ˆ̄
H := e

�T̂
Ĥ

el
e
T̂ . In particular, projecting against the reference h�0| and excited

determinant h�ab...

ij...
| lead to the CC energy and amplitude equations

h�0| ˆ̄
H|�0i = ECC (3.20)

h�ab...

ij...
| ˆ̄
H|�0i = 0 (3.21)

respectively.

While CC theory provides accurate descriptions of systems that can be ade-

quately represented by a single Slater determinant, it is inadequate in handling

degeneracies or characterising excited states. Nonetheless, various methods and ex-
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tensions based on CC have been developed capable of capturing static correlation

or to characterise excited states. The latter can be explored through the EOM-

CC [172–177] approach, wherein a reference state, approximated well by a Slater

determinant, is chosen. The CC equations are then solved for the well-balanced

system, followed by the application of an operator to transform it into the target

state to be studied.

Within EOM-CC, each excited state is associated with left and right eigenvectors

due to the non-Hermiticity of the similarity transformed Hamiltonian ˆ̄
H, yielding

the following parametrisation ansatz

h i| = h�0|L̂i (3.22)

| ji = R̂j|�0i (3.23)

with the de-excitation and excitation operators L̂i and R̂j, respectively. This leads

in turn to two sets of eigenvalue problems

h�0|L̂i
ˆ̄
H = h�0|L̂iEi (3.24)

ˆ̄
HR̂j|�0i = EjR̂j|�0i (3.25)

where the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian form a biorthonormal set, i.e.

h�0|L̂iR̂j|�0i = �ij (3.26)

In practice, it is impossible to apply the full exponential ansatz to the refer-

ence determinant and the operators T̂ , L̂ and R̂ must be truncated where the most

common truncation, also used within this thesis, is after single and double excita-

tions leading to the (EOM-)CC singles and doubles (CCSD) method. The CCSD

wavefunction is thus represented by

| CCSDi = e
T̂1+T̂2 |�0i =

✓
1 + T̂1 + T̂2 +

1

2
T̂ 2
1 + T̂1T̂2 +

1

2
T̂ 2
2 + . . .

◆
|�0i (3.27)

To compute core-excited states, the EOM-CC method can be expanded incorpo-

rating both the frozen core (fc) and CVS approach. [39] In this context, the fc ap-

proximation [190,191] entails keeping the orbitals corresponding to the core electrons

unchanged throughout the calculation. Meanwhile, the CVS approximation [54,55]

separates valence and core excitations, supported by the energy di↵erence between

core and valence orbitals, facilitating direct equation solving for the core electrons.
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Chapter 4

Results

In this chapter, the theoretical tools and methodologies previously introduced in

Chapter 2 and 3 are applied to simulate non-linear X-ray spectroscopy at the nitro-

gen K-edge of pyrazine. Our findings have led to three publications [74,88,116] which

serve as the basis of this chapter. Given the utilisation of slightly di↵erent model

Hamiltonians in each project, we commence by presenting the general conceptual

framework shared among all three studies in section 4.2. Subsequently, pertinent to

each specific project, we furnish the respective section with the specific parameters

and computational details. Furthermore, a complete set of parameters in the form

of a MCTDH operator file is deposited in the Appendix for each project.

4.1 Pyrazine

The aromatic heterocyclic molecule pyrazine (C4H4N2) exhibits interesting pho-

tophysical behavior upon UV exposure, attracting significant attention over the

past three decades through both experimental [87, 192–205] and theoretical [84,

85, 185, 206–242] studies. The low energy regime of the UV absorption spectrum,

shown in Figure 4.1, reveals two distinct bands corresponding to transitions to

the B3u(n⇡⇤) and B2u(⇡⇡⇤) states. While the former band displays well-resolved

vibrational features, the latter shows a broader profile indicating ultrafast non-

radiative decay, which was confirmed by time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy.

[198,199,201,202,204]

To comprehensively understand the ultrafast photophysics of pyrazine, various

theoretical frameworks employing non-adiabatic nuclear dynamics simulations have

been developed. While earlier studies primarily focused on characterising the coni-

cal intersection between the two bright B2u(⇡⇡⇤) and B3u(n⇡⇤) states, [185,206–208,

211, 214, 215, 218, 222, 226] more recent investigations suggest the potential involve-
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Figure 4.1: Experimental UV absorption spectrum of pyrazine. The absorption band
at lower wavelength can be attributed with a ⇡⇡⇤-transition to the energetically higher
B2u electronic state while the band at higher wavelength corresponds to a n⇡⇤-transition
to the lower B3u state. Used with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry, from [192];
permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

ment of an additional dark electronic state influencing the photoinduced dynam-

ics. [224, 227–229, 232] However, deciphering the significance of this dark Au(n⇡⇤)

state poses challenges, as theoretical models accommodating or excluding its pres-

ence can accurately reproduce the UV spectrum of pyrazine. Moreover, the precise

energetic ordering of electronic states heavily relies on the selected level of theory.

An experimental validation of the precise mechanism has also proven challenging due

to the short timescales involved and signal overlap from di↵erent electronic states.

Hence, there is a pressing need for alternative time-resolved experimental tech-

niques capable of tracking the photoinduced dynamics of pyrazine while distin-

guishing contributions from individual excited states. [87, 236] For this purpose,

ultrafast X-ray spectroscopy emerges as a promising avenue, by combining element

specific core-level probing with femtosecond time-resolution. [77, 243–246] Conse-

quently, pyrazine serves as an ideal testbed for benchmarking full time-dependent

approaches in nonlinear X-ray spectroscopy, thereby facilitating the anticipation of

state-of-the-art time-resolved X-ray experiments.

4.2 Construction of Model Hamiltonian

Pyrazine is a planar molecule belonging to the point group D2h at the neutral ground

state equilibrium geometry. Its 24 vibrational normal modes are classified by the

irreducible representations

� = 5Ag + 1B1g + 2B2g + 4B3g + 2Au + 4B1u + 4B2u + 2B3u (4.1)
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The displacement vectors associated with these modes are illustrated in Figure 4.2

while the computed vibrational frequencies, symmetries and experimental data are

listed in Table 4.1.

The main objective of this thesis is to devise approaches for the simulation of

non-linear X-ray spectroscopy completely in the time domain. To attain the tem-

poral evolution of the system, we perform nuclear quantum dynamics simulation

utilising the MCTDH method. For this purpose, a precomputed model Hamiltonian

is required capable of accurately describing the nuclear motion on both valence-

and core-excited states. To simplify the full molecular Hamiltonian, we completely

decouple the valence- and core-excited states concerning non-adiabatic transitions

which is substantiated by the large energy di↵erence between them, leading to two

isolated subspaces. Within each subspace, we apply the group adiabatic approxi-

mation, [128,248] thereby restricting the number of states in the final computations

resulting in the following matrix representation of the molecular Hamiltonian

Hmol =

 
Hv 0

0 Hc

!
(4.2)

where Hv and Hc denote the sub-Hamiltonian acting on the valence- and core-

n1 n2

n15n14n13

n9

n3

n8n7

n16

n6

n12n11

n5

n10

n4

n19 n24n23n22

n18n17

n21n20

Figure 4.2: Vibrational normal modes of pyrazine obtained from CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ
calculations at the equilibrium ground state structure.
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Table 4.1: Harmonic ground-state vibrational frequencies (in cm�1) obtained at the
CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ level within this thesis along with MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ [228] and ex-
perimental [195] data. The modes are labeled by ascending frequency or using Wilson’s
notation. [247]

Modeb,c Wilsona Symmetry CCSDb MP2a,c Exp.

⌫1 ⌫16a Au 350 337 341
⌫2 ⌫16b B3u 425 417 420
⌫3 ⌫6a Ag 604 593 596
⌫4 ⌫6b B3g 709 700 704
⌫5 ⌫4 B2g 737 734 756
⌫6 ⌫11 B3u 805 797 785
⌫7 ⌫10a B1g 943 936 919
⌫8 ⌫5 B2g 950 942 983
⌫9 ⌫17a Au 980 966 960
⌫10 ⌫12 B1u 1033 1022 1021
⌫11 ⌫1 Ag 1038 1017 1015
⌫12 ⌫18b B2u 1091 1079 1063
⌫13 ⌫14 B2u 1146 1364 1149
⌫14 ⌫18a B1u 1162 1148 1136
⌫15 ⌫9a Ag 1253 1242 1230
⌫16 ⌫3 B3g 1367 1352 1346
⌫17 ⌫19b B2u 1441 1440 1416
⌫18 ⌫19a B1u 1518 1486 1484
⌫19 ⌫8b B3g 1595 1553 1525
⌫20 ⌫8a Ag 1650 1605 1582
⌫21 ⌫7b B3g 3196 3205 3040
⌫22 ⌫13 B1u 3197 3206 3012
⌫23 ⌫20b B2u 3213 3221 3063
⌫24 ⌫2 Ag 3218 3226 3055

a used in section 4.3, [74] b used in section 4.4, [88] c used in section 4.5, [116]

excited state manifold, respectively. Within this work, both sub-Hamiltonian are

represented in a diabatic electronic basis in order to avoid singularities in the non-

adiabatic coupling terms. [127,128] Thus, according to (2.20), each sub-Hamiltonian

can be written as

Hx = T̂N1 + Wx, x 2 {v, c} (4.3)

with the corresponding diabatic potential matrix Wx. To approximate a diabatic

Hamiltonian including multiple coupled electronic states, a simple yet e↵ective

method is provided by the vibronic coupling model. [127,249,250] In this approach,

the diabatic potential matrix is expanded using a Taylor series around an arbi-

trary point in configuration space, where in spectroscopic applications the ground
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electronic state equilibrium geometry is commonly chosen as the expansion point.

Usually, the Taylor expansion is conveniently expressed in terms of dimensionless

ground state mass- and frequency-scaled normal coordinates [127], assembled in the

vector Q, yielding

Hx(Q) = H(0)(Q) + Wx(Q) (4.4)

= H(0)(Q) + W(0)
x

(Q) + W(1)
x

(Q) + W(2)
x

(Q) + . . . (4.5)

for both sub-matrices in (4.2). The zeroth-order Hamiltonian H(0)(Q) here is the

ground state vibrational Hamiltonian in the harmonic approximation

H(0)(Q) =
X

i

!i

2

✓
� @

2

@Q
2
i

+ Q
2
i

◆
1 (4.6)

where !i is the harmonic vibrational frequency of the vibrational mode Qi. The

Taylor expansion of Wx then covers all changes in the excited state potentials with

respect to the ground state yielding up to second order

W↵↵(Q) = V
(↵) +

X

i


(↵)
i

Qi +
X

i,j

�
(↵)
ij

QiQj (4.7)

W↵�(Q) =
X

i

�
(↵�)
i

Qi +
X

i,j

⌫
(↵�)
ij

QiQj, ↵ 6= � (4.8)

where V
(↵) ⌘ V↵ denote the vertical adiabatic excitation energies of the ↵-th elec-

tronic state and


(↵)
i

=
@V

(↵)

@Qi

����
Q=Q0

(4.9)

are the linear intrastate coupling constants related to the gradients of the adia-

batic potentials at the Franck-Condon point Q0. Furthermore, the linear interstate

coupling constants

�
(↵�)
i

=
@h ↵|Ĥel| �i

@Qi

�����
Q=Q0

(4.10)

determine the interaction between the ↵-th and �-th electronic states under dis-

placements of mode Qi while the bilinear intrastate coupling constants �(↵)
ij

account

for the mode-coupling Duschinsky rotation. The bilinear interstate coupling con-

stants ⌫(↵�)
ij

and higher-order terms are of minor importance in our considerations

and can be hence neglected. If the expansion (4.5) is truncated at first order, this
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approach is also known as the linear vibronic coupling model.

For symmetric molecules, like pyrazine, group theory can be used to reduce the

number of contributing parameters in the vibronic coupling model. The conditions

of the three most significant coupling parameters to be non-vanishing can be sum-

marised to

n

(↵)
i

����i ◆ �Ag

o
(4.11)

n
�
(↵)
ij

����i ⌦ �j ◆ �Ag

o
(4.12)

n
�
(↵�)
i

����↵ ⌦ �i ⌦ �� ◆ �Ag

o
(4.13)

where �Ag is the totally symmetric irreducible representation of the symmetry point

group of the molecule at the expansion point (here D2h), �i and �j refer to the

symmetry of the normal modes Qi and Qj, respectively, and �↵ and �� to the

corresponding electronic state symmetries.

For our projects, we have generally constructed a linear vibronic coupling Hamil-

tonian augmented with diagonal quadratic terms for the non-totally symmetric

modes for the most relevant electronic states. The number of electronic states as

well as the exact parameter values di↵er for each project and are thus separately

stated in each of the following sections.

4.3 Femtosecond X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy

Due to the short-lived nature of electronic core-excited states reached by X-rays,

time-resolved XAS calculations frequently apply the short time approximation, also

known as the Lorentzian limit, as outlined in Section 2.4.2. While this approx-

imation proves useful in capturing important aspects of the X-ray response from

Figure 4.3: Schematic representa-
tion of the transient photoabsorp-
tion process considered within this
section. An UV pump pulse pro-
motes the system from its equi-
librium ground state |0i into the
valence-excited state manifold |vi.
The subsequent dynamics is then
probed using an X-ray pulse trigger-
ing a transition from the valence- to
the core-excited states |ci. 0

"

#

UV

X-ray

En
er
gy
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the underlying valence-excited state dynamics, a comprehensive assessment of its

applicability and scope, along with a comparative analysis of time-resolved XAS

spectra computed with and without this approximation, is missing. This deficiency

formed the primary motivation behind our first project [74], upon which this section

is founded. Additionally, we delve into the impact of the external electric field, a

significant yet often overlooked factor in quantum dynamical investigations.

Computational Details and Model Parametrisation

For this purpose the nuclear TDSE was solved employing the MCTDH method in

its multi-state formalism as implemented in the Heidelberg MCTDH package, ver-

sion 8.4.20. [251] In order to decrease the computational e↵ort, we used a reduced-

dimensional model including nine vibrational normal modes capturing the most rel-

evant nuclear dynamics in the valence-excited states. [228] The mode-combination

scheme, grid points as well as the number of SPFs for the valence-excited states

were adopted from [228] without modification. The number of SPFs for the core-

excited states were incrementally increased until spectra convergence was achieved

(visually indistinguishable upon plotting), with specific values detailed in Table 4.2.

While the model constructed in [228] served as the basis for parameterising the va-

lence Hamiltonian Hv, parameter values for the core-excited Hamiltonian Hc were

obtained by fitting diabatic potential terms to adiabatic potential energy surfaces

using the VCHam tools, a component of the Heidelberg MCTDH package. Adiabatic

core-excited state properties were derived from fc-CVS-EOM-CCSD calculations us-

ing Pople’s 6-311++G⇤⇤ basis set [252], consistent with the level of theory employed

in [39] on the same system. All electronic structure calculations were carried out

using the quantum chemistry software package Q-Chem, version 4. [253]

The adapted model for the valence Hamiltonian Hv includes the ground and

the three lowest valence-excited states. The related non-adiabatic coupling param-

Table 4.2: Computational details of MCTDH calculations within this project. The mode-
combination and numbers of primitive grid functions were exactly as given in [228] where
harmonic oscillator (HO)-type DVRs were chosen. The number of state-specific SPFs were
extended to include the core-excited states.

Combination of modes Numbers of SPFs DVR Numbers of grid points

(⌫6a, ⌫10a) [4, 30, 34, 14, 8, 4, 12] HO (32,40)
(⌫1, ⌫4) [4, 12, 15, 8, 8, 4, 12] HO (16,20)
(⌫9a, ⌫3, ⌫8b) [4, 13, 14, 8, 8, 4, 12] HO (14,10,14)
(⌫8a, ⌫5) [4, 20, 24, 8, 8, 4, 12] HO (24,10)
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Table 4.3: Transition dipole mo-
ments µ�↵ between two electronic
states ↵ and �, where the transition
dipole moments to valence-excited
states, µ01 and µ03, are taken from
[228]. The valence-core transition
dipole moments are obtained from fc-
CVS-EOM-CCSD calculations.

State transition µ�↵

S1  S0 0.08
S3  S0 0.3
X2  S0 0.10
X1  S1 0.06
X3  S2 0.06
X3  S3 0.03

Table 4.4: Vertical excitation energies V (↵)

(in eV) and symmetries of all electronic states
considered in this project. The ground and
valence-excited state data are adopted from
[228]. The vertical N-1s excitation energies
are obtained from fc-CVS-EOM-CCSD calcu-
lations at the Franck-Condon point.

State Symmetry V
(↵)

S0 Ag 0.00
S1 B3u 3.93
S2 Au 4.45
S3 B2u 4.79
X1 B2g 399.970
X2 B3u 399.972
X3 B1g 402.770

eters can be found in [228] or in the corresponding operator file provided in the

Appendix. Vibrational normal mode frequencies and symmetries are reported in

Table 4.1, where we used Wilson’s notation for this project. In order to determine

the relevant core-excited states entering Hc we computed transition dipole moments

and oscillator strength at the FC point. Specifically, we considered the three low-

est dipole allowed transitions at the nitrogen K-edge starting from the ground and

from each of the three valence-excited states. By disregarding transitions where

the oscillator strength ratio compared to the strongest valence-core transition fell

below 0.01, we identified four dipole-allowed transitions leading to three distinct

core-excited states. The corresponding transition dipole moments as well as vertical

excitation energies and state symmetries are collected in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4,

respectively.

The core Hamiltonian Hc containing three electronic states was approximated

by a linear vibronic coupling model, encompassing the same nine vibrational modes

as in Hv. According to (4.11), the linear intrastate couplings (↵)
i

are non-zero

for totally symmetric vibrational modes. These couplings play a pivotal role in

Table 4.5: Linear intrastate coupling constant (↵)
i

values (in eV) for the core-excited
states, X↵, obtained in this work.

State 6a 1 9a 8a

X1 -0.03144 -0.00106 0.04845 0.09455
X2 -0.03134 0.00111 0.04848 0.09464
X3 -0.13498 -0.02848 -0.14471 -0.28893
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Figure 4.4: Cuts through the diabatic PESs along the four totally symmetric normal
modes included in this study along with the adiabatic single point energies for the core-
excited states X1 (dots), X2 (cross) and X3 (triangle) calculated at the fc-CVS-EOM-
CCSD/6-311++G⇤⇤ level of theory. Used with permission of IOP Publishing, Ltd, from
[74]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

governing the short-term dynamics of core-excited wavepackets out of the Franck-

Condon region subsequent to interaction with the X-ray probe pulse. Notably, the

two lowest N-1s core-excited states exhibit almost degeneracy along the four totally

symmetric modes and could be coupled through vibrational modes of symmetry

B1u, as per (4.13). However, none of the nine vibrational modes incorporated in this

model corresponds to this symmetry representation, and this aspect was not further

considered within this project. Consequently, the diabatic core-excited potential

matrix is solely characterised by vertical energies V
(↵) and linear intrastate couplings

terms (↵)
i

. The respective values are listed in Table 4.5. Moreover, the calculated

energy points and fitted curves are shown in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.5: Static XANES spectrum
of pyrazine. The experimental spectrum
(dashed line), redigitised from [254], is shifted
by 1.73 eV to match the main peak with the
computed spectra (solid lines) for core-hole
lifetimes of 3 fs (blue), 8 fs (red) and 15 fs
(green). Used with permission of IOP Pub-
lishing, Ltd, from [74]; permission conveyed
through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
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The average finite lifetime of N-1s core-excited states is considered as an intrinsic

property of the atomic species, [65, 66] represented by an imaginary energy term in

the core-excited state Hamiltonian Hc. Accordingly, we adopt a core-hole lifetime of

T = 8 fs, corresponding to a spectral fwhm of 0.11 eV consistent with experimental

measurements at the K-edge of molecular nitrogen. [255] However, within this sec-

tion, we also present comparisons with simulations employing core-hole lifetimes of

15 fs, a↵ording higher spectral resolution. We contrast these outcomes with absorp-

tion spectra where the core-hole lifetime is constrained to 3 fs. The latter duration

aligns with the lifetime necessary to approximate the Lorentzian contribution of a

nitrogen K-edge XANES measurement of pyrazine in the ground state, [254] assum-

ing a dominant single transition (see Figure 4.5). Nevertheless, we presume that the

width derived from molecular nitrogen measurements more accurately reflects the

atomic lifetime, whereas investigations involving more complex species are subject

to additional dephasing mechanisms contributing to the observed line widths.

Quantum dynamics propagations were run for various time delays between the

pump and probe pulses. The propagation process was terminated once the popu-

lations of core-excited states declined to below 5% of their maximum value to save

computational e↵ort. Propagation runs evolving in the valence states were set to

write output every 0.1 fs, whereas propagations involving simultaneously valence-

and core-excited states were set to write output every 0.005 fs, ensuring a su�cient

time resolution and frequency span for subsequent Fourier transforms.

On the Validity of the Lorentzian Limit

In order to obtain a direct comparison between fs-XANES spectra computed em-

ploying the short-time approximation and those derived from exact full dynamical

calculations, we adopt �-like pulses for both the pump and the probe pulse. Thus,

the external electric field has the form

E(t) = �pu(t) + �pr(t� ⌧) (4.14)

where the pump pulse initially promotes the system into the valence-excited state

manifold at time t = 0 fs, and the probe pulse detects the induced dynamics after a

temporal delay �⌧ = ⌧ .

The temporal evolution of the pump-induced valence-excited state population

dynamics is shown in Figure 4.6. Equivalent to a �-like pump pulse, the nuclear

ground state wavefunction is initially projected into the bright S3 (B2u(⇡⇡⇤)) state

at the FC geometry. Subsequently, the population of the S3 rapidly decays into both
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Figure 4.6: Diabatic state popu-
lation of the three valence-excited
states after instantaneous vertical
excitation at time t = 0 fs. The ver-
tical grey lines indicate the pump-
probe delays �⌧ = 0, 20, 35 and
55 fs used in the following discus-
sion. Used with permission of IOP
Publishing, Ltd, from [74]; permis-
sion conveyed through Copyright
Clearance Center, Inc.

the S1(B3u(n⇡⇤)) and S2(Au(n⇡⇤)) states. The competitive population transfer to

the S1 and S2 states within the first 35 fs can be attributed to low-lying conical in-

tersections between both state pairs, S3/S1 and S3/S2. After 55 fs, S3 is almost fully

depopulated with a recurrence seen at about 95 fs. The following state population

keeps oscillating with a period of approximately 65 fs, consistent with the frequency

of the ⌫6a normal mode, which predominantly governs the population dynamics.

In order to follow this population dynamics, we simulated fs-XANES spectra

of pyrazine where we performed two distinct sets of calculations: one utilising the

numerically exact dipole-dipole correlation function

ITRXAS(!, ⌧) / Re

1Z

0

dt h v(⌧)|eiĤv(t�⌧)µ̂e
�iĤc(t�⌧)µ̂| v(⌧)iei!t��ct/2 (4.15)

encompassing nuclear dynamics across both the valence- and core-excited state man-

ifolds, and another employing the Lorentzian limit approach

IL(!, ⌧) _ Re

1Z

0

dt h v(⌧)|µ̂e
�i(Ŵc�Ŵv)(t�⌧)µ̂| v(⌧)iei!t��ct/2 (4.16)

where the kinetic energy operator is disregarded after X-ray interaction at time

t = ⌧ , thereby excluding the dynamics on the core-excited states. In particular,

this facilitates a direct comparison between both approaches, with the only discrep-

ancy between the two sets of results arising from the application of the short-time

approximation.

A direct comparison of the XANES spectra for time delays �⌧ =0 fs, 20 fs,

35 fs and 55 fs are shown in Figure 4.7 where the core-hole decay was set to the

intrinsic lifetime ��1
c

= T = 8 fs. Within both approaches, the population dynamics
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Figure 4.7: Simulated XANES spectra of pyrazine at delay times 0 fs, 20 fs, 35 fs and
55 fs with (red solid line) and without (blue solid line) using the short-time approximation.
Contributions stemming from transitions from S1, S2 and S3 to the latter calculation
set are highlighted in cyan, red and orange, respectively. Used with permission of IOP
Publishing, Ltd, from [74]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

between the valence-excited states is accurately mapped by the transient absorption

spectra. Immediately after the UV transition to S3, only the X3  S3 excitation

band, located around 398 eV, is visible. After 20 fs, when the population becomes

nearly evenly distributed among the three valence-excited states, all three excitation

bands in the absorption spectrum appear where the intensities of the X1  S1 and

X3  S2 bands, centered at approximately 397 eV and 399 eV, respectively, are

comparable while the X3  S3 band intensity is approximately four times lower,

consistent with expectations from the transition dipole moments (see Table 4.3).

Moreover, the X3  S3 transition (highlighted in orange) has shifted towards higher

frequencies by approximately 1 eV due to vibrational relaxation in the valence-

excited state S3 combined with X-ray transitions to higher vibronic states in X3,

now overlapping with the X3  S2 transition (highlighted in red). As predicted from

the population dynamics shown in Figure 4.6, the X1  S1 and X3  S2 bands

reach their maximal intensity at about �⌧ = 35 fs and �⌧ = 55 fs, respectively,

with only minor contributions of the X3  S3 transition band.
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Generally, the shape of the absorption bands within the Lorentzian approxima-

tion (depicted by the red contour in Figure 4.7) closely aligns with the fully time-

dependent calculation of the spectrum (depicted by the blue contour in Figure 4.7).

Furthermore, the excitation bands exhibit a rather broad and asymmetrical shape

in both approaches, which can therefore be attributed to the evolution of nuclear

wavepackets on the valence-excited states. However, simulated spectra within the

Lorentzian limit miss the finer vibronic structures, as observed, for instance, at delay

time 20 fs, where vibrational features are notably absent in both dominant absorp-

tion bands, X1  S1 and X3  S2. The reason for that is that the Lorentzian limit

is only sensitive to the probability distribution of the valence-states wavepacket while

the exact polarisability after the probe reflects the coherent wavepacket dynamics

in both the valence- and core-excited.

This pronounced loss of dynamical e↵ects is also evident in the X3  S2 absorp-

tion band at �⌧ = 35 fs and for the X1  S1 absorption band at 55 fs time delay.

Additionally, the primary peak position of the X3  S2 absorption band exhibits

a slight shift at �⌧ = 55 fs. In contrast, the Lorentzian limit seems to perform

optimally for no time delay. This may be attributed to the rapid non-adiabatic

dynamics out of the Franck-Condon region in S3 directly after the optical pump

excitation which contribute to a very fast dephasing between the nuclear wavepack-

ets in the valence- and core-excited manifolds. Nonetheless, our simulations suggest

that this motion-induced dephasing slows down once the wavepacket in the valence

manifold has had time to relax towards the lower energy regions of the corresponding

electronic state potentials.

Figure 4.8: XANES spectra of pyrazine at �⌧ = 20 fs for di↵erent mean core-hole
lifetimes T , computed within (red solid line) and without (blue solid line) the short-
time approximation. Used with permission of IOP Publishing, Ltd, from [74]; permission
conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
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In particular, the core-hole decay remains the predominant dephasing mechanism

dictating the validity of the Lorentzian limit where, as expected, the Lorentzian

approximation exhibits enhanced agreement with the exact spectrum for shorter

core-hole lifetimes (see Figure 4.8). However, even for 3 fs core-hole lifetime, a slight

shift of approximately 0.1 eV is observed in the band around 396 eV between both

approaches. Comparing the spectra obtained with core-hole lifetimes of 8 fs and

15 fs reveals a consistent finer vibronic structure, which becomes more significant

with increasing core-hole lifetime.

In summary, while the Lorentzian limit e↵ectively captures electronic population

dynamics and the broad features of X-ray absorption bands, it proves inadequate

for accurately describing the finer vibronic substructure in fs-XANES of pyrazine.

Influence of Finite Pulse Duration

In the subsequent analysis, we include an explicit description of the external electric

field and investigate the impact of a finite pump pulse duration on the X-ray probe

response beyond the �-pulse idealisation. For this purpose, the transient absorption

spectra are calculated using the non-perturbative approach

ITRXAS(!, ⌧) / �
Im
⇣
P̃ (!)Ẽ⇤(!, ⌧)

⌘

|Ẽ(!, ⌧)|2
(4.17)

where P̃ is the Fourier transform of the expectation value of the transition dipole

moment and

E(t, ⌧) = Epu(t) + Epr(t, ⌧) (4.18)

is the electric field, where both components are represented by L
2-normalised Gaus-

sian envelopes
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with the pulse center of the k-th pulse at t0,k, and with carrier frequency !k. Further,

Ek denotes the maximum amplitude and �k the standard deviation linked to the

temporal fwhm duration by Fk = 2
p

ln 2�k. The L
2-normalisation constant Nk is

given by
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and guarantees isoenergetic pulses when varying the width parameter �k, thereby

providing the same total amount of population transfer. While keeping the parame-

ters of the X-ray probe pulse fixed, the optical pump duration is varied between 1 fs

to about 80 fs. The intensities of both laser pulses are adjusted to ensure one-photon

processes in both steps but still being su�ciently high to avoid numerical instabil-

ities caused by insu�cient population transfer. All parameters are summarised in

Table 4.6.

An overview of the pump pulse e↵ects on the photoexcitation processes is pro-

vided by Figure 4.9, where the valence-excited state population, the linear UV ab-

sorption spectrum as well as several transient X-ray absorption spectra for di↵erent

time delays �⌧ are shown for di↵erent pump pulse durations as given by Table 4.6.

The spectral bandwidth of the pump pulse dictates which spectral region of the

vibronic valence states forms the initial wavepacket, as the linear absorption spec-

trum shows in the second column of Figure 4.9. Consequently, due to the reciprocal

connection between temporal and spectral width, very short pump pulses illumi-

nate the entire linear absorption spectrum of pyrazine in a single pulse (see (a)),

whereas pump pulses with a temporal fwhm of 15 fs or longer selectively excite

smaller segments of the overall spectrum according to their bandwidth (see (b)-(e)).

From a temporal perspective, the excitation process lasts for the entire pulse du-

ration, leading to blurred excited state dynamics for longer pump pulses. Comparing

the state populations obtained via instantaneous vertical excitation, as depicted in

Figure 4.6, with the state population in Figure 4.9 reveals that the characteristic

oscillation of electronic state populations persists up to a pulse duration of approxi-

mately 15 fs, beyond which it becomes rather di↵use. Consequently, the population

dynamics are well detected in the transient X-ray spectra (a) and (b), evidenced by

the wavering peak intensities of the X3  S2 and X1  S1 transition bands. How-

ever, longer pump pulses yield spectrally narrower wavepackets, wherein the intrinsic

population dynamics are smoothed out during the excitation process (see (c)-(e)).

For pump pulses longer than ⇠50 fs, extracting relevant information regarding the

underlying dynamical processes becomes exceedingly challenging, as exemplified in

panel (e) where the X-ray response is e↵ectively time-independent.

We note that the preceding discussion on the computed transient spectra were

restricted to excited state absorption, disregarding transitions originating from the

ground electronic state, S0. However, in real pump-probe transient absorption ex-

periments, measuring the absorbance solely of the transient species is impossible.

Instead, the absorbance of the unexcited sample must be subtracted from the ex-

cited absorption spectrum yielding the di↵erential transient X-ray absorption spec-
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Figure 4.9: Overview of transient X-ray absorption spectra of pyrazine using pump
pulses with (a) 1.01 fs, (b) 20.3 fs, (c) 40.5 fs, (d) 60.8 fs and (e) 81.0 fs temporal fwhm
(see Table 4.6). Due to the L2-normalisation, the electric fields associated with the pump
pulses have identical pulsed radiation fluences generally providing the same total amount
of population transfer from S0 (see (b)-(e)). If the temporal pulse lengths become very
short, the spectral range of the pulse becomes very broad, covering frequencies beyond
the excitation band resulting in less population transfer as seen in (a). For each case the
valence-excited state population of S0 (purple), S1 (cyan), S2 (red) and S3 (orange) as
well as the temporal evolution of the pump pulse (yellow) is shown in the first column. For
a better visualisation, the pump pulse amplitude was increased by a factor of 50 and the
zero-point was shifted along the y-axis by 0.5. The second column displays the linear UV
absorption spectrum (dark blue) triggered by the pump pulse. A damping time of 120 fs
was used to adjust the S3 band of the calculated and experimental spectrum (see Fig. 4.1).
The squared absolute value of the pump pulse in the frequency domain is highlighted as
yellow area where intensity was increased by a factor of 10. The third to seventh column
present the XANES spectra for time delays �⌧ =20 fs, 35 fs, 55 fs, 75 fs and 120 fs
where the X2  S0 transition was neglected for comparison reasons. The contributions
of the X1  S1, X3  S2 and X3  S3 are as before highlighted in cyan, red and orange,
respectively. Used with permission of IOP Publishing, Ltd, from [74]; permission conveyed
through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
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Table 4.6: Parameters of the pump and probe pulse used in this project. The intensities
Ek are given in a.u., the carrier frequencies !k in eV and the temporal fwhm Fk in fs.
Further, the number of pulse cycles per 2�k unit is given by ncyc.

Ek !k Fk �k ncyc

E (a)
pu (t) 0.2 4.8 1.01 0.43 1

E (b)
pu (t) 0.2 4.8 20.3 8.60 20

E (c)
pu (t) 0.2 4.8 40.5 17.2 40

E (d)
pu (t) 0.2 4.8 60.8 25.8 60

E (e)
pu (t) 0.2 4.8 81.0 34.4 80

Epr(t) 1.0 398 0.50 0.3 60

trum. The resulting di↵erence spectrum then exhibits positive signals stemming

from excited state absorption which can be di↵erentiated from the negative signals

attributed to the ground state bleaching.

In principle, the time-independent background could obscure some of the relevant

time-dependent features due to spectral overlap. We thus additionally compute the

di↵erential absorption spectrum of pyrazine, with the respective pump and probe

pulse parameters as detailed in Table 4.6(a). Notably, the X2  S0 transition

exhibits considerably higher likelihood compared to X-ray transitions from valence-

excited states (see Table 4.3), resulting in a very dominant negative bleach signal at

400 eV (see Figure 4.10). Moreover, as there is no radiationless relaxation mechanism

from valence-excited states back to the electronic ground state on the fs timescale,

the ground state bleach signal remains the same for all time delays considered in

this project.

Moreover, two distinct excited state absorption signals are observed: one at

396.5 eV corresponding to the X1  S1 transition, and another at 399 eV, corre-

sponding to the X3  S3 and X3  S2 transitions. Due to the overall slightly

higher population of S2 compared to S1, along with the overlap of the X3  S3

and X3  S2 bands, the signal around 399 eV exhibits a greater intensity than the

signal at 396.5 eV. Furthermore, the intensity of the 396.5 eV peak oscillates with a

period of 30 fs, aligning with the population maxima of S1, whereas the intensity of

the signal around 399 eV remains relatively constant due to the compensatory con-

tribution of the repopulation of S3 alongside the depopulation of S2, as illustrated

in Figure 4.6.

Importantly, the simulated di↵erential absorption spectrum within this project

suggests that the ground state absorption does not obscure the time-dependent

features associated with the excited-state dynamics. However, this may not be
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Figure 4.10: Di↵erential X-ray absorption spectra including all dynamical dimensions
and an explicit description of both the pump and probe pulse. Used with permission of
IOP Publishing, Ltd, from [74]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center,
Inc.

immediately apparent a priori, given the close spectral proximity of the bands at

399 eV and 400 eV, which might overlap, for instance, due to broad vibrational

progressions in either the valence- or core-excited states.

4.4 Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering

The next X-ray spectroscopy technique investigated in this thesis is RIXS, with a

particular emphasis on elucidating the manifestation of ultrafast core-excited state

dynamics in the resulting spectra. Generally, RIXS adheres to electronic dipole se-

Figure 4.11: Schematic representation
of the RIXS process considered within
this section. Incoming X-ray radiation
promotes the system into the intermedi-
ate core-excited state manifold |ci from
where the spontaneous scattering event
takes place returning the system into the
ground |0i or energetically higher lying
valence-excited states |vi.
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lection rules for both the absorption and emission step, providing valuable insights

into the symmetry of occupied and unoccupied molecular orbitals. [68, 91, 256, 257]

However, symmetric molecules with equivalent atoms always exhibit core-orbitals

that are delocalised over these atoms yielding nearly degenerate core-excited states.

[249,258–262] The vibronic coupling between these states can result in ultrafast dy-

namical symmetry distortion, which in turn enables electronic transitions that would

be otherwise dipole-forbidden, thereby significantly impacting the overall RIXS sig-

nal. [68,90,91,250,256,263,264] In order to accurately depict the occurring ultrafast

dynamical processes as well as their manipulation by detuning, we again apply a

full time-dependent framework to study the RIXS process at the nitrogen K-edge

of pyrazine. Moreover, we discuss the impact of a coherent pulsed light source pro-

viding a foundation for state-of-the-art time-resolved RIXS studies. This section is

based on [88].

Computational Details and Model Parameters

The two nitrogen atoms of pyrazine are indistinguishable at the equilibrium ground

state structure. Thus, the corresponding molecular N-1s core orbitals shown in

Figure. 4.12 are, as a linear combination of the two equivalent atomic N-1s orbitals,

energetically degenerate leading in turn to degenerate electronic core-excited states

which can be vibronically coupled through non-symmetrical normal modes.

In this project, we focus on steady-state resonant Raman scattering via the

lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of pyrazine where only the transition involving

the antisymmetric 1b1u core-orbital is dipole allowed due to symmetry reasons. This

electronic transition forms the X2(B3u) core-excited state while the dipole-forbidden

transition involving the symmetric 1ag core-orbital yields the dark X1(B2g) state (see

Section 4.3). According to (4.13) these states can be vibronically coupled through

normal modes of symmetry B1u which was not further considered in the previous

1ag 1b1u

Figure 4.12: Energetically degenerate molecular N-1s core-orbitals of pyrazine delo-
calised over the two nitrogen atoms.
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section as none of the four B1u normal modes were included in the chosen model

Hamiltonian. Thus, in order to explicitly include non-adiabatic transitions between

these two degenerate core-excited states within this project, we constructed a new

full dimensional Hamiltonian including all 24 vibrational normal modes.

Besides the electronic ground and the two lowest core-excited states, we also

include 19 valence-excited states in our calculations covering an approximate spec-

tral range of 9 eV. The valence- and core-excited state properties were obtained

by (fc-CVS-)EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations using Q-Chem, version 5, [265]

providing a nearly consistent description of all electronic states. Both, the valence

and core Hamiltonian, Hv and Hc, respectively, were then approximated by a linear

vibronic coupling model. Due to the high density of states in the energy region

> 6 eV (see Figure 4.13), the analytical values for the intra- and interstate coupling

terms at the FC point were used to parameterise S5 � S19. The rest of the states,

i.e. S0 � S4 and both core-excited states, X1 and X2, were approximated by fitting

a series of ab initio single point energy calculations along each normal mode where

also on-diagonal bilinear intrastate couplings were included. Moreover, to account

Figure 4.13: Cuts through the diabatic PESs along the two vibrational normal modes,
⌫10 and ⌫18, that mainly drive the symmetry distortion in the core-excited states. The
calculated adiabatic energies are represented as black points. Reprinted with permission
from [88]. © 2024 by the American Physical Society.
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for anharmonicity the highest frequency mode ⌫24 was fitted by Morse potentials

W
(↵↵)
x

(Q) = D
(↵)
0

n
1� exp

⇣
�a

(↵)
i

(Qi �Q0)
⌘o2

+ E
(↵) (4.21)

where D
(↵)
0 denotes the state-specific dissociation energy, a

(↵)
i

defines the curvature

of the potential, and Q0 is the equilibrium position. As before, the mean lifetime of

the core-excited states is assumed to be 8 fs captured by an imaginary energy term

in the core Hamiltonian Hc.

The transition dipole moments were computed at the FC point where transi-

tion dipole moments below 0.01, accounting for less than 10 % of the strongest

core-valence transition, were neglected. The excited state energies, symmetries and

transition dipole moments are summarised in Table 4.7. Notably, due to the dif-

ferent level of theory the order of the close lying states, S2 and S3, is swapped

compared to the model used in Section 4.3. The linear coupling parameters, which

mainly drive the core-excited state dynamics at short times, are collected in Table

Table 4.7: Vertical excitation energies V (↵) (in eV) and state symmetries along with
transition dipole moments µ�↵ between state ↵ and � obtained from (fc-CVS-)EOM-
CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations at the FC point.

State Symmetry V
(↵) transition µ�↵

S0 Ag 0.00 X2  S0 0.10
S1 B3u 4.32 X1  S1 0.06
S2 B2u 5.07
S3 Au 5.13
S4 B2g 6.01 X2  S4 0.06
S5 Ag 6.68
S6 B1u 6.91 X1  S6 0.02
S7 B1g 7.02
S8 B1g 7.11
S9 B2u 7.28
S10 B1u 7.47
S11 B3u 7.66
S12 B2u 7.94
S13 B3g 8.00
S14 Ag 8.04
S15 Au 8.12
S16 B1u 8.14 X1  S16 0.04
S17 B1g 8.35
S18 Au 8.36 X1  S18 0.04
S19 B2g 8.53
X1 B2g 402.30
X2 B3u 402.30
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Table 4.8: Linear intra- and interstate coupling constants (↵)
i

and �(↵�)
i

, respectively,
for the core-excited states.

3 11 15 20

X1 0.02738 -0.04034 0.05568 0.10433
X2 0.02627 -0.04050 0.05619 0.10457

�10 �14 �18 22

(X1, X2) 0.08680 0.01326 0.09910 0.03014

4.8. A complete list of all parameters can further be found as an operator file in the

Appendix.

Nuclear quantum dynamics simulations employing this 22-states-24-modes model

Hamiltonian were performed using the ML-MCTDH method (see Section 3.1) within

the Heidelberg MCTDH package, version 8.6. [251] The layer structure as well as the

DVR, number of grid points and SPFs were adapted from the ML-2 model in [188]

without modifications except for the number of electronic states. This multilayer

ansatz for a full dimensional wavefunction including all vibrational normal modes

was proven to o↵er a reasonable balance of quality and computational e↵ort. The

details are reprinted in Figure 4.14. The data output was written every 0.1 fs

guaranteeing a su�cient time resolution and frequency span for subsequent Fourier

transforms.
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Figure 4.14: ML-MCTDH tree structure where the circles represents the node in the
layer structure and the number of SPFs (blue) is given next to the link lines. The last layer
contains the vibrational normal modes, where the red number N of primitive functions is
used to represent the grid. Reprinted with permission from [88]. © 2024 by the American
Physical Society.
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Symmetry Breaking Caused by Core-Excited State Dynamics

In order to define the resonant energy range for the X-ray radiation in the RIXS

process, we first calculate the static X-ray absorption spectrum. For this purpose,

we assumed a �-like vertical excitation from the electronic ground state S0 to the

second core-excited state X2 and compute the X-ray absoprtion spectrum via the

Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function

IXAS(!) / Re

1Z

0

dt C(t)ei!t (4.22)

as outlined in Section 2.4.2. Here, the autocorrelation function is given by the

overlap C(t) = h c(0)| c(t)i of the evolving wavepacket | c(t)i = e
�iĤct| c(0)i in

the core-excited states induced by the vertical projection | c(0)i = µX2 S0 | 0i of

the initial eigenwavefunction  0. The resulting X-ray absorption spectrum is shown

in Figure 4.15 along with the corresponding diabatic state population in Figure 4.16.

As predicted by electronic dipole selection rules, only the bright X2 state is

initially excited. However, X2 immediately depopulates into the dark X1 state

leading to an almost equally state population distribution within the short core-hole

lifetime of 8 fs. This ultrafast population transfer can be attributed to the symmetry-

allowed conical intersection existing between X1 and X2, which is formed directly

at the FC point (see Figure 4.13). In particular, these dynamics, mainly driven by

401.8 402.3 402.8 403.3
h̄! [eV]

A
[a

rb
.

un
it

]

Figure 4.15: Static X-ray absorption spectrum at the nitrogen K-edge of pyrazine. The
vertical lines indicate the incoming photon energies used to simulate the RIXS spectra
where the dashed black line corresponds to the vertical excitation energy of X2. Reprinted
with permission from [88]. © 2024 by the American Physical Society.
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Figure 4.16: Diabatic core-excited state populations after an instantaneous, vertical ex-
citation to X2 at time t = 0 fs. The solid lines represent the total diabatic state population
including the core-hole decay while the dashed lines correspond to the normalised state
population. Reprinted with permission from [88]. © 2024 by the American Physical So-
ciety.

the two asymmetric normal modes ⌫10 and ⌫18, result in symmetry breaking of the

system and thus, in a final localisation of the core-hole, underscoring the potential

significance of nuclear core-excited state dynamics even within very short timescales.

In order to understand how this behaviour is reflected in the final RIXS signal

of pyrazine, we compute various spectra using the full time-dependent approach,

introduced in Section 2.4.3. For this purpose, we assume a monochromatic CW

excitation

E(t) = "Ie
�i!I t (4.23)

characterised by a well-defined incoming photon energy !I . The RIXS spectrum is

then obtained by

IRIXS(!S;!I) /
1Z

�1

dt e
�i!̃St��vt/2hR̃(!I)|R̃(!I , t)i (4.24)

where |R̃(!I)i = µ̂S|R(!I)i is the down projection of the Raman wavefunction

|R(!I)i =

1Z

0

d⌧ e
�i(Ĥc�i�c

2 )⌧
µ̂Ie

i!̃I⌧ | 0i. (4.25)

with !̃I = !I+!0 and !0 being the eigenenergy of  0. In particular, the time interval

[0, T ] that contributes to the Raman wavefunction, i.e. the actual propagation time
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of the system in the intermediate core-excited states and thus the e↵ective scattering

duration in RIXS, can be controlled by adjusting the the incoming excitation energy

!I . More precisely, the e↵ective scattering duration is given by

T =
1p

⌦2 + �2
c

(4.26)

where ⌦ is the amount of detuning. Hence, while the scattering duration T is

governed by the core-hole lifetime �c for resonant excitations, the actual time the

wavepacket spends in the intermediate core-excited states shortens the further away

the excitation energy is from resonance. [90, 150]

Figure 4.17 displays the RIXS spectrum of pyrazine using an incoming photon

energy of 402.3 eV which is equal to the vertical excitation energy from the ground

state to the excited state X2. The spectrum exhibits five prominent bands stemming

from six electronic transitions, where the asymmetric shape of the elastic peak al-

ready suggests that the system undergoes nuclear displacements on the core-excited

state manifold. Moreover, the elastic peak predominates in the spectrum, as ex-

pected from the transition dipole moments (see Table 4.7) but without hiding any

contributions from inelastic transition thanks to the large energy di↵erence between
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Energy loss [eV]

I
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�0.25

X2 ! S0

X1 ! S1

X2 ! S4

X1 ! S6

X1 ! S16

X1 ! S18

Figure 4.17: Simulated RIXS spectrum at the nitrogen K-edge of pyrazine. The con-
tributions of the transitions to S0, S1, S4, S6, S16 and S18 to the total spectrum (solid
black line) are highlighted in purple, blue, green, cyan, red and orange, respectively. The
elastic peak (purple) is downscaled by 25 % for a better visualisation. Before performing

the Fourier transformation in Eq. (4.24), the window function cos2
⇣

⇡t

2T0

⌘
✓ (1� |t|/T0)

was applied reducing Gibbs phenomena. Furthermore, a damping time T0 = 30 fs was
assumed to include broadening caused by dephasing mechanisms. Reprinted with permis-
sion from [88]. © 2024 by the American Physical Society.
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the ground and valence-excited states. Beyond the elastic peak, the spectrum re-

veals five bands of inelastic electronic transitions located at approximately 4.5 eV,

6.0 eV, 7.0 eV, 8.1 eV and 8.6 eV where the latter two exhibit substantial spectral

overlap, making them scarcely distinguishable in the overall spectrum. While the

emission band located at 6.0 eV arises from the electronic X2 ! S4 transition, the

remaining four bands originate from population of the optically dark X1 state which

can only be accessed through non-adiabatic population transfer from the bright X2

state. Consequently, the symmetry breaking caused by ultrafast core-excited state

dynamics facilitates four additional electronic transitions within this spectral range

that would be otherwise forbidden by strictly adhering to the quadrupole selection

rules for RIXS.

The relation (4.26) between the amount of detuning ⌦ and the scattering dura-

tion T along with its influence on the RIXS signal of pyrazine is demonstrated in

Figure 4.18 showing various RIXS spectra for excitation energies !I ranging from

401.8 eV to 403 eV. Especially the four inelastic emission channels originating from

�0.25 !I = 403.0 eV

!I = 402.8 eV

!I = 402.6 eV

!I = 402.4 eV

!I = 402.2 eV

!I = 402.0 eV
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Figure 4.18: Dependence of the
RIXS profile of pyrazine on the inci-
dent photon energy !I . All spectra
are independently normalised to their
respective elastic peak before rescal-
ing the signals in the gray spectral re-
gion to 25%. The energies of the inci-
dent radiation used for these calcula-
tion are also highlighted in the static
X-ray absorption spectrum shown in
Figure 4.15. Reprinted with permis-
sion from [88]. © 2024 by the Ameri-
can Physical Society.
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the dark X1 state display a pronounced dependence on the incident photon en-

ergy. Specifically, when far from resonance, i.e. for incoming photon energies below

⇠402.0 eV, these bands almost disappear. Additionally, in this regime the elastic

peak exhibits a distinct symmetric Lorentzian line shape, indicating a single tran-

sition. Both observations suggest that for large detuning, the e↵ective scattering

duration becomes exceedingly short, rendering negligible dynamical e↵ects as the

wavepacket in the core-excited states lacks su�cient time to evolve. Conversely,

for excitation energies surpassing 402.0 eV, vibrational progressions become evident

on the positive energy side of the elastic peak, and inelastic Raman transitions

stemming from both core-excited states, X1 and X2, are prominent. The shapes of

these transitions vary with excitation energy, reflecting the nuclear dynamics within

the core-excited states. In particular, for excitation energies surpassing the vertical

excitation energy, each loss peak exhibits a rather broad and asymmetrical shape.

Spectral Distribution due to Finite Pulse Duration

In order to study the influence of the incident X-ray beam duration on the resolution

of the RIXS spectra, we go beyond the monochromatic CW picture and assume a

pulsed radiation field of the form

E(t) = A(t)e�i!I(t�t0) (4.27)

with a normalised Gaussian shaped pulse envelope function

A(t) =
1p

2⇡�2
exp

✓
�(t� t0)2

2�2

◆
(4.28)

where t0 denotes the pulse center and the standard deviation � is linked to the

temporal fwhm duration Ft through Ft = 2
p

2ln2�. According to the derivation in

Section 2.4.3, the RIXS spectrum is then given by

IRIXS(!̃I) /

0

@|Ã|2 ⌦
1Z

�1

dt exp (�i!̃St)hR̃(·)|R̃(·, t)i

1

A (!̃I) (4.29)

where a spectral broadening is caused by the convolution with the square of the

absolute value of the Fourier transform Ã of the envelope function

|Ã(!)|2 = exp
�
��2

!
2
�

(4.30)
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Moreover, due to the reciprocal connection between the temporal and spectral width,

shorter pulses create spectrally broader wavepackets and vice versa, leading to dif-

ferent signatures of the RIXS signal. This is described by the term

1Z

�1

dt exp (�i!̃St)hR̃(·)|R̃(·, t)i (4.31)

in (4.29) and can be considered independently from the general broadening of the

signal described by the convolution with (4.30) although both aspects have the same

origin.

Figure 4.19 illustrates both e↵ects on the RIXS spectrum of pyrazine for di↵erent

incoming X-ray pulses where the temporal duration was varied while keeping the

carrier frequency !I fixed at 402.3 eV. Here, the signals shown in blue are evaluated

according to (4.31) while the orange shadowed areas represent the total spectrum

as obtained from (4.29).
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Figure 4.19: Influence of the duration of incident radiation field on the RIXS spectrum of
pyrazine. Each panel displays the total spectrum according to (4.29) (orange shadow) and
contributions stemming from (4.31). For each case, a Gaussian X-ray pulse with temporal
standard deviations varying from 1 fs to 8 fs while keeping the carrier frequency fixed at
402.3 eV. The same window function as in Figure 4.17 was applied before performing the
Fourier transformation. Reprinted with permission from [88]. © 2024 by the American
Physical Society.
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In general, the various RIXS spectra are in good agreement. However, the rel-

ative intensities are subject to variation based on the duration of the X-ray pulse.

Particularly the emission channels originating from the dark X1 state at approxi-

mately 6.0 eV, 7.0 eV, and 8.4 eV tend to be more prominent with shorter pulse

durations. Additionally, the spectral line shapes undergo slight alterations depend-

ing on the field distribution. This is particularly evident in the X1 ! S1 emission

band, where distinct progressions become more pronounced with longer pulse du-

rations. While for pulses lasting half the core-hole lifetime or longer, broadening

stemming from the spectral field distribution is less significant compared to other

dephasing e↵ects, shorter pulses lead to a more pronounced broadening of the signal,

as indicated by the orange shadow. Considering this e↵ect is not only important

for an optimal spectral and temporal resolution, but also significantly impact the

detuning capability. Especially for very short pulses, the finer details of the vibronic

structure within the emission bands are nearly entirely suppressed, complicating

the analysis of core-excited state dynamics when detuning e↵ectiveness as a control

mechanism is also diminished.

4.5 Femtosecond Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scat-

tering

Within the third and final project of this thesis, we extended the full time-dependent

description of steady-state RIXS to calculate time-resolved RIXS spectra at the ni-

trogen K-edge of pyrazine. This thorough dynamical approach is indispensable for

accurately representing the dynamics of valence-excited states induced by UV irradi-

ation, subsequently detected via RIXS as a probing technique where nuclear motion

e↵ects arising from the dynamics of intermediate core-excited states can significantly

Figure 4.20: Schematic representation
of the transient RIXS process consid-
ered within this section. Initially, an UV
pump pulse promotes the system from
the equilibrium ground state |0i into the
valence-excited state manifold |vi. The
induced dynamics is then RIXS-probed
by further exciting the system into the
intermediate core-excited state manifold
|ci from where it continuously decays
back to the ground |0i or energetically
higher lying valence-excited states |vi. 0
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influence the resulting spectra as demonstrated in Section 4.4. In particular, our ap-

proach transcends the conventional quasi-static approach typically employed when

simulating transient RIXS spectra in molecular systems. [103,119–121] In this frame-

work, pump-induced states are treated as isolated quasi-static snapshots, for which

steady-state RIXS spectra are simulated. While this simplified method may aid in

discerning contributions from distinct chemical species, it inadequately captures the

real-time evolution of the wavepacket, which is heavily reliant on the underlying

potential energy surfaces. Particularly in molecular systems like pyrazine, where

excited-state dynamics are predominantly governed by physical alterations rather

than chemical reactions involving bond dissociation and formation, the approximate

quasi-static frequency domain approach is insu�cient for accurately simulating tran-

sient RIXS spectra.

Computational Details and Model Parameters

In order to perform in silico fs-RIXS experiments at the nitrogen K-edge of pyrazine,

we used a hybrid model combining elements from both Hamiltonian frameworks

introduced in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4. For modeling the dynamics of pump-

induced valence-excited states, we opted for the vibronic coupling model outlined in

Section 4.3, specifically constructed for simulating UV-induced valence-excited state

dynamics. [228] Thus, we used this model to parameterise the ground and four lowest

valence-excited states S0�S4 with detailed parameters provided in [228] or accessible

in the Appendix. In order to parameterise the higher-lying valence-excited states

S4 � S19, only reached by the scattering event rather than the initial UV pumping,

we employed the RIXS model Hamiltonian detailed in Section 4.4. A global energy

shift of -0.6 eV was applied to maintain the energy separation between S4 and S5.

Furthermore, we extended the core Hamiltonian Hc of Section 4.4 by two core-

Table 4.9: Vertical excitation energies E(↵) as well as linear intra- and interstate coupling

constants (↵)
i

and �(↵�)
i

, respectively, for the core-excited states contained in Hc2 . All
values are in eV.

Symmetry E

X3 B1g 405.05
X4 Au 405.06

3 11 15 20

X3 0.1231 -0.0787 -0.1236 -0.2731
X4 0.1230 -0.0787 -0.1240 -0.2754

�10 �14 �18 �22

(X3, X4) 0.0998 0.1087 0.0213 0.0224
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Table 4.10: Transition dipole moments µ↵� between two states |↵i and |�i. The tran-
sition dipole moments to valence- and core-excited states are obtained from EOM-CCSD
and fc-CVS-EOM-CCSD calculations, respectively.

State transition µ↵�

S3  S0 0.25
S1  S0 0.82
X2  S0 0.10
X1  S1 0.06
X3  S2 0.06
X3  S3 0.03
X2  S4 0.04
X1  S6 0.02
X4  S7 0.04
X3  S12 0.05
X1  S16 0.04
X1  S18 0.04

excited states, X3 and X4. While X3 is directly accessible via X-ray excitation from

S2 and S3 (as discussed in Section 4.3), X4 serves as the energetically degenerate

counterpart vibronically coupled through vibrational normal modes of symmetry

B1u. Parameters for both, X3 and X4, were derived from ab-initio fc-CVS-EOM-

CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ single point energies, matching the level of theory used for

X1 and X2 using a linear vibronic coupling approach including quadratic intrastate

coupling constants. Similar to X1 and X2, the harmonic expression of the diabatic

potentials for ⌫24 were substituted by state-specific Morse potentials. Moreover, ⌫1

is described by the quartic expression

W
(↵↵)(Qi) = E

(↵) +
1

2

⇣
!i + �

(↵)
i

+ "
(↵)
i

Q
2
i

⌘
Q

2
i

(4.32)

where "(↵)
i

denotes the quartic expansion coe�cient. The linear parameter values for

X3 and X4 as well as the most significant computed transition dipole moments are

reported in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 while an operator file including all parameters

is deposited in the Appendix.

Transient X-ray Absorption

To determine appropriate excitation energies for observing the UV-induced dynamics

of pyrazine using RIXS probing, we firstly recalculated the fs-XANES spectra of

Section 4.3 utilising the full-dimensional Hamiltonian employed within this project.
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Herein, we employed �-pulses for both the pump and probe steps

E(t) = �pu(t) + �pr(t� ⌧) (4.33)

computing the transient absorption spectra via the Fourier transform of the dipole-

dipole correlation

ITRXAS(!, ⌧) / Re

1Z

0

dt h v(⌧)|eiĤv(t�⌧)µ̂e
�iĤc(t�⌧)µ̂| v(⌧)iei!t��ct/2 (4.34)

The resulting diabatic state population dynamics, along with a three-dimensional

collection of di↵erential absorption spectra, are presented in Figure 4.21. The overall

state population demonstrates remarkable consistency with our previous calculations

in Section 4.3 showing the rapid population decay from S3 to both S2 and S1 within

the first 50 fs followed by the oscillatory population dynamics between S1 and S2.

While the transient X-ray absorption spectra exhibit an overall good alignment

with our prior simulations, two notable distinctions arise compared to Figure 4.10.

Firstly, an overall energy shift of the absorption bands is observed, attributable to

di↵erences in the level of theory employed in the underlying electronic structure

calculations utilised in Section 4.3 and the current study. However, this discrepancy
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Figure 4.21: Left: diabatic state population after instantaneous, vertical excitation to S3

and S1 at time t = 0 fs. Right: three-dimensional collection of di↵erential X-ray absorption
spectra for time delays between 0 fs and 200 fs with a stepsize of 5 fs. The horizontal
(grey) and vertical (yellow) lines indicate the time delays and excitation energies used for
subsequent transient RIXS calculations, respectively.
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can be easily rectified through a global energy adjustment of all core-excited states.

Secondly, a greater modulation of the excited state absorption bands is observed,

notably pronounced in the band approximately at 401.8 eV which originates from

transitions corresponding to X3  S3 and X3  S2. This e↵ect arises due to the

contrasting dimensionality of the model Hamiltonian. In our previous computa-

tions, we employed a reduced-dimensional model encompassing solely the nine most

dominant vibrational normal modes. Conversely, the present study adopts a com-

prehensive 24-dimensional model, resulting in a more delocalised wavepacket across

the valence-excited state manifold. Additionally, due to the reduced dimensional-

ity, non-adiabatic transitions between the core-excited states were omitted as stated

in Section 4.3. To ascertain whether the broader, asymmetrical line shapes and

increased modulation stem from non-adiabatic coupling in the core-excited states

or from wavepacket delocalisation in the valence-excited states, we also calculated

transient X-ray absorption spectra using the full dimensional model but without

the interstate coupling terms �(↵�)
i

. However, a comparison between the fs-XANES

spectra with (Figure 4.21) and without (Figure 4.22) interstate non-adiabatic cou-

pling clearly reveals that ultrafast non-adiabatic core-excited state dynamics exert

minimal influence on the resulting transient X-ray absorption spectra of pyrazine,

contrasting with the significant impact observed on the RIXS spectra in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.22: Three-dimensional collection of di↵erential absorption spectra for time
delays between 0 fs and 200 fs with a stepsize of 5 fs using the full dimensional Hamiltonian

but without interstate coupling terms �(↵�)
i

.
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In particular, the di↵erent shape and time evolution of the excited state absorption

bands can be hence attributed to the artificial localisation of the wavepacket within

the reduced dimensional model, underscoring the critical importance of judiciously

selecting the appropriate model Hamiltonian.

Based on the time-dependent di↵erential absorption map depicted in Figure 4.21,

excitation energies of 399.0 eV and 401.5 eV have been designated for the subse-

quent fs-RIXS simulations, facilitating the exploration of the S1 and S2/S3 dynamics,

respectively. The latter X-ray excitation energy is selected slightly below the cen-

troid of the fluctuating absorption band, thereby circumventing contributions from

ground-state bleaching. Moreover, additional fs-RIXS calculations were conducted

for an excitation energy of 402.5 eV to elucidate the behavior in the overlap region

between the bleach signal and the closely situated excited state absorption.

Transient Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering

In order to simulate the fs-RIXS process of pyrazine, we assume a total electric field

E(t, ⌧) = �pu(t) + Epr(t, ⌧) (4.35)

comprising a �-like pump pulse at time t = 0 fs and a Gaussian-shaped X-ray probe

pulse

Epr(t, ⌧) = A(t� ⌧) cos (!I(t� ⌧)) (4.36)

=
1p

2⇡�2
exp

✓
�(t� ⌧)2

2�2

◆
cos (!I(t� ⌧)) (4.37)

centered at time t = ⌧ . The transient RIXS spectra of pyrazine are then obtained

by

IRIXS(!S,!I , ⌧) /

0

@|Ã|2 ⌦
1Z

�1

dt exp (�i!̃St)hR̃(·; ⌧)|R̃(·, t, ⌧)i

1

A (!̃I) (4.38)

wherein the eventual evolving wavepacket |R̃(!, t, ⌧)i = e
�iĤvt|R̃(!, ⌧)i is governed

by the projected Raman wavefunction generated by the X-ray probe. In particular,

the temporal duration of the probe pulse must be carefully balanced; it should be

su�ciently prolonged to meet the narrow-band excitation criteria of RIXS, but also

short enough to a↵ord adequate time resolution for probing the underlying dynamics.

From our previous investigations, we discern that the dynamics initiated by the

optical pump pulse is primarily driven by the interstate coupling parameters between
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the state pairs S1/S3 and S1/S2, each exhibiting oscillation periods of 19 fs and 21 fs,

respectively. Consequently, to track this ultrafast dynamics without compromising

pertinent information due to spectral broadening induced by broadband excitation

pulses, we opt for a Gaussian X-ray probe pulse with a temporal fwhm duration of

approximately 8 fs.

Figure 4.23 presents fs-RIXS spectra for carrier frequencies !I of 399.0 eV and

401.5 eV, spanning time-delays �⌧ from 5 fs to 200 fs in a three-dimensional col-

lection, along with a single transient RIXS spectrum at �⌧ =105 fs. Additionally,

a two-dimensional representation of the time evolution of the fs-RIXS spectrum in

10 fs steps for both excitation energies are shown in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25.

At an excitation energy of 399.0 eV, RIXS probing only induces X1  S1 tran-

sitions, resulting in turn in four dipole-allowed scattering transitions to the valence-

excited states S1, S6, S16, and S18 (see Table 4.10). However, as previously elabo-

rated upon in Section 4.4, the two lowest core-excited states are vibronically cou-

pled by vibrational normal modes of symmetry B1u, leading to ultrafast symmetry

breaking within the core-excited states. This, in turn, give rise to two additional

Figure 4.23: Top: collection of simulated fs-RIXS spectra for time delays between 5 fs
and 200 fs with a stepsize of 5 fs using carrier frequencies of 399.0 eV (left) and 401.5 eV
(right). Bottom: transient RIXS spectrum at time delay �⌧ = 105 fs for both excitation
energies. Transitions stemming from X1, X2, X3 and X4 are highlighted in blue, red,
green and yellow, respectively. The final electronic state for each transition is annotated
in the plot.
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Figure 4.24: Time evolution of the RIXS spectrum between 5 fs and 195 fs with a
stepsize of 10 fs steps using an excitation energy of !I = 399.0 fs. Transitions stemming
from X1 and X2 are highlighted in blue and red, respectively. The corresponding final
states can be derived from the labelling in Figure 4.23.

Figure 4.25: Time evolution of the RIXS spectrum between 5 fs and 195 fs with a
stepsize of 10 fs steps using an excitation energy of !I = 401.5 fs. Transitions stemming
from X3 and X4 are highlighted in green and yellow, respectively. The corresponding final
states can be derived from the labelling in Figure 4.23.
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scattering channels originating from X2: a pronounced anti-Stokes signal at -3.8 eV

and a weaker transition band at 2.0 eV. Furthermore, the variations in the overall

peak intensity reflect the diabatic state population of S1.

The transient RIXS spectra observed at 401.5 eV encompass X3  S2 as well as

X3  S3 transitions. However, the latter transitions make a substantial contribu-

tion only within the initial 20-30 fs due to the rapid depopulation of S3. Generally,

these spectra reveal two dominant, broad spectral bands located approximately at

2 eV and 5 eV, with the lower band actually originating from three energetically

overlapping transitions, as depicted in the bottom right panel of Figure 4.23. Al-

though ultrafast symmetry distortion due to vibronic coupling of X3 and X4 is also

observed, the related spectroscopic e↵ects cannot be distinctly discerned in the final

signal due to the overlapping transition bands. Moreover, the transient RIXS spec-

tra at 401.5 eV do not manifest anti-Stokes signals, indicating a di↵erent symmetry

of the involved core-excited states reached by the 401.5 eV photon energy compared

to those at 399.0 eV. Furthermore, an increase in the overall signal strength is noted

for time delays �⌧ beyond 100 fs, attributable to the considerably lower transition

dipole moment µX3 S3 compared to µX3 S2 , resulting in less probable transitions at

very early times. Additionally, the pronounced modulation of this absorption band

yielding a significant detuning e↵ect for time delays ranging between 20 fs and 80 fs.

Figure 4.26 presents a three-dimensional map of transient RIXS spectra for an

X-ray probing frequency of 402.5 eV, while a two-dimensional representation is de-

picted in Figure 4.27. Notably, the most prominent overlap between the bleach and

excited state RIXS signal occurs between 30 fs and 60 fs. Additionally, less sig-

nificant overlap signals are discernible around 110 fs and 175 fs. However, in each
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Figure 4.26: Three-dimensional
collection of calculated di↵erence
RIXS spectra for time delays �⌧
between 5 fs and 200 fs with a
stepsize of 5 fs using an excitation
energies !I of 402.5 eV. The corre-
sponding two-dimensional repre-
sentation is shown in Figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.27: Time evolution of the RIXS spectrum between 5 fs and 195 fs with a
stepsize of 10 fs steps using an excitation energy of !I = 402.5 eV. Transitions stemming
from X1, X2, X3 and X4 are highlighted in blue, red, green and yellow, respectively. The
corresponding final states can be derived from the labelling in Figure 4.23. The strong
negative bleach signal stemming from the X2 ! S0 transition was rescaled by 25 % for a
better visualisation.

instance, the excited state features are notably weaker compared to the bleach sig-

nal, rendering the extraction of excited state mechanisms nearly impractical using

this excitation energy. Moreover, the ground state bleach signal encompasses five

dominant emission bands originating from six X1/X2 transitions. The pattern can

be analogously explained to the one reached with 399.0 eV probing energy.

So far, we have maintained a fixed X-ray excitation energy to capture a temporal

scan of the transient RIXS signal. A di↵erent view can be obtained by varying the ex-

citation energy !I of the X-ray probe pulse and the energy loss !̃S to the molecule at

a fixed time delay. Figure 4.28 illustrates these RIXS maps alongside the correspond-

ing di↵erential XANES spectra at time delays �⌧ = 20 fs and �⌧ = 55 fs. Both the

transient absorption and the RIXS spectra exhibit positive features stemming from

valence-excited state transitions and negative bleach signals related to ground-state

transitions of the non-excited system. The bleach signal remains constant for both

time delays, as there is no radiationless relaxation mechanism from excited states

back to the ground state on the femtosecond timescale. Moreover, as predicted

from Table 4.10 X-ray transitions involving the ground state S0 are considerably

more likely compared to valence-excited state transitions, resulting in a dominant
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Figure 4.28: Transient XANES (left) and corresponding RIXS spectra (right) for time
delays �⌧ = 20 fs (top) and �⌧ = 55 fs (bottom). The transient RIXS spectra are
calculated for excitation energies !I ranging from 397.0 eV to 404.9 eV with a stepsize of
0.1 eV.

bleach signal at approximately 402.5 eV. The overall shape of the excited-state tran-

sition bands is broad and asymmetrical for both probing techniques, attributable

to the evolution of the nuclear wavepacket of the UV pumped system. While the

transient X-ray absorption spectra are particularly sensitive to the UV-induced dy-

namics, the fs-RIXS maps also contain dynamical features from the intermediate

core-excited states as well as from the final ground and valence-excited states.

For both time delays shown in Figure 4.28, the RIXS bleach signal comprises

five transition bands (stemming from six core-to-valence state transitions). The

higher four bands are energetically separated from the lowest transition band by

approximately 3.9 eV, 5.3 eV, 6.5 eV, and 7.5 eV. As the lowest transition band of

the bleach signal is located just above 0 eV, it can be unequivocally assigned to the

electronic ground state. Moreover, for a 20 fs time delay, the energy-level separation

pattern of the bleach signal repeats in the excited-state signals at 399.0 eV, shifted

by -3.9 eV, suggesting that the corresponding initial ground and valence-excited

states address the same core-excited state pair, eventually leading to similar emission

bands. However, the progressive valence-excited state dynamics after 55 fs blur the

recurrences, making a direct assignment without additional analysis challenging.
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The spectral proximity of the RIXS band around 401.5 eV obscures parts of the

time-dependent signal. Particularly at 55 fs, the dominant time-independent bleach

signal overlaps with the stronger part of the excited-state signal. At 20 fs time delay,

the two signals do not appreciably overlap before population transfer to S2 shifts

the resonance - and hence, the RIXS signal - to higher energy. As discussed earlier,

the absence of energy-gain features at 401.5 eV clearly indicates X-ray transitions

to another pair of core-excited states.

In summary, time-resolved RIXS emerges as a reliable technique for investigating

the rapid photophysical processes of pyrazine. It enhances the capabilities of other

ultrafast X-ray spectroscopic methods like fs-XANESproviding deeper insights into

dynamical aspects by revealing symmetry distortions arising from non-adiabatic

transitions within core-excited states. Moreover, it o↵ers understanding into higher-

energy valence excited states, which may be inaccessible in time-resolved XAS due

to symmetry limitations or weak transition dipole moments.
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Conclusion & Outlook

Within this thesis, we investigated the manifestations of non-adiabatic nuclear dy-

namics as well as the bandwidth/duration of pulsed laser sources in fs-XANES,

RIXS, and fs-RIXS spectroscopy at the nitrogen K-edge of pyrazine. For this pur-

pose, we derived the spectral properties from full time-dependent nuclear quantum

dynamics simulations within the MCTDH framework, including all dynamical di-

mensions.

Our findings indicate that while neglecting core-excited state dynamics still cap-

tures the primary features in fs-XANES, it lacks finer vibronic substructure. How-

ever, non-adiabatic core-excited state dynamics are indispensable for accurately de-

scribing the RIXS signal, which can be significantly influenced by ultrafast core-

excited state dynamics, including symmetry distortion and, associated therewith,

alteration of dipole selection rules. Going one step further, a fully time-dependent

framework capable of describing non-adiabatic phenomena is essential to accurately

capture the interplay between population transfers within the valence-excited state

manifold and the symmetry-breaking nuclear motions during X-ray interrogation in

the context of fs-RIXS.

Directly comparing these three nonlinear X-ray spectroscopy techniques reveals

how di↵erent aspects of a molecular system can be elucidated within the same spec-

tral range. We observed a substantial influence of UV-induced valence-excited state

population dynamics on final fs-XANES spectra, attributable to radiationless tran-

sitions through conical intersections, with less impact from dynamical phenomena

within the core-excited states. In contrast, a complete description of RIXS spectra

necessitates inclusion of ultrafast non-adiabatic core-excited state dynamics, vali-

dated by the detuning dependence of the RIXS signal which serves as an e↵ective

control mechanism for ultrafast dynamical processes in RIXS. Furthermore, RIXS

processes provide access to valence-excited states not directly reachable by dipole
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transitions from the ground state using one-photon techniques due to electronic

symmetry constraints. Moreover, fs-RIXS as a combination of both, fs-XANES and

RIXS, o↵ers additional information about the number and symmetry of low-lying

core-excited states, as well as access to more valence-excited states. However, as

demonstrated in this thesis, the underlying processes can be exceedingly complex,

even for small systems like pyrazine, such that computer simulations are absolutely

required to unravel the high information content of the spectra.

In addition to the consideration of nuclear quantum dynamics, our time-dependent

framework facilitates the explicit inclusion of an external electric field to investigate

the influence of bandwidth/time duration of pulsed laser sources and their coherent

properties, an aspect often overlooked in quantum dynamics simulations. Within

the context of fs-XANES, we illustrated the impact of a finite pump pulse dura-

tion, observing that longer temporal fwhm durations result in increasingly blurred

valence-excited state dynamics. Specifically, in the case of pyrazine, pump pulses

exceeding approximately 50 fs lead to transient X-ray absorption spectra devoid of

time-dependent information.

In contrast to absorption spectroscopy, the RIXS process heavily depends on

CW conditions, providing a well-defined incoming photon energy. We developed

the mathematical foundations to describe RIXS as a time-dependent process with

pulsed coherent sources, thus enabling to study the impact of laser pulses on res-

onant Raman processes as manifest in RIXS spectra that come about due to the

spectral distribution of temporally short coherent X-ray pulses. Moreover, short

pulses suppress the detuning e↵ect, thereby complicating the final analysis of the

RIXS spectra. Nevertheless, employing RIXS as a probe technique in time-resolved

studies necessitates temporally short pulses to investigate pump-induced dynamics.

Hence, a carefully evaluation to strike the appropriate balance between time and

spectral resolution is imperative in transient RIXS experiments.

A prospective aim beyond this thesis is to expand the time-domain approaches

within the MCTDH framework to explore additional nonlinear X-ray spectroscopic

methods. [31,266–268] For instance, in stimulated X-ray Raman scattering, an X-ray

photon is absorbed from the first pulse, inducing a core-electron excitation, followed

by a second X-ray pulse that stimulates an emission process. This method can thus

be viewed as an extension of RIXS as the X-ray analogue of femtosecond stimu-

lated Raman scattering, [269] allowing for the investigation of core-excited state

dynamics with additional experimental control. Furthermore, the introduction of

a third pulse within this scheme allows to extend stimulated X-ray Raman scat-

tering into the attosecond regime enabling the exploration of electronic dynamics
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and higher-order correlations by probing core-level transitions in atoms of di↵erent

chemical elements with a molecule or between two molecules that may be connected

by hydrogen bonds, e.g. a protic molecule in aqueous solution. The general non-

adiabatic framework presented in this thesis, incorporating an explicit treatment of

light-matter interactions, is highly suitable for describing not only these impulsive

Raman scattering processes but also other nonlinear X-ray techniques applied to

molecular systems with a high degree of accuracy.

Another important aspect of theoretical spectroscopy in general, which demands

attention in future developments, is the inclusion of environments, given that a large

class of molecular (bio-)chemical reactions occur within an environment, i.e. molec-

ular systems encountered outside the laboratory are predominantly situated in the

condensed phase rather than the gas phase. While studies conducted in the gas phase

enable the examination of the intrinsic properties of an isolated molecule with finer

detail, thereby serving as a crucial foundation for investigating complex systems,

the presence of a solvent or a protein micro-environment can induce ultrafast sec-

ondary reactions such as recombination on non-di↵usive (sub-picosecond) timescales

or exhibit local interactions that significantly influence the photoinduced reaction

pathways. Thus, it is also imperative to incorporate these environmental e↵ects

into the theoretical modeling of (X-ray) spectroscopies via explicit solvent models

(or other embedding schemes for more static environments). However, conventional

grid-based methods such as MCTDH may quickly encounter limitations due to the

necessity of precalculated PESs. Consequently, direct-dynamics methods, wherein

PESs are computed on-the-fly, emerge as more suitable alternatives for explicitly

incorporating far from equilibrium dynamics in environments, thereby providing

essential quantum chemical tools to analyse and understand complex molecular sys-

tems that are highly relevant in science, e.g. as laid out in the grand challenges in

science.
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Appendix

List of Hazardous Substances

No hazardous chemicals according to the Globally Harmonized System of Classi-

fication and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS) have been used in the course of this

work.

Supporting Information

Details on how to read the following operator files can be found in the MCTDH docu-

mentation https://www.pci.uni-heidelberg.de/tc/usr/mctdh/doc/index.html.

MCTDH operator file for Section 4.3
#######################################################################
### VC model for Pyrazine, 9 modes, 3 valence and 3 core
### Operator file for fs-XANES
#######################################################################

OP_DEFINE-SECTION
title
Pyrazine 9-mode model
end-title
end-op_define-section

PARAMETER-SECTION
# constants
sqrt2 = 2.0^0.5
ln2 = 0.6931471805599453

# frequencies
w10a = 936 ,cm-1 #B1g
w6a = 593 ,cm-1 #Ag
w1 = 1017 ,cm-1 #Ag
w9a = 1242 ,cm-1 #Ag
w8a = 1605 ,cm-1 #Ag
w4 = 734 ,cm-1 #B2g
w5 = 942 ,cm-1 #B2g
w3 = 1352 ,cm-1 #B3g
w8b = 1553 ,cm-1 #B3g

# energies
E1 = 0.00 ,ev #Ag
E2 = 3.93 ,ev #B3u
E3 = 4.45 ,ev #Au
E4 = 4.79 ,ev #B2u
E5 = 399.9701 ,ev #B2g
E6 = 399.9716 ,ev #B3u
E7 = 402.7701 ,ev #B1g
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# linear, on-diagonal coupling coefficients
# S1(B3u)
kappa1_6a = -0.081 ,ev
kappa1_1 = -0.038 ,ev
kappa1_9a = 0.117 ,ev
kappa1_8a = -0.087 ,ev
# S2(Au)
kappa2_6a = -0.168 ,ev
kappa2_1 = -0.083 ,ev
kappa2_9a = -0.071 ,ev
kappa2_8a = -0.465 ,ev
# S3(B2u)
kappa3_6a = 0.128 ,ev
kappa3_1 = -0.183 ,ev
kappa3_9a = 0.045 ,ev
kappa3_8a = 0.026 ,ev
# X1(B3g)
kappa4_6a = -0.03144 ,ev
kappa4_1 = -0.00106 ,ev
kappa4_9a = 0.04845 ,ev
kappa4_8a = 0.09455 ,ev
# X2(B1u)
kappa5_6a = -0.03134 ,ev
kappa5_1 = 0.00111 ,ev
kappa5_9a = 0.04848 ,ev
kappa5_8a = 0.09464 ,ev
# X3(B2g)
kappa6_6a = -0.13498 ,ev
kappa6_1 = -0.02848 ,ev
kappa6_9a = -0.14471 ,ev
kappa6_8a = -0.28893 ,ev

# linear, off-diagonal coupling coefficients
lambda13_10a = 0.195 ,ev
lambda12_3 = 0.065 ,ev
lambda12_8b = 0.219 ,ev
lambda23_4 = 0.060 ,ev
lambda23_5 = 0.053 ,ev

# quadratic, on-diagonal coupling coefficients
#H(2,2)
gamma1_10a = -0.012 ,ev
gamma1_3 = -0.006 ,ev
gamma1_8b = -0.012 ,ev
gamma1_4 = -0.030 ,ev
gamma1_5 = -0.014 ,ev
#H(3,3)
gamma2_10a = -0.048 ,ev
gamma2_3 = -0.006 ,ev
gamma2_8b = -0.012 ,ev
gamma2_4 = -0.031 ,ev
gamma2_5 = -0.026 ,ev
#H(4,4)
gamma3_10a = -0.012 ,ev
gamma3_3 = 0.001 ,ev
gamma3_8b = 0.007 ,ev
gamma3_4 = -0.031 ,ev
gamma3_5 = -0.026 ,ev

# Dipole moment
#pump pulse
d01 = 0.08 # x, sqrt(0.006)
d03 = 0.3 # y, sqrt(0.1)
#probe pulse
#S0
d0x2 = 0.10 # x
#S1
d1x1 = 0.06 # z
#S2
d2x3 = 0.06 # z
#S3
d3x3 = 0.03 # x

# core excited state decay
L_t = 8, fs
L = 2*L_t
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L_e = 1/L

end-parameter-section

HAMILTONIAN-SECTION
------------------------------------------------------------------
modes| v6a | v1 | v9a | v8a | v10a | v4 | v5 | v3 | v8b | el
modes| Time
------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------
# kinetic energy
w6a |1 KE
w1 |2 KE
w9a |3 KE
w8a |4 KE
w10a |5 KE
w4 |6 KE
w5 |7 KE
w3 |8 KE
w8b |9 KE

------------------------------------------------------------------
# harmonic potential
0.5*w6a |1 q^2
0.5*w1 |2 q^2
0.5*w9a |3 q^2
0.5*w8a |4 q^2
0.5*w10a |5 q^2
0.5*w4 |6 q^2
0.5*w5 |7 q^2
0.5*w3 |8 q^2
0.5*w8b |9 q^2

------------------------------------------------------------------
# electronic states
E1 |10 S1&1
E2 |10 S2&2
E3 |10 S3&3
E4 |10 S4&4
E5 |10 S5&5
E6 |10 S6&6
E7 |10 S7&7
# finite lifetime of core states
-I*L_e |10 S5&5
-I*L_e |10 S6&6
-I*L_e |10 S7&7

------------------------------------------------------------------
# linear intrastate coupling
lambda13_10a |5 q |10 S2&4
lambda23_4 |6 q |10 S3&4
lambda23_5 |7 q |10 S3&4
lambda12_3 |8 q |10 S2&3
lambda12_8b |9 q |10 S2&3

------------------------------------------------------------------
# linear interstate coupling
kappa1_6a |1 q |10 S2&2
kappa1_1 |2 q |10 S2&2
kappa1_9a |3 q |10 S2&2
kappa1_8a |4 q |10 S2&2
kappa2_6a |1 q |10 S3&3
kappa2_1 |2 q |10 S3&3
kappa2_9a |3 q |10 S3&3
kappa2_8a |4 q |10 S3&3
kappa3_6a |1 q |10 S4&4
kappa3_1 |2 q |10 S4&4
kappa3_9a |3 q |10 S4&4
kappa3_8a |4 q |10 S4&4
kappa4_6a |1 q |10 S5&5
kappa4_1 |2 q |10 S5&5
kappa4_9a |3 q |10 S5&5
kappa4_8a |4 q |10 S5&5
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kappa5_6a |1 q |10 S6&6
kappa5_1 |2 q |10 S6&6
kappa5_9a |3 q |10 S6&6
kappa5_8a |4 q |10 S6&6
kappa6_6a |1 q |10 S7&7
kappa6_1 |2 q |10 S7&7
kappa6_9a |3 q |10 S7&7
kappa6_8a |4 q |10 S7&7

------------------------------------------------------------------
# quadratic coupling
0.5*gamma1_10a |5 q^2 |10 S2&2
0.5*gamma1_4 |6 q^2 |10 S2&2
0.5*gamma1_5 |7 q^2 |10 S2&2
0.5*gamma1_3 |8 q^2 |10 S2&2
0.5*gamma1_8b |9 q^2 |10 S2&2
0.5*gamma2_10a |5 q^2 |10 S3&3
0.5*gamma2_4 |6 q^2 |10 S3&3
0.5*gamma2_5 |7 q^2 |10 S3&3
0.5*gamma2_3 |8 q^2 |10 S3&3
0.5*gamma2_8b |9 q^2 |10 S3&3
0.5*gamma3_10a |5 q^2 |10 S4&4
0.5*gamma3_4 |6 q^2 |10 S4&4
0.5*gamma3_5 |7 q^2 |10 S4&4
0.5*gamma3_3 |8 q^2 |10 S4&4
0.5*gamma3_8b |9 q^2 |10 S4&4
------------------------------------------------------------------

end-hamiltonian-section
end-operator

MCTDH operator file for Section 4.4
#######################################################################
### VC model for Pyrazine, 24 modes, 19 valence and 2 core
### Operator file for RIXS
#######################################################################
OP_DEFINE-SECTION
TITLE
24D Pyrazine 22States

END-TITLE
END-OP_DEFINE-SECTION

PARAMETER-SECTION
#dipole
dx2s0 = 0.2
dx2s4 = 0.2
dx1s1 = 0.17
dx1s17 = 0.12
dx1s19 = 0.14

#lifetime
L_t = 8, fs
L = 2*L_t
L_e = 1/L

#frequencies
omega_1 = 0.04345 , ev
omega_2 = 0.05276 , ev
omega_3 = 0.07494 , ev
omega_4 = 0.08789 , ev
omega_5 = 0.09138 , ev
omega_6 = 0.09984 , ev
omega_7 = 0.11696 , ev
omega_8 = 0.11777 , ev
omega_9 = 0.12153 , ev
omega_10 = 0.12804 , ev
omega_11 = 0.12868 , ev
omega_12 = 0.13525 , ev
omega_13 = 0.14203 , ev
omega_14 = 0.14407 , ev
omega_15 = 0.15542 , ev
omega_16 = 0.16945 , ev
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omega_17 = 0.17867 , ev
omega_18 = 0.18815 , ev
omega_19 = 0.19777 , ev
omega_20 = 0.20453 , ev
omega_21 = 0.39627 , ev
omega_22 = 0.39634 , ev
omega_23 = 0.39840 , ev
omega_24 = 0.39899 , ev

#energies
E1 = 0.00000 , ev
E2 = 4.32244 , ev
E3 = 5.06570 , ev
E4 = 5.12950 , ev
E5 = 6.00695 , ev
E6 = 6.68251 , ev
E7 = 6.90526 , ev
E8 = 7.02394 , ev
E9 = 7.10984 , ev
E10 = 7.28000 , ev
E11 = 7.47034 , ev
E12 = 7.66268 , ev
E13 = 7.94469 , ev
E14 = 8.00322 , ev
E15 = 8.03587 , ev
E16 = 8.12045 , ev
E17 = 8.13950 , ev
E18 = 8.35338 , ev
E19 = 8.35554 , ev
E20 = 8.53117 , ev

X1 = 402.30130 , ev
X2 = 402.30260 , ev

#on-diagonal linear coupling constants (kappa)
kappa2_3 = 0.09079 , ev
kappa2_11 = -0.07481 , ev
kappa2_15 = 0.12181 , ev
kappa2_20 = -0.13183 , ev
kappa3_3 = -0.11182 , ev
kappa3_11 = -0.21403 , ev
kappa3_15 = -0.00427 , ev
kappa3_20 = -0.02891 , ev
kappa4_3 = 0.17725 , ev
kappa4_11 = -0.13295 , ev
kappa4_15 = -0.00671 , ev
kappa4_20 = -0.37844 , ev
kappa5_3 = 0.20914 , ev
kappa5_11 = -0.14007 , ev
kappa5_15 = 0.15338 , ev
kappa5_20 = 0.04179 , ev

#analytical EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pvdz values at FC
kappa6_3 = -0.03881 , ev
kappa6_11 = -0.16883 , ev
kappa6_15 = -0.05117 , ev
kappa6_20 = -0.17885 , ev
kappa6_24 = 0.03733 , ev
kappa7_3 = -0.08009 , ev
kappa7_11 = -0.06635 , ev
kappa7_15 = -0.05980 , ev
kappa7_20 = -0.15619 , ev
kappa7_24 = -0.00580 , ev
kappa8_3 = 0.28951 , ev
kappa8_11 = -0.15753 , ev
kappa8_15 = -0.01717 , ev
kappa8_20 = -0.16253 , ev
kappa8_24 = 0.07464 , ev
kappa9_3 = -0.07984 , ev
kappa9_11 = -0.06642 , ev
kappa9_15 = -0.05977 , ev
kappa9_20 = -0.15632 , ev
kappa9_24 = -0.00584 , ev
kappa10_3 = 0.17197 , ev
kappa10_11 = 0.03820 , ev
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kappa10_15 = 0.03730 , ev
kappa10_20 = -0.25809 , ev
kappa10_24 = -0.00149 , ev
kappa11_3 = 0.16987 , ev
kappa11_11 = 0.00664 , ev
kappa11_15 = -0.02059 , ev
kappa11_20 = -0.21801 , ev
kappa11_24 = 0.01102 , ev
kappa12_3 = -0.06130 , ev
kappa12_11 = -0.07675 , ev
kappa12_15 = -0.02988 , ev
kappa12_20 = -0.17033 , ev
kappa12_24 = -0.01339 , ev
kappa13_3 = 0.01687 , ev
kappa13_11 = -0.17105 , ev
kappa13_15 = 0.01355 , ev
kappa13_20 = -0.04513 , ev
kappa13_24 = 0.03582 , ev
kappa14_3 = 0.17506 , ev
kappa14_11 = 0.01019 , ev
kappa14_15 = -0.00477 , ev
kappa14_20 = -0.23923 , ev
kappa14_24 = -0.00292 , ev
kappa15_3 = 0.16932 , ev
kappa15_11 = 0.01919 , ev
kappa15_15 = 0.07767 , ev
kappa15_20 = -0.26638 , ev
kappa15_24 = -0.00749 , ev
kappa16_3 = -0.05003 , ev
kappa16_11 = -0.08945 , ev
kappa16_15 = -0.09501 , ev
kappa16_20 = -0.16226 , ev
kappa16_24 = -0.00674 , ev
kappa17_3 = 0.03746 , ev
kappa17_11 = -0.16458 , ev
kappa17_15 = 0.12776 , ev
kappa17_20 = 0.14672 , ev
kappa17_24 = 0.00147 , ev
kappa18_3 = -0.06741 , ev
kappa18_11 = -0.08585 , ev
kappa18_15 = 0.00540 , ev
kappa18_20 = -0.18250 , ev
kappa18_24 = -0.02424 , ev
kappa19_3 = -0.20211 , ev
kappa19_11 = -0.06997 , ev
kappa19_15 = 0.03820 , ev
kappa19_20 = 0.50935 , ev
kappa19_24 = -0.21177 , ev
kappa20_3 = 0.20212 , ev
kappa20_11 = -0.06999 , ev
kappa20_15 = 0.03829 , ev
kappa20_20 = 0.50939 , ev
kappa20_24 = -0.21175 , ev

#fittet kappa core-hole states
kappax1_3 = 0.02738 , ev
kappax1_11 = -0.04034 , ev
kappax1_15 = 0.05568 , ev
kappax1_20 = 0.10433 , ev
kappax1_24 = -0.35890 , ev
kappax2_3 = 0.02627 , ev
kappax2_11 = -0.04050 , ev
kappax2_15 = 0.05619 , ev
kappax2_20 = 0.10457 , ev
kappax2_24 = -0.35890 , ev

#off-diagonal linear coupling constants (lambda)
lambda2_3_7 = 0.17641 , ev
lambda2_4_16 = -0.06628 , ev
lambda2_4_19 = -0.20934 , ev
lambda2_4_21 = 0.01410 , ev
lambda2_5_10 = -0.18110 , ev
lambda2_5_14 = 0.09724 , ev
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lambda2_5_18 = 0.10545 , ev
lambda2_5_22 = 0.00120 , ev
lambda3_4_5 = -0.05970 , ev
lambda3_4_8 = 0.00252 , ev
lambda3_5_9 = -0.04874 , ev
lambda4_5_12 = 0.06181 , ev
lambda4_5_13 = -0.09166 , ev
lambda4_5_17 = 0.07303 , ev

#analytical EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pvdz NACs at FC
lambda5_6_5 = -0.02769 , ev
lambda5_6_8 = -0.00303 , ev
lambda5_7_2 = 0.08434 , ev
lambda5_7_6 = 0.02085 , ev
lambda5_8_4 = -0.00330 , ev
lambda5_8_16 = 0.05900 , ev
lambda5_8_19 = 0.21789 , ev
lambda5_8_21 = 0.02783 , ev
lambda5_9_4 = 0.00169 , ev
lambda5_9_16 = -0.00148 , ev
lambda5_9_19 = -0.00469 , ev
lambda5_9_21 = 0.00044 , ev
lambda5_10_1 = -0.00189 , ev
lambda5_10_9 = -0.00334 , ev
lambda5_11_2 = 0.00283 , ev
lambda5_11_6 = 0.00601 , ev
lambda5_12_10 = 0.00311 , ev
lambda5_12_14 = -0.00095 , ev
lambda5_12_18 = 0.00038 , ev
lambda5_12_22 = -0.00106 , ev
lambda5_13_1 = -0.05553 , ev
lambda5_13_9 = -0.01327 , ev
lambda5_14_7 = -0.00781 , ev
lambda5_15_5 = -0.02705 , ev
lambda5_15_8 = -0.02254 , ev
lambda5_16_12 = -0.00273 , ev
lambda5_16_13 = 0.00847 , ev
lambda5_16_17 = -0.00431 , ev
lambda5_16_23 = 0.00309 , ev
lambda5_17_2 = 0.26289 , ev
lambda5_17_6 = -0.00542 , ev
lambda5_18_4 = 0.00083 , ev
lambda5_18_16 = -0.00143 , ev
lambda5_18_19 = -0.00292 , ev
lambda5_18_21 = 0.00023 , ev
lambda5_19_12 = 0.02715 , ev
lambda5_19_13 = -0.21619 , ev
lambda5_19_17 = 0.06190 , ev
lambda5_19_23 = -0.07465 , ev
lambda5_20_3 = -0.00037 , ev
lambda5_20_11 = 0.00107 , ev
lambda5_20_15 = 0.00054 , ev
lambda5_20_20 = 0.00057 , ev
lambda5_20_24 = 0.00076 , ev

lambda6_7_10 = 0.01791 , ev
lambda6_7_14 = 0.00458 , ev
lambda6_7_18 = 0.00514 , ev
lambda6_7_22 = -0.00267 , ev
lambda6_8_7 = 0.00820 , ev
lambda6_9_7 = 0.26807 , ev
lambda6_10_12 = -0.00351 , ev
lambda6_10_13 = 0.04370 , ev
lambda6_10_17 = 0.00913 , ev
lambda6_10_23 = 0.01145 , ev
lambda6_11_10 = 0.07891 , ev
lambda6_11_14 = -0.00457 , ev
lambda6_11_18 = 0.00599 , ev
lambda6_11_22 = -0.00161 , ev
lambda6_12_2 = 0.01028 , ev
lambda6_12_6 = -0.00455 , ev
lambda6_13_12 = -0.00227 , ev
lambda6_13_13 = 0.00267 , ev
lambda6_13_17 = 0.00093 , ev
lambda6_13_23 = 0.00854 , ev
lambda6_14_4 = 0.00403 , ev
lambda6_14_16 = -0.00117 , ev
lambda6_14_19 = 0.00919 , ev
lambda6_14_21 = -0.01303 , ev
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lambda6_15_3 = -0.00900 , ev
lambda6_15_11 = 0.00905 , ev
lambda6_15_15 = -0.00265 , ev
lambda6_15_20 = 0.01136 , ev
lambda6_15_24 = 0.00552 , ev
lambda6_16_1 = -0.01143 , ev
lambda6_16_9 = -0.00412 , ev
lambda6_17_10 = -0.02671 , ev
lambda6_17_14 = 0.00180 , ev
lambda6_17_18 = -0.00274 , ev
lambda6_17_22 = 0.00137 , ev
lambda6_18_7 = 0.01352 , ev
lambda6_19_1 = -0.00311 , ev
lambda6_19_9 = -0.00728 , ev
lambda6_20_5 = 0.12575 , ev
lambda6_20_8 = -0.01783 , ev

lambda7_8_1 = -0.06358 , ev
lambda7_8_9 = -0.00856 , ev
lambda7_9_1 = -0.08216 , ev
lambda7_9_9 = 0.03833 , ev
lambda7_10_4 = -0.00547 , ev
lambda7_10_16 = 0.00557 , ev
lambda7_10_19 = 0.01282 , ev
lambda7_10_21 = 0.00568 , ev
lambda7_11_3 = 0.03910 , ev
lambda7_11_11 = 0.03576 , ev
lambda7_11_15 = 0.03244 , ev
lambda7_11_20 = 0.05961 , ev
lambda7_11_24 = -0.00620 , ev
lambda7_12_5 = 0.01707 , ev
lambda7_12_8 = -0.01678 , ev
lambda7_13_4 = 0.04642 , ev
lambda7_13_16 = 0.04537 , ev
lambda7_13_19 = 0.19671 , ev
lambda7_13_21 = 0.00557 , ev
lambda7_14_12 = 0.00999 , ev
lambda7_14_13 = 0.00048 , ev
lambda7_14_17 = -0.01120 , ev
lambda7_14_23 = 0.00300 , ev
lambda7_15_10 = 0.00999 , ev
lambda7_15_14 = -0.00161 , ev
lambda7_15_18 = 0.00337 , ev
lambda7_15_22 = -0.00118 , ev
lambda7_16_7 = -0.03726 , ev
lambda7_17_3 = 0.01057 , ev
lambda7_17_11 = 0.00903 , ev
lambda7_17_15 = 0.11446 , ev
lambda7_17_20 = 0.23332 , ev
lambda7_17_24 = -0.00416 , ev
lambda7_18_1 = -0.16561 , ev
lambda7_18_9 = 0.07083 , ev
lambda7_19_7 = 0.01285 , ev
lambda7_20_2 = -0.01542 , ev
lambda7_20_6 = -0.01165 , ev

lambda8_9_3 = -0.00993 , ev
lambda8_9_11 = 0.00255 , ev
lambda8_9_15 = -0.00097 , ev
lambda8_9_20 = 0.00156 , ev
lambda8_9_24 = -0.00053 , ev
lambda8_10_2 = 0.00158 , ev
lambda8_10_6 = -0.00311 , ev
lambda8_11_1 = 0.03954 , ev
lambda8_11_9 = -0.00680 , ev
lambda8_12_12 = 0.00046 , ev
lambda8_12_13 = -0.00109 , ev
lambda8_12_17 = 0.00039 , ev
lambda8_12_23 = -0.00247 , ev
lambda8_13_2 = 0.18572 , ev
lambda8_13_6 = 0.04772 , ev
lambda8_14_5 = 0.00036 , ev
lambda8_14_8 = -0.00215 , ev
lambda8_15_7 = -0.00886 , ev
lambda8_16_10 = -0.00111 , ev
lambda8_16_14 = 0.00038 , ev
lambda8_16_18 = -0.00003 , ev
lambda8_16_22 = -0.00343 , ev
lambda8_17_1 = -0.08957 , ev
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lambda8_17_9 = -0.03919 , ev
lambda8_18_3 = -0.01044 , ev
lambda8_18_11 = 0.00160 , ev
lambda8_18_15 = 0.00045 , ev
lambda8_18_20 = -0.00003 , ev
lambda8_18_24 = -0.00396 , ev
lambda8_19_10 = 0.00770 , ev
lambda8_19_14 = -0.00598 , ev
lambda8_19_18 = -0.01030 , ev
lambda8_19_22 = 0.00654 , ev
lambda8_20_4 = 0.00120 , ev
lambda8_20_16 = 0.00046 , ev
lambda8_20_19 = -0.00165 , ev
lambda8_20_21 = 0.00413 , ev

lambda9_10_2 = 0.00918 , ev
lambda9_10_6 = -0.00609 , ev
lambda9_11_1 = 0.04217 , ev
lambda9_11_9 = -0.00244 , ev
lambda9_12_12 = -0.00621 , ev
lambda9_12_13 = -0.04028 , ev
lambda9_12_16 = 0.01675 , ev
lambda9_12_23 = 0.00694 , ev
lambda9_13_2 = 0.02905 , ev
lambda9_13_6 = -0.00057 , ev
lambda9_14_5 = 0.01387 , ev
lambda9_14_8 = -0.00780 , ev
lambda9_15_7 = -0.00231 , ev
lambda9_16_10 = -0.00334 , ev
lambda9_16_14 = 0.00640 , ev
lambda9_16_18 = -0.01897 , ev
lambda9_16_22 = -0.00208 , ev
lambda9_17_1 = 0.03365 , ev
lambda9_17_9 = -0.02079 , ev
lambda9_18_3 = -0.01112 , ev
lambda9_18_11 = 0.01167 , ev
lambda9_18_15 = -0.01324 , ev
lambda9_18_20 = 0.01188 , ev
lambda9_18_24 = 0.01369 , ev
lambda9_19_10 = 0.00270 , ev
lambda9_19_14 = 0.00021 , ev
lambda9_19_18 = -0.00018 , ev
lambda9_19_22 = -0.00667 , ev
lambda9_20_4 = -0.00119 , ev
lambda9_20_16 = 0.02113 , ev
lambda9_20_19 = 0.01637 , ev
lambda9_20_21 = 0.01937 , ev

lambda10_11_4 = 0.01113 , ev
lambda10_11_16 = 0.00083 , ev
lambda10_11_19 = 0.00554 , ev
lambda10_11_21 = 0.01978 , ev
lambda10_12_7 = 0.26330 , ev
lambda10_13_3 = 0.00288 , ev
lambda10_13_11 = -0.00184 , ev
lambda10_13_15 = 0.00320 , ev
lambda10_13_20 = 0.00256 , ev
lambda10_13_24 = -0.00844 , ev
lambda10_14_10 = 0.07071 , ev
lambda10_14_14 = -0.06674 , ev
lambda10_14_18 = 0.01218 , ev
lambda10_14_22 = -0.02982 , ev
lambda10_15_12 = 0.00128 , ev
lambda10_15_13 = -0.04956 , ev
lambda10_15_17 = -0.02883 , ev
lambda10_15_23 = -0.02254 , ev
lambda10_16_5 = 0.00049 , ev
lambda10_16_8 = 0.00441 , ev
lambda10_17_4 = -0.02291 , ev
lambda10_17_16 = 0.01410 , ev
lambda10_17_17 = -0.00385 , ev
lambda10_17_21 = -0.02066 , ev
lambda10_18_2 = -0.00655 , ev
lambda10_18_6 = 0.00088 , ev
lambda10_19_5 = 0.00052 , ev
lambda10_19_8 = -0.00018 , ev
lambda10_20_1 = -0.01219 , ev
lambda10_20_9 = -0.00545 , ev
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lambda11_12_5 = 0.00531 , ev
lambda11_12_8 = 0.00133 , ev
lambda11_13_4 = -0.00841 , ev
lambda11_13_16 = 0.00250 , ev
lambda11_13_19 = 0.00864 , ev
lambda11_13_21 = 0.00904 , ev
lambda11_14_12 = 0.06123 , ev
lambda11_14_13 = 0.04514 , ev
lambda11_14_17 = -0.00681 , ev
lambda11_14_23 = 0.01442 , ev
lambda11_15_10 = 0.01818 , ev
lambda11_15_14 = -0.01690 , ev
lambda11_15_18 = 0.01985 , ev
lambda11_15_22 = 0.00864 , ev
lambda11_16_7 = -0.27856 , ev
lambda11_17_3 = -0.04791 , ev
lambda11_17_11 = -0.04251 , ev
lambda11_17_15 = 0.03049 , ev
lambda11_17_20 = 0.05795 , ev
lambda11_17_24 = 0.01486 , ev
lambda11_18_1 = 0.05233 , ev
lambda11_18_9 = -0.01557 , ev
lambda11_19_7 = 0.00152 , ev
lambda11_20_2 = -0.01336 , ev
lambda11_20_6 = 0.00766 , ev

lambda12_13_7 = 0.01050 , ev
lambda12_14_1 = 0.01284 , ev
lambda12_14_9 = 0.00580 , ev
lambda12_15_2 = -0.00773 , ev
lambda12_15_6 = 0.00224 , ev
lambda12_16_4 = -0.02628 , ev
lambda12_16_16 = 0.02792 , ev
lambda12_16_19 = 0.01837 , ev
lambda12_16_21 = -0.02587 , ev
lambda12_17_5 = -0.00726 , ev
lambda12_17_8 = 0.01230 , ev
lambda12_18_12 = 0.00451 , ev
lambda12_18_13 = 0.00867 , ev
lambda12_18_17 = -0.03727 , ev
lambda12_18_23 = -0.02668 , ev
lambda12_19_4 = -0.00343 , ev
lambda12_19_16 = 0.00082 , ev
lambda12_19_19 = -0.00157 , ev
lambda12_19_21 = 0.00589 , ev
lambda12_20_10 = -0.02221 , ev
lambda12_20_14 = 0.08441 , ev
lambda12_20_18 = -0.01223 , ev
lambda12_20_22 = 0.03253 , ev

lambda13_14_10 = -0.00384 , ev
lambda13_14_14 = 0.00320 , ev
lambda13_14_18 = 0.00317 , ev
lambda13_14_22 = -0.00557 , ev
lambda13_15_12 = 0.00579 , ev
lambda13_15_13 = -0.02074 , ev
lambda13_15_17 = -0.00413 , ev
lambda13_15_23 = -0.01118 , ev
lambda13_16_5 = -0.01208 , ev
lambda13_16_8 = 0.03224 , ev
lambda13_17_4 = -0.01407 , ev
lambda13_17_16 = 0.03959 , ev
lambda13_17_19 = 0.12534 , ev
lambda13_17_21 = 0.01891 , ev
lambda13_18_2 = 0.02712 , ev
lambda13_18_6 = 0.01345 , ev
lambda13_19_5 = -0.06891 , ev
lambda13_19_8 = 0.05862 , ev
lambda13_20_1 = -0.11025 , ev
lambda13_20_9 = -0.04001 , ev

lambda14_15_4 = 0.00281 , ev
lambda14_15_16 = 0.00630 , ev
lambda14_15_19 = 0.00596 , ev
lambda14_15_21 = -0.03506 , ev
lambda14_16_2 = -0.00882 , ev
lambda14_16_6 = 0.00525 , ev
lambda14_17_12 = 0.00091 , ev
lambda14_17_13 = -0.00598 , ev
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lambda14_17_17 = 0.00754 , ev
lambda14_17_23 = -0.01842 , ev
lambda14_18_5 = -0.00386 , ev
lambda14_18_8 = -0.00001 , ev
lambda14_19_2 = -0.00105 , ev
lambda14_19_6 = -0.00019 , ev
lambda14_20_7 = -0.26988 , ev

lambda15_16_1 = -0.00466 , ev
lambda15_16_9 = 0.00060 , ev
lambda15_17_10 = 0.03312 , ev
lambda15_17_14 = -0.01250 , ev
lambda15_17_18 = 0.01773 , ev
lambda15_17_22 = -0.01891 , ev
lambda15_18_7 = 0.25171 , ev
lambda15_19_1 = 0.01676 , ev
lambda15_19_9 = 0.01311 , ev
lambda15_20_5 = -0.00020 , ev
lambda15_20_8 = -0.00157 , ev

lambda16_17_7 = 0.03172 , ev
lambda16_18_10 = 0.00054 , ev
lambda16_18_14 = 0.00310 , ev
lambda16_18_18 = -0.00248 , ev
lambda16_18_22 = -0.02806 , ev
lambda16_19_3 = 0.00798 , ev
lambda16_19_11 = -0.00099 , ev
lambda16_19_15 = -0.00830 , ev
lambda16_19_20 = -0.04292 , ev
lambda16_19_24 = 0.01901 , ev
lambda16_20_12 = 0.05986 , ev
lambda16_20_13 = -0.02096 , ev
lambda16_20_17 = 0.00174 , ev
lambda16_20_23 = 0.01210 , ev

lambda17_18_1 = 0.09621 , ev
lambda17_18_9 = -0.01870 , ev
lambda17_19_7 = 0.13390 , ev
lambda17_20_2 = 0.04830 , ev
lambda17_20_6 = 0.00848 , ev

lambda18_19_10 = 0.00742 , ev
lambda18_19_14 = 0.00300 , ev
lambda18_19_17 = 0.00882 , ev
lambda18_19_22 = 0.00955 , ev
lambda18_20_4 = 0.00767 , ev
lambda18_20_16 = -0.01765 , ev
lambda18_20_19 = -0.01057 , ev
lambda18_20_21 = 0.04863 , ev

lambda19_20_12 = 0.00056 , ev
lambda19_20_13 = -0.00345 , ev
lambda19_20_17 = 0.00137 , ev
lambda19_20_23 = -0.00927 , ev

#fittet NACs for core-hole states
lambdax1_x2_10 = 0.08680 , ev
lambdax1_x2_14 = 0.01326 , ev
lambdax1_x2_18 = 0.09910 , ev
lambdax1_x2_22 = 0.03014 , ev

#on-diagonal bilinear coupling constants (gamma)
gamma2_1_1 = 0.03452 , ev
gamma2_2_2 = -0.01893 , ev
gamma2_3_3 = 0.00267 , ev
gamma2_4_4 = -0.01476 , ev
gamma2_5_5 = -0.04539 , ev
gamma2_6_6 = 0.02674 , ev
gamma2_7_7 = 0.00120 , ev
gamma2_8_8 = 0.00443 , ev
gamma2_9_9 = -0.00679 , ev
gamma2_10_10 = -0.02824 , ev
gamma2_11_11 = 0.00242 , ev
gamma2_12_12 = 0.00471 , ev
gamma2_13_13 = 0.07069 , ev
gamma2_14_14 = -0.00749 , ev
gamma2_15_15 = -0.00230 , ev
gamma2_16_16 = -0.00628 , ev
gamma2_17_17 = -0.01667 , ev
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gamma2_18_18 = -0.00781 , ev
gamma2_19_19 = -0.02333 , ev
gamma2_20_20 = 0.00228 , ev
gamma2_21_21 = 0.05903 , ev
gamma2_22_22 = 0.06024 , ev
gamma2_23_23 = 0.06098 , ev
gamma3_1_1 = -0.02903 , ev
gamma3_2_2 = -0.05323 , ev
gamma3_3_3 = -0.01714 , ev
gamma3_4_4 = -0.00921 , ev
gamma3_5_5 = -0.05246 , ev
gamma3_6_6 = 0.01932 , ev
gamma3_7_7 = 0.00131 , ev
gamma3_8_8 = -0.00758 , ev
gamma3_9_9 = 0.00639 , ev
gamma3_10_10 = -0.00701 , ev
gamma3_11_11 = 0.00674 , ev
gamma3_12_12 = 0.01054 , ev
gamma3_13_13 = 0.10222 , ev
gamma3_14_14 = -0.00693 , ev
gamma3_15_15 = -0.01910 , ev
gamma3_16_16 = 0.00516 , ev
gamma3_17_17 = 0.00347 , ev
gamma3_18_18 = -0.00182 , ev
gamma3_19_19 = 0.00395 , ev
gamma3_20_20 = 0.01406 , ev
gamma3_21_21 = 0.06107 , ev
gamma3_22_22 = 0.06123 , ev
gamma3_23_23 = 0.06017 , ev
gamma4_1_1 = -0.02195 , ev
gamma4_2_2 = 0.02623 , ev
gamma4_3_3 = 0.01929 , ev
gamma4_4_4 = -0.03102 , ev
gamma4_5_5 = -0.05246 , ev
gamma4_6_6 = 0.00409 , ev
gamma4_7_7 = -0.05024 , ev
gamma4_8_8 = -0.02844 , ev
gamma4_9_9 = -0.04634 , ev
gamma4_10_10 = -0.05358 , ev
gamma4_11_11 = 0.00583 , ev
gamma4_12_12 = 0.00436 , ev
gamma4_13_13 = 0.08289 , ev
gamma4_14_14 = -0.01173 , ev
gamma4_15_15 = 0.02741 , ev
gamma4_16_16 = -0.00631 , ev
gamma4_17_17 = -0.00963 , ev
gamma4_18_18 = -0.01854 , ev
gamma4_19_19 = -0.01122 , ev
gamma4_20_20 = -0.05377 , ev
gamma4_21_21 = 0.05924 , ev
gamma4_22_22 = 0.05933 , ev
gamma4_23_23 = 0.05943 , ev
gamma5_1_1 = 0.01000 , ev
gamma5_2_2 = -0.04084 , ev
gamma5_3_3 = -0.02338 , ev
gamma5_4_4 = -0.01014 , ev
gamma5_5_5 = -0.03933 , ev
gamma5_6_6 = 0.03290 , ev
gamma5_7_7 = 0.00421 , ev
gamma5_8_8 = 0.01512 , ev
gamma5_9_9 = -0.00175 , ev
gamma5_10_10 = -0.02822 , ev
gamma5_11_11 = 0.00125 , ev
gamma5_12_12 = 0.00434 , ev
gamma5_13_13 = 0.08288 , ev
gamma5_14_14 = -0.00739 , ev
gamma5_15_15 = -0.00388 , ev
gamma5_16_16 = -0.00091 , ev
gamma5_17_17 = -0.00974 , ev
gamma5_18_18 = -0.00707 , ev
gamma5_19_19 = -0.04786 , ev
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gamma5_20_20 = -0.08293 , ev
gamma5_21_21 = 0.05903 , ev
gamma5_22_22 = 0.06151 , ev
gamma5_23_23 = 0.05831 , ev

gammax1_1_1 = 0.03194 , ev
gammax1_2_2 = -0.02329 , ev
gammax1_3_3 = -0.00909 , ev
gammax1_4_4 = 0.00585 , ev
gammax1_5_5 = -0.02108 , ev
gammax1_6_6 = 0.03672 , ev
gammax1_7_7 = 0.00984 , ev
gammax1_8_8 = 0.01658 , ev
gammax1_9_9 = 0.00564 , ev
gammax1_10_10 = -0.00098 , ev
gammax1_11_11 = 0.00226 , ev
gammax1_12_12 = -0.00190 , ev
gammax1_13_13 = 0.06899 , ev
gammax1_14_14 = 0.00160 , ev
gammax1_15_15 = 0.00589 , ev
gammax1_16_16 = 0.00717 , ev
gammax1_17_17 = 0.00294 , ev
gammax1_18_18 = 0.00427 , ev
gammax1_19_19 = -0.01735 , ev
gammax1_20_20 = 0.00373 , ev
gammax1_21_21 = 0.06303 , ev
gammax1_22_22 = 0.06235 , ev
gammax1_23_23 = 0.06198 , ev
gammax2_1_1 = 0.03257 , ev
gammax2_2_2 = -0.02343 , ev
gammax2_3_3 = -0.00902 , ev
gammax2_4_4 = 0.00565 , ev
gammax2_5_5 = -0.02204 , ev
gammax2_6_6 = 0.03623 , ev
gammax2_7_7 = 0.00971 , ev
gammax2_8_8 = 0.01697 , ev
gammax2_9_9 = 0.00594 , ev
gammax2_10_10 = -0.00098 , ev
gammax2_11_11 = 0.00195 , ev
gammax2_12_12 = -0.00191 , ev
gammax2_13_13 = 0.06899 , ev
gammax2_14_14 = 0.00659 , ev
gammax2_15_15 = 0.00630 , ev
gammax2_16_16 = 0.00704 , ev
gammax2_17_17 = 0.00199 , ev
gammax2_18_18 = 0.00427 , ev
gammax2_19_19 = -0.01742 , ev
gammax2_20_20 = 0.00361 , ev
gammax2_21_21 = 0.06252 , ev
gammax2_22_22 = 0.06479 , ev
gammax2_23_23 = 0.06137 , ev

# Diabatic curves with parameters
1D_24 = 18.843946229 , ev
1A_24 = 0.103785958
1X_24 = -0.017811471
1E_24 = -0.000064276 , ev
2D_24 = 16.605034747 , ev
2A_24 = 0.113697024
2X_24 = -0.071525788
2E_24 = -0.001089266 , ev
3D_24 = 24.183166560 , ev
3A_24 = 0.092830894
3X_24 = -0.173402626
3E_24 = -0.006166348 , ev
4D_24 = 18.704082166 , ev
4A_24 = 0.103455582
4X_24 = -0.054194716
4E_24 = -0.000584688 , ev
5D_24 = 19.274934324 , ev
5A_24 = 0.103723493
5X_24 = -0.097783763
5E_24 = -0.001962816 , ev

x1D_24 = 15.688146043 , ev
x1A_24 = 0.115075181
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x1X_24 = -0.180268278
x1E_24 = -0.006612717 , ev
x2D_24 = 15.679824447 , ev
x2A_24 = 0.115111540
x2X_24 = -0.182448296
x2E_24 = -0.006772570 , ev

end-parameter-section

LABELS-SECTION

# Diabatic function labels
v1m24=morse1[1D_24,1A_24,1X_24,1E_24]
v2m24=morse1[2D_24,2A_24,2X_24,2E_24]
v3m24=morse1[3D_24,3A_24,3X_24,3E_24]
v4m24=morse1[4D_24,4A_24,4X_24,4E_24]
v5m24=morse1[5D_24,5A_24,5X_24,5E_24]

vx1m24=morse1[x1D_24,x1A_24,x1X_24,x1E_24]
vx2m24=morse1[x2D_24,x2A_24,x2X_24,x2E_24]

end-labels-section

HAMILTONIAN-SECTION
------------------------------------------------------
modes| v1 | v2 | v3 | v4 | v5 | v6 | v7 | v8 | v9 | v10 |
modes| v11 | v12 | v13 | v14 | v15 | v16 | v17 | v18 | v19 | v20 |
modes| v21 | v22 | v23 | v24 | el
------------------------------------------------------

# Kinetic Energy
omega_1 |1 KE
omega_2 |2 KE
omega_3 |3 KE
omega_4 |4 KE
omega_5 |5 KE
omega_6 |6 KE
omega_7 |7 KE
omega_8 |8 KE
omega_9 |9 KE
omega_10 |10 KE
omega_11 |11 KE
omega_12 |12 KE
omega_13 |13 KE
omega_14 |14 KE
omega_15 |15 KE
omega_16 |16 KE
omega_17 |17 KE
omega_18 |18 KE
omega_19 |19 KE
omega_20 |20 KE
omega_21 |21 KE
omega_22 |22 KE
omega_23 |23 KE
omega_24 |24 KE

# Potential for Harmonic oscillator
0.5*omega_1 |1 q^2
0.5*omega_2 |2 q^2
0.5*omega_3 |3 q^2
0.5*omega_4 |4 q^2
0.5*omega_5 |5 q^2
0.5*omega_6 |6 q^2
0.5*omega_7 |7 q^2
0.5*omega_8 |8 q^2
0.5*omega_9 |9 q^2
0.5*omega_10 |10 q^2
0.5*omega_11 |11 q^2
0.5*omega_12 |12 q^2
0.5*omega_13 |13 q^2
0.5*omega_14 |14 q^2
0.5*omega_15 |15 q^2
0.5*omega_16 |16 q^2
0.5*omega_17 |17 q^2
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0.5*omega_18 |18 q^2
0.5*omega_19 |19 q^2
0.5*omega_20 |20 q^2
0.5*omega_21 |21 q^2
0.5*omega_22 |22 q^2
0.5*omega_23 |23 q^2

# Electronic States
E1 |25 S1&1
E2 |25 S2&2
E3 |25 S3&3
E4 |25 S4&4
E5 |25 S5&5
E6 |25 S6&6
E7 |25 S7&7
E8 |25 S8&8
E9 |25 S9&9
E10 |25 S10&10
E11 |25 S11&11
E12 |25 S12&12
E13 |25 S13&13
E14 |25 S14&14
E15 |25 S15&15
E16 |25 S16&16
E17 |25 S17&17
E18 |25 S18&18
E19 |25 S19&19
E20 |25 S20&20
X1 |25 S21&21
X2 |25 S22&22
-I*L_e |25 S21&21
-I*L_e |25 S22&22

# Lambda
lambda3_4_5 |5 q |25 S3&4
lambda2_3_7 |7 q |25 S2&3
lambda3_4_8 |8 q |25 S3&4
lambda3_5_9 |9 q |25 S3&5
lambda2_5_10 |10 q |25 S2&5
lambda4_5_12 |12 q |25 S4&5
lambda4_5_13 |13 q |25 S4&5
lambda2_5_14 |14 q |25 S2&5
lambda2_4_16 |16 q |25 S2&4
lambda4_5_17 |17 q |25 S4&5
lambda2_5_18 |18 q |25 S2&5
lambda2_4_19 |19 q |25 S2&4
lambda2_4_21 |21 q |25 S2&4
lambda2_5_22 |22 q |25 S2&5
lambda6_7_10 |10 q |25 S6&7
lambda6_7_14 |14 q |25 S6&7
lambda6_7_18 |18 q |25 S6&7
lambda6_7_22 |22 q |25 S6&7
lambda6_8_7 |7 q |25 S6&8
lambda6_9_7 |7 q |25 S6&9
lambda6_10_12 |12 q |25 S6&10
lambda6_10_13 |13 q |25 S6&10
lambda6_10_17 |17 q |25 S6&10
lambda6_10_23 |23 q |25 S6&10
lambda6_11_10 |10 q |25 S6&11
lambda6_11_14 |14 q |25 S6&11
lambda6_11_18 |18 q |25 S6&11
lambda6_11_22 |22 q |25 S6&11
lambda6_12_2 |2 q |25 S6&12
lambda6_12_6 |6 q |25 S6&12
lambda6_13_12 |12 q |25 S6&13
lambda6_13_13 |13 q |25 S6&13
lambda6_13_17 |17 q |25 S6&13
lambda6_13_23 |23 q |25 S6&13
lambda6_14_4 |4 q |25 S6&14
lambda6_14_16 |16 q |25 S6&14
lambda6_14_19 |19 q |25 S6&14
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lambda6_14_21 |21 q |25 S6&14
lambda6_15_3 |3 q |25 S6&15
lambda6_15_11 |11 q |25 S6&15
lambda6_15_15 |15 q |25 S6&15
lambda6_15_20 |20 q |25 S6&15
lambda6_15_24 |24 q |25 S6&15
lambda6_16_1 |1 q |25 S6&16
lambda6_16_9 |9 q |25 S6&16
lambda6_17_10 |10 q |25 S6&17
lambda6_17_14 |14 q |25 S6&17
lambda6_17_18 |18 q |25 S6&17
lambda6_17_22 |22 q |25 S6&17
lambda6_18_7 |7 q |25 S6&18
lambda6_19_1 |1 q |25 S6&19
lambda6_19_9 |9 q |25 S6&19
lambda6_20_5 |5 q |25 S6&20
lambda6_20_8 |8 q |25 S6&20

lambda7_8_1 |1 q |25 S7&8
lambda7_8_9 |9 q |25 S7&8
lambda7_9_1 |1 q |25 S7&9
lambda7_9_9 |9 q |25 S7&9
lambda7_10_4 |4 q |25 S7&10
lambda7_10_16 |16 q |25 S7&10
lambda7_10_19 |19 q |25 S7&10
lambda7_10_21 |21 q |25 S7&10
lambda7_11_3 |3 q |25 S7&11
lambda7_11_11 |11 q |25 S7&11
lambda7_11_15 |15 q |25 S7&11
lambda7_11_20 |20 q |25 S7&11
lambda7_11_24 |24 q |25 S7&11
lambda7_12_5 |5 q |25 S7&12
lambda7_12_8 |8 q |25 S7&12
lambda7_13_4 |4 q |25 S7&13
lambda7_13_16 |16 q |25 S7&13
lambda7_13_19 |19 q |25 S7&13
lambda7_13_21 |21 q |25 S7&13
lambda7_14_12 |12 q |25 S7&14
lambda7_14_13 |13 q |25 S7&14
lambda7_14_17 |17 q |25 S7&14
lambda7_14_23 |23 q |25 S7&14
lambda7_15_10 |10 q |25 S7&15
lambda7_15_14 |14 q |25 S7&15
lambda7_15_18 |18 q |25 S7&15
lambda7_15_22 |22 q |25 S7&15
lambda7_16_7 |7 q |25 S7&16
lambda7_17_3 |3 q |25 S7&17
lambda7_17_11 |11 q |25 S7&17
lambda7_17_15 |15 q |25 S7&17
lambda7_17_20 |20 q |25 S7&17
lambda7_17_24 |24 q |25 S7&17
lambda7_18_1 |1 q |25 S7&18
lambda7_18_9 |9 q |25 S7&18
lambda7_19_7 |7 q |25 S7&19
lambda7_20_2 |2 q |25 S7&20
lambda7_20_6 |6 q |25 S7&20

lambda8_9_3 |3 q |25 S8&9
lambda8_9_11 |11 q |25 S8&9
lambda8_9_15 |15 q |25 S8&9
lambda8_9_20 |20 q |25 S8&9
lambda8_9_24 |24 q |25 S8&9
lambda8_10_2 |2 q |25 S8&10
lambda8_10_6 |6 q |25 S8&10
lambda8_11_1 |1 q |25 S8&11
lambda8_11_9 |9 q |25 S8&11
lambda8_12_12 |12 q |25 S8&12
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lambda8_12_13 |13 q |25 S8&12
lambda8_12_17 |17 q |25 S8&12
lambda8_12_23 |23 q |25 S8&12
lambda8_13_2 |2 q |25 S8&13
lambda8_13_6 |6 q |25 S8&13
lambda8_14_5 |5 q |25 S8&14
lambda8_14_8 |8 q |25 S8&14
lambda8_15_7 |7 q |25 S8&15
lambda8_16_10 |10 q |25 S8&16
lambda8_16_14 |14 q |25 S8&16
lambda8_16_18 |18 q |25 S8&16
lambda8_16_22 |22 q |25 S8&16
lambda8_17_1 |1 q |25 S8&17
lambda8_17_9 |9 q |25 S8&17
lambda8_18_3 |3 q |25 S8&18
lambda8_18_11 |11 q |25 S8&18
lambda8_18_15 |15 q |25 S8&18
lambda8_18_20 |20 q |25 S8&18
lambda8_18_24 |24 q |25 S8&18
lambda8_19_10 |10 q |25 S8&19
lambda8_19_14 |14 q |25 S8&19
lambda8_19_18 |18 q |25 S8&19
lambda8_19_22 |22 q |25 S8&19
lambda8_20_4 |4 q |25 S8&20
lambda8_20_16 |16 q |25 S8&20
lambda8_20_19 |19 q |25 S8&20
lambda8_20_21 |21 q |25 S8&20

lambda9_10_2 |2 q |25 S9&10
lambda9_10_6 |6 q |25 S9&10
lambda9_11_1 |1 q |25 S9&11
lambda9_11_9 |9 q |25 S9&11
lambda9_12_12 |12 q |25 S9&12
lambda9_12_13 |13 q |25 S9&12
lambda9_12_16 |16 q |25 S9&12
lambda9_12_23 |23 q |25 S9&12
lambda9_13_2 |2 q |25 S9&13
lambda9_13_6 |6 q |25 S9&13
lambda9_14_5 |5 q |25 S9&14
lambda9_14_8 |8 q |25 S9&14
lambda9_15_7 |7 q |25 S9&15
lambda9_16_10 |10 q |25 S9&16
lambda9_16_14 |14 q |25 S9&16
lambda9_16_18 |18 q |25 S9&16
lambda9_16_22 |22 q |25 S9&16
lambda9_17_1 |1 q |25 S9&17
lambda9_17_9 |9 q |25 S9&17
lambda9_18_3 |3 q |25 S9&18
lambda9_18_11 |11 q |25 S9&18
lambda9_18_15 |15 q |25 S9&18
lambda9_18_20 |20 q |25 S9&18
lambda9_18_24 |24 q |25 S9&18
lambda9_19_10 |10 q |25 S9&19
lambda9_19_14 |14 q |25 S9&19
lambda9_19_18 |18 q |25 S9&19
lambda9_19_22 |22 q |25 S9&19
lambda9_20_4 |4 q |25 S9&20
lambda9_20_16 |16 q |25 S9&20
lambda9_20_19 |19 q |25 S9&20
lambda9_20_21 |21 q |25 S9&20

lambda10_11_4 |4 q |25 S10&11
lambda10_11_16 |16 q |25 S10&11
lambda10_11_19 |19 q |25 S10&11
lambda10_11_21 |21 q |25 S10&11
lambda10_12_7 |7 q |25 S10&12
lambda10_13_3 |3 q |25 S10&13
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lambda10_13_11 |11 q |25 S10&13
lambda10_13_15 |15 q |25 S10&13
lambda10_13_20 |20 q |25 S10&13
lambda10_13_24 |24 q |25 S10&13
lambda10_14_10 |10 q |25 S10&14
lambda10_14_14 |14 q |25 S10&14
lambda10_14_18 |18 q |25 S10&14
lambda10_14_22 |22 q |25 S10&14
lambda10_15_12 |12 q |25 S10&15
lambda10_15_13 |13 q |25 S10&15
lambda10_15_17 |17 q |25 S10&15
lambda10_15_23 |23 q |25 S10&15
lambda10_16_5 |5 q |25 S10&16
lambda10_16_8 |8 q |25 S10&16
lambda10_17_4 |4 q |25 S10&17
lambda10_17_16 |16 q |25 S10&17
lambda10_17_17 |17 q |25 S10&17
lambda10_17_21 |21 q |25 S10&17
lambda10_18_2 |2 q |25 S10&18
lambda10_18_6 |6 q |25 S10&18
lambda10_19_5 |5 q |25 S10&19
lambda10_19_8 |8 q |25 S10&19
lambda10_20_1 |1 q |25 S10&20
lambda10_20_9 |9 q |25 S10&20

lambda11_12_5 |5 q |25 S11&12
lambda11_12_8 |8 q |25 S11&12
lambda11_13_4 |4 q |25 S11&13
lambda11_13_16 |16 q |25 S11&13
lambda11_13_19 |19 q |25 S11&13
lambda11_13_21 |21 q |25 S11&13
lambda11_14_12 |12 q |25 S11&14
lambda11_14_13 |13 q |25 S11&14
lambda11_14_17 |17 q |25 S11&14
lambda11_14_23 |23 q |25 S11&14
lambda11_15_10 |10 q |25 S11&15
lambda11_15_14 |14 q |25 S11&15
lambda11_15_18 |18 q |25 S11&15
lambda11_15_22 |22 q |25 S11&15
lambda11_16_7 |7 q |25 S11&16
lambda11_17_3 |3 q |25 S11&17
lambda11_17_11 |11 q |25 S11&17
lambda11_17_15 |15 q |25 S11&17
lambda11_17_20 |20 q |25 S11&17
lambda11_17_24 |24 q |25 S11&17
lambda11_18_1 |1 q |25 S11&18
lambda11_18_9 |9 q |25 S11&18
lambda11_19_7 |7 q |25 S11&19
lambda11_20_2 |2 q |25 S11&20
lambda11_20_6 |6 q |25 S11&20

lambda12_13_7 |7 q |25 S12&13
lambda12_14_1 |1 q |25 S12&14
lambda12_14_9 |9 q |25 S12&14
lambda12_15_2 |2 q |25 S12&15
lambda12_15_6 |6 q |25 S12&15
lambda12_16_4 |4 q |25 S12&16
lambda12_16_16 |16 q |25 S12&16
lambda12_16_19 |19 q |25 S12&16
lambda12_16_21 |21 q |25 S12&16
lambda12_17_5 |5 q |25 S12&17
lambda12_17_8 |8 q |25 S12&17
lambda12_18_12 |12 q |25 S12&18
lambda12_18_13 |13 q |25 S12&18
lambda12_18_17 |17 q |25 S12&18
lambda12_18_23 |23 q |25 S12&18
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lambda12_19_4 |4 q |25 S12&19
lambda12_19_16 |16 q |25 S12&19
lambda12_19_19 |19 q |25 S12&19
lambda12_19_21 |21 q |25 S12&19
lambda12_20_10 |10 q |25 S12&20
lambda12_20_14 |14 q |25 S12&20
lambda12_20_18 |18 q |25 S12&20
lambda12_20_22 |22 q |25 S12&20

lambda13_14_10 |10 q |25 S13&14
lambda13_14_14 |14 q |25 S13&14
lambda13_14_18 |18 q |25 S13&14
lambda13_14_22 |22 q |25 S13&14
lambda13_15_12 |12 q |25 S13&15
lambda13_15_13 |13 q |25 S13&15
lambda13_15_17 |17 q |25 S13&15
lambda13_15_23 |23 q |25 S13&15
lambda13_16_5 |5 q |25 S13&16
lambda13_16_8 |8 q |25 S13&16
lambda13_17_4 |4 q |25 S13&17
lambda13_17_16 |16 q |25 S13&17
lambda13_17_19 |19 q |25 S13&17
lambda13_17_21 |21 q |25 S13&17
lambda13_18_2 |2 q |25 S13&18
lambda13_18_6 |6 q |25 S13&18
lambda13_19_5 |5 q |25 S13&19
lambda13_19_8 |8 q |25 S13&19
lambda13_20_1 |1 q |25 S13&20
lambda13_20_9 |9 q |25 S13&20

lambda14_15_4 |4 q |25 S14&15
lambda14_15_16 |16 q |25 S14&15
lambda14_15_19 |19 q |25 S14&15
lambda14_15_21 |21 q |25 S14&15
lambda14_16_2 |2 q |25 S14&16
lambda14_16_6 |6 q |25 S14&16
lambda14_17_12 |12 q |25 S14&17
lambda14_17_13 |13 q |25 S14&17
lambda14_17_17 |17 q |25 S14&17
lambda14_17_23 |23 q |25 S14&17
lambda14_18_5 |5 q |25 S14&18
lambda14_18_8 |8 q |25 S14&18
lambda14_19_2 |2 q |25 S14&19
lambda14_19_6 |6 q |25 S14&19
lambda14_20_7 |7 q |25 S14&20

lambda15_16_1 |1 q |25 S15&16
lambda15_16_9 |9 q |25 S15&16
lambda15_17_10 |10 q |25 S15&17
lambda15_17_14 |14 q |25 S15&17
lambda15_17_18 |18 q |25 S15&17
lambda15_17_22 |22 q |25 S15&17
lambda15_18_7 |7 q |25 S15&18
lambda15_19_1 |1 q |25 S15&19
lambda15_19_9 |9 q |25 S15&19
lambda15_20_5 |5 q |25 S15&20
lambda15_20_8 |8 q |25 S15&20

lambda16_17_7 |7 q |25 S16&17
lambda16_18_10 |10 q |25 S16&18
lambda16_18_14 |14 q |25 S16&18
lambda16_18_18 |18 q |25 S16&18
lambda16_18_22 |22 q |25 S16&18
lambda16_19_3 |3 q |25 S16&19
lambda16_19_11 |11 q |25 S16&19
lambda16_19_15 |15 q |25 S16&19
lambda16_19_20 |20 q |25 S16&19
lambda16_19_24 |24 q |25 S16&19
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lambda16_20_12 |12 q |25 S16&20
lambda16_20_13 |13 q |25 S16&20
lambda16_20_17 |17 q |25 S16&20
lambda16_20_23 |23 q |25 S16&20

lambda17_18_1 |1 q |25 S17&18
lambda17_18_9 |9 q |25 S17&18
lambda17_19_7 |7 q |25 S17&19
lambda17_20_2 |2 q |25 S17&20
lambda17_20_6 |6 q |25 S17&20

lambda18_19_10 |10 q |25 S18&19
lambda18_19_14 |14 q |25 S18&19
lambda18_19_17 |17 q |25 S18&19
lambda18_19_22 |22 q |25 S18&19
lambda18_20_4 |4 q |25 S18&20
lambda18_20_16 |16 q |25 S18&20
lambda18_20_19 |19 q |25 S18&20
lambda18_20_21 |21 q |25 S18&20

lambda19_20_12 |12 q |25 S19&20
lambda19_20_13 |13 q |25 S19&20
lambda19_20_17 |17 q |25 S19&20
lambda19_20_23 |23 q |25 S19&20

lambdax1_x2_10 |10 q |25 S21&22
lambdax1_x2_14 |14 q |25 S21&22
lambdax1_x2_18 |18 q |25 S21&22
lambdax1_x2_22 |22 q |25 S21&22

# Kappa
kappa2_3 |3 q |25 S2&2
kappa3_3 |3 q |25 S3&3
kappa4_3 |3 q |25 S4&4
kappa5_3 |3 q |25 S5&5
kappa2_11 |11 q |25 S2&2
kappa3_11 |11 q |25 S3&3
kappa4_11 |11 q |25 S4&4
kappa5_11 |11 q |25 S5&5
kappa2_15 |15 q |25 S2&2
kappa3_15 |15 q |25 S3&3
kappa4_15 |15 q |25 S4&4
kappa5_15 |15 q |25 S5&5
kappa2_20 |20 q |25 S2&2
kappa3_20 |20 q |25 S3&3
kappa4_20 |20 q |25 S4&4
kappa5_20 |20 q |25 S5&5

kappa6_3 |3 q |25 S6&6
kappa6_11 |11 q |25 S6&6
kappa6_15 |15 q |25 S6&6
kappa6_20 |20 q |25 S6&6
kappa6_24 |24 q |25 S6&6
kappa7_3 |3 q |25 S7&7
kappa7_11 |11 q |25 S7&7
kappa7_15 |15 q |25 S7&7
kappa7_20 |20 q |25 S7&7
kappa7_24 |24 q |25 S7&7
kappa8_3 |3 q |25 S8&8
kappa8_11 |11 q |25 S8&8
kappa8_15 |15 q |25 S8&8
kappa8_20 |20 q |25 S8&8
kappa8_24 |24 q |25 S8&8
kappa9_3 |3 q |25 S9&9
kappa9_11 |11 q |25 S9&9
kappa9_15 |15 q |25 S9&9
kappa9_20 |20 q |25 S9&9
kappa9_24 |24 q |25 S9&9
kappa10_3 |3 q |25 S10&10
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kappa10_11 |11 q |25 S10&10
kappa10_15 |15 q |25 S10&10
kappa10_20 |20 q |25 S10&10
kappa10_24 |24 q |25 S10&10
kappa11_3 |3 q |25 S11&11
kappa11_11 |11 q |25 S11&11
kappa11_15 |15 q |25 S11&11
kappa11_20 |20 q |25 S11&11
kappa11_24 |24 q |25 S11&11
kappa12_3 |3 q |25 S12&12
kappa12_11 |11 q |25 S12&12
kappa12_15 |15 q |25 S12&12
kappa12_20 |20 q |25 S12&12
kappa12_24 |24 q |25 S12&12
kappa13_3 |3 q |25 S13&13
kappa13_11 |11 q |25 S13&13
kappa13_15 |15 q |25 S13&13
kappa13_20 |20 q |25 S13&13
kappa13_24 |24 q |25 S13&13
kappa14_3 |3 q |25 S14&14
kappa14_11 |11 q |25 S14&14
kappa14_15 |15 q |25 S14&14
kappa14_20 |20 q |25 S14&14
kappa14_24 |24 q |25 S14&14
kappa15_3 |3 q |25 S15&15
kappa15_11 |11 q |25 S15&15
kappa15_15 |15 q |25 S15&15
kappa15_20 |20 q |25 S15&15
kappa15_24 |24 q |25 S15&15
kappa16_3 |3 q |25 S16&16
kappa16_11 |11 q |25 S16&16
kappa16_15 |15 q |25 S16&16
kappa16_20 |20 q |25 S16&16
kappa16_24 |24 q |25 S16&16
kappa17_3 |3 q |25 S17&17
kappa17_11 |11 q |25 S17&17
kappa17_15 |15 q |25 S17&17
kappa17_20 |20 q |25 S17&17
kappa17_24 |24 q |25 S17&17
kappa18_3 |3 q |25 S18&18
kappa18_11 |11 q |25 S18&18
kappa18_15 |15 q |25 S18&18
kappa18_20 |20 q |25 S18&18
kappa18_24 |24 q |25 S18&18
kappa19_3 |3 q |25 S19&19
kappa19_11 |11 q |25 S19&19
kappa19_15 |15 q |25 S19&19
kappa19_20 |20 q |25 S19&19
kappa19_24 |24 q |25 S19&19
kappa20_3 |3 q |25 S20&20
kappa20_11 |11 q |25 S20&20
kappa20_15 |15 q |25 S20&20
kappa20_20 |20 q |25 S20&20
kappa20_24 |24 q |25 S20&20

kappax1_3 |3 q |25 S21&21
kappax1_11 |11 q |25 S21&21
kappax1_15 |15 q |25 S21&21
kappax1_20 |20 q |25 S21&21
kappax2_3 |3 q |25 S22&22
kappax2_11 |11 q |25 S22&22
kappax2_15 |15 q |25 S22&22
kappax2_20 |20 q |25 S22&22

# On Diagonal Gamma Constants
0.5*gamma2_1_1 |1 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_1_1 |1 q^2 |25 S3&3
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0.5*gamma4_1_1 |1 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_1_1 |1 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_2_2 |2 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_2_2 |2 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_2_2 |2 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_2_2 |2 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_3_3 |3 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_3_3 |3 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_3_3 |3 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_3_3 |3 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_4_4 |4 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_4_4 |4 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_4_4 |4 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_4_4 |4 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_5_5 |5 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_5_5 |5 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_5_5 |5 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_5_5 |5 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_6_6 |6 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_6_6 |6 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_6_6 |6 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_6_6 |6 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_7_7 |7 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_7_7 |7 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_7_7 |7 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_7_7 |7 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_8_8 |8 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_8_8 |8 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_8_8 |8 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_8_8 |8 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_9_9 |9 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_9_9 |9 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_9_9 |9 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_9_9 |9 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_10_10 |10 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_10_10 |10 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_10_10 |10 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_10_10 |10 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_11_11 |11 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_11_11 |11 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_11_11 |11 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_11_11 |11 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_12_12 |12 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_12_12 |12 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_12_12 |12 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_12_12 |12 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_13_13 |13 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_13_13 |13 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_13_13 |13 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_13_13 |13 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_14_14 |14 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_14_14 |14 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_14_14 |14 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_14_14 |14 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_15_15 |15 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_15_15 |15 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_15_15 |15 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_15_15 |15 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_16_16 |16 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_16_16 |16 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_16_16 |16 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_16_16 |16 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_17_17 |17 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_17_17 |17 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_17_17 |17 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_17_17 |17 q^2 |25 S5&5
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0.5*gamma2_18_18 |18 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_18_18 |18 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_18_18 |18 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_18_18 |18 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_19_19 |19 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_19_19 |19 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_19_19 |19 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_19_19 |19 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_20_20 |20 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_20_20 |20 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_20_20 |20 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_20_20 |20 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_21_21 |21 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_21_21 |21 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_21_21 |21 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_21_21 |21 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_22_22 |22 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_22_22 |22 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_22_22 |22 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_22_22 |22 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_23_23 |23 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_23_23 |23 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_23_23 |23 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_23_23 |23 q^2 |25 S5&5

0.5*gammax1_1_1 |1 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_2_2 |2 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_3_3 |3 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_4_4 |4 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_5_5 |5 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_6_6 |6 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_7_7 |7 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_8_8 |8 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_9_9 |9 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_10_10 |10 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_11_11 |11 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_12_12 |12 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_13_13 |13 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_14_14 |14 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_15_15 |15 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_16_16 |16 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_17_17 |17 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_18_18 |18 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_19_19 |19 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_20_20 |20 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_21_21 |21 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_22_22 |22 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_23_23 |23 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax2_1_1 |1 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_2_2 |2 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_3_3 |3 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_4_4 |4 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_5_5 |5 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_6_6 |6 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_7_7 |7 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_8_8 |8 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_9_9 |9 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_10_10 |10 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_11_11 |11 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_12_12 |12 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_13_13 |13 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_14_14 |14 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_15_15 |15 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_16_16 |16 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_17_17 |17 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_18_18 |18 q^2 |25 S22&22
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0.5*gammax2_19_19 |19 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_20_20 |20 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_21_21 |21 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_22_22 |22 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_23_23 |23 q^2 |25 S22&22

# Morse/Anti-Morse potential
1.0 |24 v1m24 |25 S1&1
1.0 |24 v2m24 |25 S2&2
1.0 |24 v3m24 |25 S3&3
1.0 |24 v4m24 |25 S4&4
1.0 |24 v5m24 |25 S5&5

1.0 |24 vx1m24 |25 S21&21
1.0 |24 vx2m24 |25 S22&22

END-HAMILTONIAN-SECTION
END-OPERATOR

MCTDH operator file for Section 4.4

#######################################################################
### VC model for Pyrazine, 24 modes, 19 valence and 4 core
### Operator file for fs-RIXS
#######################################################################
OP_DEFINE-SECTION
TITLE
24D Pyrazine 24States

END-TITLE
END-OP_DEFINE-SECTION

PARAMETER-SECTION
#Dipole moment
#optical excitation
d01 = 0.25
d03 = 0.82
#Xray excitation
#S0(Ag)
d0x2 = 0.10
#S1(B1u)
d1x1 = 0.06 # z
#S2(Au)
d2x3 = 0.06 # x
#S3(B3u)
d3x3 = 0.03 # z
#S4(B3g)
d4x2 = 0.04 # z
#S6(B2u)
d6x1 = 0.02
#S7(B2g)
d7x4 = 0.04
#S12(B3u)
d12x3 = 0.05
#S16(B2u)
d16x1 = 0.04
#S18(Au)
d18x1 = 0.04

# lifetime
L_t = 8, fs
L = 2*L_t
L_e = 1/L

#frequencies
omega_1 = 0.04345 , ev
omega_2 = 0.05276 , ev
omega_3 = 0.07494 , ev
omega_4 = 0.08789 , ev
omega_5 = 0.09138 , ev
omega_6 = 0.09984 , ev
omega_7 = 0.11696 , ev
omega_8 = 0.11777 , ev
omega_9 = 0.12153 , ev
omega_10 = 0.12804 , ev
omega_11 = 0.12868 , ev
omega_12 = 0.13525 , ev
omega_13 = 0.14203 , ev
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omega_14 = 0.14407 , ev
omega_15 = 0.15542 , ev
omega_16 = 0.16945 , ev
omega_17 = 0.17867 , ev
omega_18 = 0.18815 , ev
omega_19 = 0.19777 , ev
omega_20 = 0.20453 , ev
omega_21 = 0.39627 , ev
omega_22 = 0.39634 , ev
omega_23 = 0.39840 , ev
omega_24 = 0.39899 , ev

#energies
E1 = 0.00000 , ev
E2 = 3.93000 , ev
E3 = 4.45000 , ev
E4 = 4.79000 , ev
E5 = 5.38000 , ev
#shifted by -0.6mev to maintain distance between S4 and S5
E6 = 6.08251 , ev
E7 = 6.30526 , ev
E8 = 6.42394 , ev
E9 = 6.50984 , ev
E10 = 6.78000 , ev
E11 = 6.87034 , ev
E12 = 7.06268 , ev
E13 = 7.34469 , ev
E14 = 7.40322 , ev
E15 = 7.43587 , ev
E16 = 7.52045 , ev
E17 = 7.53950 , ev
E18 = 7.75338 , ev
E19 = 7.75554 , ev
E20 = 7.93117 , ev

X1 = 402.30130 , ev
X2 = 402.30260 , ev
X3 = 405.05490 , ev
X4 = 405.05550 , ev

#on-diagonal linear coupling constants (kappa)
kappa2_3 = -0.08100 , ev
kappa2_11 = -0.03800 , ev
kappa2_15 = 0.11700 , ev
kappa2_20 = -0.08700 , ev
kappa2_24 = 0.02200 , ev
kappa3_3 = -0.16800 , ev
kappa3_11 = -0.08300 , ev
kappa3_15 = -0.07100 , ev
kappa3_20 = -0.46500 , ev
kappa3_24 = 0.06000 , ev
kappa4_3 = 0.12800 , ev
kappa4_11 = -0.18300 , ev
kappa4_15 = 0.04500 , ev
kappa4_20 = 0.02600 , ev
kappa4_24 = 0.01800 , ev
kappa5_3 = -0.18400 , ev
kappa5_11 = -0.11700 , ev
kappa5_15 = 0.16500 , ev
kappa5_20 = 0.17200 , ev
kappa5_24 = 0.03000 , ev

#analytical EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pvdz values at FC
kappa6_3 = -0.03881 , ev
kappa6_11 = -0.16883 , ev
kappa6_15 = -0.05117 , ev
kappa6_20 = -0.17885 , ev
kappa6_24 = 0.03733 , ev
kappa7_3 = -0.08009 , ev
kappa7_11 = -0.06635 , ev
kappa7_15 = -0.05980 , ev
kappa7_20 = -0.15619 , ev
kappa7_24 = -0.00580 , ev
kappa8_3 = 0.28951 , ev
kappa8_11 = -0.15753 , ev
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kappa8_15 = -0.01717 , ev
kappa8_20 = -0.16253 , ev
kappa8_24 = 0.07464 , ev
kappa9_3 = -0.07984 , ev
kappa9_11 = -0.06642 , ev
kappa9_15 = -0.05977 , ev
kappa9_20 = -0.15632 , ev
kappa9_24 = -0.00584 , ev
kappa10_3 = 0.17197 , ev
kappa10_11 = 0.03820 , ev
kappa10_15 = 0.03730 , ev
kappa10_20 = -0.25809 , ev
kappa10_24 = -0.00149 , ev
kappa11_3 = 0.16987 , ev
kappa11_11 = 0.00664 , ev
kappa11_15 = -0.02059 , ev
kappa11_20 = -0.21801 , ev
kappa11_24 = 0.01102 , ev
kappa12_3 = -0.06130 , ev
kappa12_11 = -0.07675 , ev
kappa12_15 = -0.02988 , ev
kappa12_20 = -0.17033 , ev
kappa12_24 = -0.01339 , ev
kappa13_3 = 0.01687 , ev
kappa13_11 = -0.17105 , ev
kappa13_15 = 0.01355 , ev
kappa13_20 = -0.04513 , ev
kappa13_24 = 0.03582 , ev
kappa14_3 = 0.17506 , ev
kappa14_11 = 0.01019 , ev
kappa14_15 = -0.00477 , ev
kappa14_20 = -0.23923 , ev
kappa14_24 = -0.00292 , ev
kappa15_3 = 0.16932 , ev
kappa15_11 = 0.01919 , ev
kappa15_15 = 0.07767 , ev
kappa15_20 = -0.26638 , ev
kappa15_24 = -0.00749 , ev
kappa16_3 = -0.05003 , ev
kappa16_11 = -0.08945 , ev
kappa16_15 = -0.09501 , ev
kappa16_20 = -0.16226 , ev
kappa16_24 = -0.00674 , ev
kappa17_3 = 0.03746 , ev
kappa17_11 = -0.16458 , ev
kappa17_15 = 0.12776 , ev
kappa17_20 = 0.14672 , ev
kappa17_24 = 0.00147 , ev
kappa18_3 = -0.06741 , ev
kappa18_11 = -0.08585 , ev
kappa18_15 = 0.00540 , ev
kappa18_20 = -0.18250 , ev
kappa18_24 = -0.02424 , ev
kappa19_3 = -0.20211 , ev
kappa19_11 = -0.06997 , ev
kappa19_15 = 0.03820 , ev
kappa19_20 = 0.50935 , ev
kappa19_24 = -0.21177 , ev
kappa20_3 = 0.20212 , ev
kappa20_11 = -0.06999 , ev
kappa20_15 = 0.03829 , ev
kappa20_20 = 0.50939 , ev
kappa20_24 = -0.21175 , ev

#fittet kappa core-hole states
kappax1_3 = 0.02738 , ev
kappax1_11 = -0.04034 , ev
kappax1_15 = 0.05568 , ev
kappax1_20 = 0.10433 , ev
kappax2_3 = 0.02627 , ev
kappax2_11 = -0.04050 , ev
kappax2_15 = 0.05619 , ev
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kappax2_20 = 0.10457 , ev
kappax3_3 = 0.12310 , ev
kappax3_11 = -0.07870 , ev
kappax3_15 = -0.12360 , ev
kappax3_20 = -0.27310 , ev
kappax4_3 = 0.12300 , ev
kappax4_11 = -0.07870 , ev
kappax4_15 = -0.12400 , ev
kappax4_20 = -0.27540 , ev

#off-diagonal linear coupling constants (lambda)
lambda2_3_16 = 0.06500 , ev
lambda2_3_19 = 0.21900 , ev
lambda2_3_21 = 0.02000 , ev
lambda2_4_7 = 0.19500 , ev
lambda2_5_10 = 0.20700 , ev
lambda2_5_14 = 0.09000 , ev
lambda2_5_18 = 0.09400 , ev
lambda3_4_5 = 0.06000 , ev
lambda3_4_8 = 0.05300 , ev
lambda3_5_1 = 0.11200 , ev
lambda3_5_9 = 0.01800 , ev
lambda4_5_12 = 0.04400 , ev
lambda4_5_13 = 0.04400 , ev
lambda4_5_17 = 0.07200 , ev

#analytical EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pvdz NACs at FC
lambda6_7_10 = 0.01791 , ev
lambda6_7_14 = 0.00458 , ev
lambda6_7_18 = 0.00514 , ev
lambda6_7_22 = -0.00267 , ev
lambda6_8_7 = 0.00820 , ev
lambda6_9_7 = 0.26807 , ev
lambda6_10_12 = -0.00351 , ev
lambda6_10_13 = 0.04370 , ev
lambda6_10_17 = 0.00913 , ev
lambda6_10_23 = 0.01145 , ev
lambda6_11_10 = 0.07891 , ev
lambda6_11_14 = -0.00457 , ev
lambda6_11_18 = 0.00599 , ev
lambda6_11_22 = -0.00161 , ev
lambda6_12_2 = 0.01028 , ev
lambda6_12_6 = -0.00455 , ev
lambda6_13_12 = -0.00227 , ev
lambda6_13_13 = 0.00267 , ev
lambda6_13_17 = 0.00093 , ev
lambda6_13_23 = 0.00854 , ev
lambda6_14_4 = 0.00403 , ev
lambda6_14_16 = -0.00117 , ev
lambda6_14_19 = 0.00919 , ev
lambda6_14_21 = -0.01303 , ev
lambda6_15_3 = -0.00900 , ev
lambda6_15_11 = 0.00905 , ev
lambda6_15_15 = -0.00265 , ev
lambda6_15_20 = 0.01136 , ev
lambda6_15_24 = 0.00552 , ev
lambda6_16_1 = -0.01143 , ev
lambda6_16_9 = -0.00412 , ev
lambda6_17_10 = -0.02671 , ev
lambda6_17_14 = 0.00180 , ev
lambda6_17_18 = -0.00274 , ev
lambda6_17_22 = 0.00137 , ev
lambda6_18_7 = 0.01352 , ev
lambda6_19_1 = -0.00311 , ev
lambda6_19_9 = -0.00728 , ev
lambda6_20_5 = 0.12575 , ev
lambda6_20_8 = -0.01783 , ev

lambda7_8_1 = -0.06358 , ev
lambda7_8_9 = -0.00856 , ev
lambda7_9_1 = -0.08216 , ev
lambda7_9_9 = 0.03833 , ev
lambda7_10_4 = -0.00547 , ev
lambda7_10_16 = 0.00557 , ev
lambda7_10_19 = 0.01282 , ev
lambda7_10_21 = 0.00568 , ev
lambda7_11_3 = 0.03910 , ev
lambda7_11_11 = 0.03576 , ev
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lambda7_11_15 = 0.03244 , ev
lambda7_11_20 = 0.05961 , ev
lambda7_11_24 = -0.00620 , ev
lambda7_12_5 = 0.01707 , ev
lambda7_12_8 = -0.01678 , ev
lambda7_13_4 = 0.04642 , ev
lambda7_13_16 = 0.04537 , ev
lambda7_13_19 = 0.19671 , ev
lambda7_13_21 = 0.00557 , ev
lambda7_14_12 = 0.00999 , ev
lambda7_14_13 = 0.00048 , ev
lambda7_14_17 = -0.01120 , ev
lambda7_14_23 = 0.00300 , ev
lambda7_15_10 = 0.00999 , ev
lambda7_15_14 = -0.00161 , ev
lambda7_15_18 = 0.00337 , ev
lambda7_15_22 = -0.00118 , ev
lambda7_16_7 = -0.03726 , ev
lambda7_17_3 = 0.01057 , ev
lambda7_17_11 = 0.00903 , ev
lambda7_17_15 = 0.11446 , ev
lambda7_17_20 = 0.23332 , ev
lambda7_17_24 = -0.00416 , ev
lambda7_18_1 = -0.16561 , ev
lambda7_18_9 = 0.07083 , ev
lambda7_19_7 = 0.01285 , ev
lambda7_20_2 = -0.01542 , ev
lambda7_20_6 = -0.01165 , ev

lambda8_9_3 = -0.00993 , ev
lambda8_9_11 = 0.00255 , ev
lambda8_9_15 = -0.00097 , ev
lambda8_9_20 = 0.00156 , ev
lambda8_9_24 = -0.00053 , ev
lambda8_10_2 = 0.00158 , ev
lambda8_10_6 = -0.00311 , ev
lambda8_11_1 = 0.03954 , ev
lambda8_11_9 = -0.00680 , ev
lambda8_12_12 = 0.00046 , ev
lambda8_12_13 = -0.00109 , ev
lambda8_12_17 = 0.00039 , ev
lambda8_12_23 = -0.00247 , ev
lambda8_13_2 = 0.18572 , ev
lambda8_13_6 = 0.04772 , ev
lambda8_14_5 = 0.00036 , ev
lambda8_14_8 = -0.00215 , ev
lambda8_15_7 = -0.00886 , ev
lambda8_16_10 = -0.00111 , ev
lambda8_16_14 = 0.00038 , ev
lambda8_16_18 = -0.00003 , ev
lambda8_16_22 = -0.00343 , ev
lambda8_17_1 = -0.08957 , ev
lambda8_17_9 = -0.03919 , ev
lambda8_18_3 = -0.01044 , ev
lambda8_18_11 = 0.00160 , ev
lambda8_18_15 = 0.00045 , ev
lambda8_18_20 = -0.00003 , ev
lambda8_18_24 = -0.00396 , ev
lambda8_19_10 = 0.00770 , ev
lambda8_19_14 = -0.00598 , ev
lambda8_19_18 = -0.01030 , ev
lambda8_19_22 = 0.00654 , ev
lambda8_20_4 = 0.00120 , ev
lambda8_20_16 = 0.00046 , ev
lambda8_20_19 = -0.00165 , ev
lambda8_20_21 = 0.00413 , ev

lambda9_10_2 = 0.00918 , ev
lambda9_10_6 = -0.00609 , ev
lambda9_11_1 = 0.04217 , ev
lambda9_11_9 = -0.00244 , ev
lambda9_12_12 = -0.00621 , ev
lambda9_12_13 = -0.04028 , ev
lambda9_12_16 = 0.01675 , ev
lambda9_12_23 = 0.00694 , ev
lambda9_13_2 = 0.02905 , ev
lambda9_13_6 = -0.00057 , ev
lambda9_14_5 = 0.01387 , ev
lambda9_14_8 = -0.00780 , ev
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lambda9_15_7 = -0.00231 , ev
lambda9_16_10 = -0.00334 , ev
lambda9_16_14 = 0.00640 , ev
lambda9_16_18 = -0.01897 , ev
lambda9_16_22 = -0.00208 , ev
lambda9_17_1 = 0.03365 , ev
lambda9_17_9 = -0.02079 , ev
lambda9_18_3 = -0.01112 , ev
lambda9_18_11 = 0.01167 , ev
lambda9_18_15 = -0.01324 , ev
lambda9_18_20 = 0.01188 , ev
lambda9_18_24 = 0.01369 , ev
lambda9_19_10 = 0.00270 , ev
lambda9_19_14 = 0.00021 , ev
lambda9_19_18 = -0.00018 , ev
lambda9_19_22 = -0.00667 , ev
lambda9_20_4 = -0.00119 , ev
lambda9_20_16 = 0.02113 , ev
lambda9_20_19 = 0.01637 , ev
lambda9_20_21 = 0.01937 , ev

lambda10_11_4 = 0.01113 , ev
lambda10_11_16 = 0.00083 , ev
lambda10_11_19 = 0.00554 , ev
lambda10_11_21 = 0.01978 , ev
lambda10_12_7 = 0.26330 , ev
lambda10_13_3 = 0.00288 , ev
lambda10_13_11 = -0.00184 , ev
lambda10_13_15 = 0.00320 , ev
lambda10_13_20 = 0.00256 , ev
lambda10_13_24 = -0.00844 , ev
lambda10_14_10 = 0.07071 , ev
lambda10_14_14 = -0.06674 , ev
lambda10_14_18 = 0.01218 , ev
lambda10_14_22 = -0.02982 , ev
lambda10_15_12 = 0.00128 , ev
lambda10_15_13 = -0.04956 , ev
lambda10_15_17 = -0.02883 , ev
lambda10_15_23 = -0.02254 , ev
lambda10_16_5 = 0.00049 , ev
lambda10_16_8 = 0.00441 , ev
lambda10_17_4 = -0.02291 , ev
lambda10_17_16 = 0.01410 , ev
lambda10_17_17 = -0.00385 , ev
lambda10_17_21 = -0.02066 , ev
lambda10_18_2 = -0.00655 , ev
lambda10_18_6 = 0.00088 , ev
lambda10_19_5 = 0.00052 , ev
lambda10_19_8 = -0.00018 , ev
lambda10_20_1 = -0.01219 , ev
lambda10_20_9 = -0.00545 , ev

lambda11_12_5 = 0.00531 , ev
lambda11_12_8 = 0.00133 , ev
lambda11_13_4 = -0.00841 , ev
lambda11_13_16 = 0.00250 , ev
lambda11_13_19 = 0.00864 , ev
lambda11_13_21 = 0.00904 , ev
lambda11_14_12 = 0.06123 , ev
lambda11_14_13 = 0.04514 , ev
lambda11_14_17 = -0.00681 , ev
lambda11_14_23 = 0.01442 , ev
lambda11_15_10 = 0.01818 , ev
lambda11_15_14 = -0.01690 , ev
lambda11_15_18 = 0.01985 , ev
lambda11_15_22 = 0.00864 , ev
lambda11_16_7 = -0.27856 , ev
lambda11_17_3 = -0.04791 , ev
lambda11_17_11 = -0.04251 , ev
lambda11_17_15 = 0.03049 , ev
lambda11_17_20 = 0.05795 , ev
lambda11_17_24 = 0.01486 , ev
lambda11_18_1 = 0.05233 , ev
lambda11_18_9 = -0.01557 , ev
lambda11_19_7 = 0.00152 , ev
lambda11_20_2 = -0.01336 , ev
lambda11_20_6 = 0.00766 , ev

lambda12_13_7 = 0.01050 , ev
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lambda12_14_1 = 0.01284 , ev
lambda12_14_9 = 0.00580 , ev
lambda12_15_2 = -0.00773 , ev
lambda12_15_6 = 0.00224 , ev
lambda12_16_4 = -0.02628 , ev
lambda12_16_16 = 0.02792 , ev
lambda12_16_19 = 0.01837 , ev
lambda12_16_21 = -0.02587 , ev
lambda12_17_5 = -0.00726 , ev
lambda12_17_8 = 0.01230 , ev
lambda12_18_12 = 0.00451 , ev
lambda12_18_13 = 0.00867 , ev
lambda12_18_17 = -0.03727 , ev
lambda12_18_23 = -0.02668 , ev
lambda12_19_4 = -0.00343 , ev
lambda12_19_16 = 0.00082 , ev
lambda12_19_19 = -0.00157 , ev
lambda12_19_21 = 0.00589 , ev
lambda12_20_10 = -0.02221 , ev
lambda12_20_14 = 0.08441 , ev
lambda12_20_18 = -0.01223 , ev
lambda12_20_22 = 0.03253 , ev

lambda13_14_10 = -0.00384 , ev
lambda13_14_14 = 0.00320 , ev
lambda13_14_18 = 0.00317 , ev
lambda13_14_22 = -0.00557 , ev
lambda13_15_12 = 0.00579 , ev
lambda13_15_13 = -0.02074 , ev
lambda13_15_17 = -0.00413 , ev
lambda13_15_23 = -0.01118 , ev
lambda13_16_5 = -0.01208 , ev
lambda13_16_8 = 0.03224 , ev
lambda13_17_4 = -0.01407 , ev
lambda13_17_16 = 0.03959 , ev
lambda13_17_19 = 0.12534 , ev
lambda13_17_21 = 0.01891 , ev
lambda13_18_2 = 0.02712 , ev
lambda13_18_6 = 0.01345 , ev
lambda13_19_5 = -0.06891 , ev
lambda13_19_8 = 0.05862 , ev
lambda13_20_1 = -0.11025 , ev
lambda13_20_9 = -0.04001 , ev

lambda14_15_4 = 0.00281 , ev
lambda14_15_16 = 0.00630 , ev
lambda14_15_19 = 0.00596 , ev
lambda14_15_21 = -0.03506 , ev
lambda14_16_2 = -0.00882 , ev
lambda14_16_6 = 0.00525 , ev
lambda14_17_12 = 0.00091 , ev
lambda14_17_13 = -0.00598 , ev
lambda14_17_17 = 0.00754 , ev
lambda14_17_23 = -0.01842 , ev
lambda14_18_5 = -0.00386 , ev
lambda14_18_8 = -0.00001 , ev
lambda14_19_2 = -0.00105 , ev
lambda14_19_6 = -0.00019 , ev
lambda14_20_7 = -0.26988 , ev

lambda15_16_1 = -0.00466 , ev
lambda15_16_9 = 0.00060 , ev
lambda15_17_10 = 0.03312 , ev
lambda15_17_14 = -0.01250 , ev
lambda15_17_18 = 0.01773 , ev
lambda15_17_22 = -0.01891 , ev
lambda15_18_7 = 0.25171 , ev
lambda15_19_1 = 0.01676 , ev
lambda15_19_9 = 0.01311 , ev
lambda15_20_5 = -0.00020 , ev
lambda15_20_8 = -0.00157 , ev

lambda16_17_7 = 0.03172 , ev
lambda16_18_10 = 0.00054 , ev
lambda16_18_14 = 0.00310 , ev
lambda16_18_18 = -0.00248 , ev
lambda16_18_22 = -0.02806 , ev
lambda16_19_3 = 0.00798 , ev
lambda16_19_11 = -0.00099 , ev
lambda16_19_15 = -0.00830 , ev
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lambda16_19_20 = -0.04292 , ev
lambda16_19_24 = 0.01901 , ev
lambda16_20_12 = 0.05986 , ev
lambda16_20_13 = -0.02096 , ev
lambda16_20_17 = 0.00174 , ev
lambda16_20_23 = 0.01210 , ev

lambda17_18_1 = 0.09621 , ev
lambda17_18_9 = -0.01870 , ev
lambda17_19_7 = 0.13390 , ev
lambda17_20_2 = 0.04830 , ev
lambda17_20_6 = 0.00848 , ev

lambda18_19_10 = 0.00742 , ev
lambda18_19_14 = 0.00300 , ev
lambda18_19_17 = 0.00882 , ev
lambda18_19_22 = 0.00955 , ev
lambda18_20_4 = 0.00767 , ev
lambda18_20_16 = -0.01765 , ev
lambda18_20_19 = -0.01057 , ev
lambda18_20_21 = 0.04863 , ev

lambda19_20_12 = 0.00056 , ev
lambda19_20_13 = -0.00345 , ev
lambda19_20_17 = 0.00137 , ev
lambda19_20_23 = -0.00927 , ev

#fittet NACs for core-hole states
lambdax1_x2_10 = 0.08680 , ev
lambdax1_x2_14 = 0.01326 , ev
lambdax1_x2_18 = 0.09910 , ev
lambdax1_x2_22 = 0.03014 , ev
lambdax3_x4_10 = 0.09980 , ev
lambdax3_x4_14 = 0.10870 , ev
lambdax3_x4_18 = 0.02130 , ev
lambdax3_x4_22 = 0.02240 , ev

#on-diagonal bilinear coupling constants (gamma)
gamma2_1_1 = 0.01300 , ev
gamma2_2_2 = -0.00000 , ev
gamma2_4_4 = -0.01300 , ev
gamma2_5_5 = -0.03000 , ev
gamma2_6_6 = 0.00000 , ev
gamma2_7_7 = -0.01200 , ev
gamma2_8_8 = 0.01400 , ev
gamma2_9_9 = -0.01600 , ev
gamma2_10_10 = -0.00600 , ev
gamma2_12_12 = -0.00100 , ev
gamma2_13_13 = -0.01900 , ev
gamma2_14_14 = -0.00600 , ev
gamma2_16_16 = -0.00600 , ev
gamma2_17_17 = -0.01300 , ev
gamma2_18_18 = -0.00600 , ev
gamma2_19_19 = -0.01200 , ev
gamma2_21_21 = 0.00300 , ev
gamma2_22_22 = 0.00400 , ev
gamma2_23_23 = 0.00500 , ev
gamma3_1_1 = -0.01300 , ev
gamma3_2_2 = -0.00000 , ev
gamma3_4_4 = -0.01300 , ev
gamma3_5_5 = -0.03100 , ev
gamma3_6_6 = 0.00000 , ev
gamma3_7_7 = -0.04800 , ev
gamma3_8_8 = -0.02600 , ev
gamma3_9_9 = -0.04100 , ev
gamma3_10_10 = -0.02200 , ev
gamma3_12_12 = -0.00300 , ev
gamma3_13_13 = -0.02100 , ev
gamma3_14_14 = -0.00200 , ev
gamma3_16_16 = -0.00600 , ev
gamma3_17_17 = -0.00600 , ev
gamma3_18_18 = -0.01000 , ev
gamma3_19_19 = -0.01200 , ev
gamma3_21_21 = 0.00300 , ev
gamma3_22_22 = 0.00400 , ev
gamma3_23_23 = 0.00300 , ev
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gamma4_1_1 = -0.00800 , ev
gamma4_2_2 = 0.00000 , ev
gamma4_4_4 = -0.00500 , ev
gamma4_5_5 = -0.03100 , ev
gamma4_6_6 = 0.00000 , ev
gamma4_7_7 = -0.01200 , ev
gamma4_8_8 = -0.02600 , ev
gamma4_9_9 = -0.01200 , ev
gamma4_10_10 = -0.00600 , ev
gamma4_12_12 = -0.00200 , ev
gamma4_13_13 = -0.02000 , ev
gamma4_14_14 = -0.00500 , ev
gamma4_16_16 = 0.00100 , ev
gamma4_17_17 = 0.01500 , ev
gamma4_18_18 = -0.00200 , ev
gamma4_19_19 = 0.00700 , ev
gamma4_21_21 = 0.00400 , ev
gamma4_22_22 = 0.00400 , ev
gamma4_23_23 = 0.00400 , ev
gamma5_1_1 = -0.00800 , ev
gamma5_2_2 = -0.00000 , ev
gamma5_4_4 = -0.00600 , ev
gamma5_5_5 = -0.02700 , ev
gamma5_6_6 = 0.00000 , ev
gamma5_7_7 = -0.01300 , ev
gamma5_8_8 = 0.00900 , ev
gamma5_9_9 = -0.01200 , ev
gamma5_10_10 = -0.00600 , ev
gamma5_12_12 = -0.00300 , ev
gamma5_13_13 = -0.02100 , ev
gamma5_14_14 = -0.00600 , ev
gamma5_16_16 = -0.00400 , ev
gamma5_17_17 = -0.00600 , ev
gamma5_18_18 = -0.00600 , ev
gamma5_19_19 = -0.04300 , ev
gamma5_21_21 = 0.00300 , ev
gamma5_22_22 = 0.00300 , ev
gamma5_23_23 = 0.00300 , ev

gammax1_1_1 = 0.03194 , ev
gammax1_2_2 = -0.02329 , ev
gammax1_3_3 = -0.00909 , ev
gammax1_4_4 = 0.00585 , ev
gammax1_5_5 = -0.02108 , ev
gammax1_6_6 = 0.03672 , ev
gammax1_7_7 = 0.00984 , ev
gammax1_8_8 = 0.01658 , ev
gammax1_9_9 = 0.00564 , ev
gammax1_10_10 = -0.00098 , ev
gammax1_11_11 = 0.00226 , ev
gammax1_12_12 = -0.00190 , ev
gammax1_13_13 = 0.06899 , ev
gammax1_14_14 = 0.00160 , ev
gammax1_15_15 = 0.00589 , ev
gammax1_16_16 = 0.00717 , ev
gammax1_17_17 = 0.00294 , ev
gammax1_18_18 = 0.00427 , ev
gammax1_19_19 = -0.01735 , ev
gammax1_20_20 = 0.00373 , ev
gammax1_21_21 = 0.06303 , ev
gammax1_22_22 = 0.06235 , ev
gammax1_23_23 = 0.06198 , ev
gammax2_1_1 = 0.03257 , ev
gammax2_2_2 = -0.02343 , ev
gammax2_3_3 = -0.00902 , ev
gammax2_4_4 = 0.00565 , ev
gammax2_5_5 = -0.02204 , ev
gammax2_6_6 = 0.03623 , ev
gammax2_7_7 = 0.00971 , ev
gammax2_8_8 = 0.01697 , ev
gammax2_9_9 = 0.00594 , ev
gammax2_10_10 = -0.00098 , ev
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gammax2_11_11 = 0.00195 , ev
gammax2_12_12 = -0.00191 , ev
gammax2_13_13 = 0.06899 , ev
gammax2_14_14 = 0.00659 , ev
gammax2_15_15 = 0.00630 , ev
gammax2_16_16 = 0.00704 , ev
gammax2_17_17 = 0.00199 , ev
gammax2_18_18 = 0.00427 , ev
gammax2_19_19 = -0.01742 , ev
gammax2_20_20 = 0.00361 , ev
gammax2_21_21 = 0.06252 , ev
gammax2_22_22 = 0.06479 , ev
gammax2_23_23 = 0.06137 , ev
gammax3_1_1 = -0.04150 , ev
gammax3_2_2 = 0.02930 , ev
gammax3_3_3 = 0.00780 , ev
gammax3_4_4 = -0.01010 , ev
gammax3_5_5 = -0.02030 , ev
gammax3_6_6 = 0.01440 , ev
gammax3_7_7 = -0.01700 , ev
gammax3_8_8 = -0.01150 , ev
gammax3_9_9 = -0.03490 , ev
gammax3_10_10 = 0.00320 , ev
gammax3_11_11 = 0.00590 , ev
gammax3_12_12 = 0.01430 , ev
gammax3_13_13 = 0.08140 , ev
gammax3_14_14 = -0.00590 , ev
gammax3_15_15 = 0.00860 , ev
gammax3_16_16 = 0.01400 , ev
gammax3_17_17 = 0.01040 , ev
gammax3_18_18 = 0.00020 , ev
gammax3_19_19 = 0.02330 , ev
gammax3_20_20 = 0.01750 , ev
gammax3_21_21 = 0.06330 , ev
gammax3_22_22 = 0.06340 , ev
gammax3_23_23 = 0.06270 , ev
gammax3_24_24 = -0.00240 , ev
gammax4_1_1 = -0.04150 , ev
gammax4_2_2 = 0.02910 , ev
gammax4_3_3 = 0.00760 , ev
gammax4_4_4 = -0.01030 , ev
gammax4_5_5 = -0.01990 , ev
gammax4_6_6 = 0.01380 , ev
gammax4_7_7 = -0.01740 , ev
gammax4_8_8 = -0.01190 , ev
gammax4_9_9 = -0.03480 , ev
gammax4_10_10 = 0.00680 , ev
gammax4_11_11 = 0.00600 , ev
gammax4_12_12 = 0.01400 , ev
gammax4_13_13 = 0.09020 , ev
gammax4_14_14 = 0.00600 , ev
gammax4_15_15 = 0.00900 , ev
gammax4_16_16 = 0.01410 , ev
gammax4_17_17 = 0.01000 , ev
gammax4_18_18 = 0.00040 , ev
gammax4_19_19 = 0.02350 , ev
gammax4_20_20 = 0.01650 , ev
gammax4_21_21 = 0.06290 , ev
gammax4_22_22 = 0.06340 , ev
gammax4_23_23 = 0.06000 , ev
gammax4_24_24 = -0.00260 , ev

# Diabatic curves with parameters
1D_24 = 18.843946229 , ev
1A_24 = 0.103785958
1X_24 = -0.017811471
1E_24 = -0.000064276 , ev
2D_24 = 16.605034747 , ev
2A_24 = 0.113697024
2X_24 = -0.071525788
2E_24 = -0.001089266 , ev
3D_24 = 24.183166560 , ev
3A_24 = 0.092830894
3X_24 = -0.173402626
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3E_24 = -0.006166348 , ev
4D_24 = 18.704082166 , ev
4A_24 = 0.103455582
4X_24 = -0.054194716
4E_24 = -0.000584688 , ev
5D_24 = 19.274934324 , ev
5A_24 = 0.103723493
5X_24 = -0.097783763
5E_24 = -0.001962816 , ev

x3EPm1 = 0.016861000 , ev
x3GAm1 = -0.070785000 , ev
x4EPm1 = 0.017082000 , ev
x4GAm1 = -0.070897000 , ev

x1D_24 = 15.688146043 , ev
x1A_24 = 0.115075181
x1X_24 = -0.180268278
x1E_24 = -0.006612717 , ev
x2D_24 = 15.679824447 , ev
x2A_24 = 0.115111540
x2X_24 = -0.182448296
x2E_24 = -0.006772570 , ev
x3D_24 = 12.463000000 , ev
x3A_24 = 0.131675207
x3X_24 = -0.415140000
x3E_24 = -0.035268566 , ev
x4D_24 = 12.459000000 , ev
x4A_24 = 0.131764432
x4X_24 = -0.415090000
x4E_24 = -0.035295475 , ev

end-parameter-section

LABELS-SECTION
# Diabatic function labels
v1m24=morse1[1D_24,1A_24,1X_24,1E_24]
v2m24=morse1[2D_24,2A_24,2X_24,2E_24]
v3m24=morse1[3D_24,3A_24,3X_24,3E_24]
v4m24=morse1[4D_24,4A_24,4X_24,4E_24]
v5m24=morse1[5D_24,5A_24,5X_24,5E_24]

vx1m24=morse1[x1D_24,x1A_24,x1X_24,x1E_24]
vx2m24=morse1[x2D_24,x2A_24,x2X_24,x2E_24]
vx3m24=morse1[x3D_24,x3A_24,x3X_24,x3E_24]
vx4m24=morse1[x4D_24,x4A_24,x4X_24,x4E_24]

end-labels-section

HAMILTONIAN-SECTION
------------------------------------------------------
modes| v1 | v2 | v3 | v4 | v5 | v6 | v7 | v8 | v9 | v10 |
modes| v11 | v12 | v13 | v14 | v15 | v16 | v17 | v18 | v19 | v20 |
modes| v21 | v22 | v23 | v24 | el
modes| Time
------------------------------------------------------

# Kinetic Energy
omega_1 |1 KE
omega_2 |2 KE
omega_3 |3 KE
omega_4 |4 KE
omega_5 |5 KE
omega_6 |6 KE
omega_7 |7 KE
omega_8 |8 KE
omega_9 |9 KE
omega_10 |10 KE
omega_11 |11 KE
omega_12 |12 KE
omega_13 |13 KE
omega_14 |14 KE
omega_15 |15 KE
omega_16 |16 KE
omega_17 |17 KE
omega_18 |18 KE
omega_19 |19 KE
omega_20 |20 KE
omega_21 |21 KE
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omega_22 |22 KE
omega_23 |23 KE
omega_24 |24 KE

# Potential for Harmonic oscillator
0.5*omega_1 |1 q^2
0.5*omega_2 |2 q^2
0.5*omega_3 |3 q^2
0.5*omega_4 |4 q^2
0.5*omega_5 |5 q^2
0.5*omega_6 |6 q^2
0.5*omega_7 |7 q^2
0.5*omega_8 |8 q^2
0.5*omega_9 |9 q^2
0.5*omega_10 |10 q^2
0.5*omega_11 |11 q^2
0.5*omega_12 |12 q^2
0.5*omega_13 |13 q^2
0.5*omega_14 |14 q^2
0.5*omega_15 |15 q^2
0.5*omega_16 |16 q^2
0.5*omega_17 |17 q^2
0.5*omega_18 |18 q^2
0.5*omega_19 |19 q^2
0.5*omega_20 |20 q^2
0.5*omega_21 |21 q^2
0.5*omega_22 |22 q^2
0.5*omega_23 |23 q^2
0.5*omega_24 |24 q^2

# Electronic States
E1 |25 S1&1
E2 |25 S2&2
E3 |25 S3&3
E4 |25 S4&4
E5 |25 S5&5
E6 |25 S6&6
E7 |25 S7&7
E8 |25 S8&8
E9 |25 S9&9
E10 |25 S10&10
E11 |25 S11&11
E12 |25 S12&12
E13 |25 S13&13
E14 |25 S14&14
E15 |25 S15&15
E16 |25 S16&16
E17 |25 S17&17
E18 |25 S18&18
E19 |25 S19&19
E20 |25 S20&20

X1 |25 S21&21
X2 |25 S22&22
X3 |25 S23&23
X4 |25 S24&24
-I*L_e |25 S21&21
-I*L_e |25 S22&22
-I*L_e |25 S23&23
-I*L_e |25 S24&24

# Lambda
lambda2_3_16 |16 q |25 S2&3
lambda2_3_19 |19 q |25 S2&3
lambda2_3_21 |21 q |25 S2&3
lambda2_4_7 |7 q |25 S2&4
lambda2_5_10 |10 q |25 S2&5
lambda2_5_14 |14 q |25 S2&5
lambda2_5_18 |18 q |25 S2&5
lambda3_4_5 |5 q |25 S3&4
lambda3_4_8 |8 q |25 S3&4
lambda3_5_1 |1 q |25 S3&5
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lambda3_5_9 |9 q |25 S3&5
lambda4_5_12 |12 q |25 S4&5
lambda4_5_13 |13 q |25 S4&5
lambda4_5_17 |17 q |25 S4&5

lambda6_7_10 |10 q |25 S6&7
lambda6_7_14 |14 q |25 S6&7
lambda6_7_18 |18 q |25 S6&7
lambda6_7_22 |22 q |25 S6&7
lambda6_8_7 |7 q |25 S6&8
lambda6_9_7 |7 q |25 S6&9
lambda6_10_12 |12 q |25 S6&10
lambda6_10_13 |13 q |25 S6&10
lambda6_10_17 |17 q |25 S6&10
lambda6_10_23 |23 q |25 S6&10
lambda6_11_10 |10 q |25 S6&11
lambda6_11_14 |14 q |25 S6&11
lambda6_11_18 |18 q |25 S6&11
lambda6_11_22 |22 q |25 S6&11
lambda6_12_2 |2 q |25 S6&12
lambda6_12_6 |6 q |25 S6&12
lambda6_13_12 |12 q |25 S6&13
lambda6_13_13 |13 q |25 S6&13
lambda6_13_17 |17 q |25 S6&13
lambda6_13_23 |23 q |25 S6&13
lambda6_14_4 |4 q |25 S6&14
lambda6_14_16 |16 q |25 S6&14
lambda6_14_19 |19 q |25 S6&14
lambda6_14_21 |21 q |25 S6&14
lambda6_15_3 |3 q |25 S6&15
lambda6_15_11 |11 q |25 S6&15
lambda6_15_15 |15 q |25 S6&15
lambda6_15_20 |20 q |25 S6&15
lambda6_15_24 |24 q |25 S6&15
lambda6_16_1 |1 q |25 S6&16
lambda6_16_9 |9 q |25 S6&16
lambda6_17_10 |10 q |25 S6&17
lambda6_17_14 |14 q |25 S6&17
lambda6_17_18 |18 q |25 S6&17
lambda6_17_22 |22 q |25 S6&17
lambda6_18_7 |7 q |25 S6&18
lambda6_19_1 |1 q |25 S6&19
lambda6_19_9 |9 q |25 S6&19
lambda6_20_5 |5 q |25 S6&20
lambda6_20_8 |8 q |25 S6&20

lambda7_8_1 |1 q |25 S7&8
lambda7_8_9 |9 q |25 S7&8
lambda7_9_1 |1 q |25 S7&9
lambda7_9_9 |9 q |25 S7&9
lambda7_10_4 |4 q |25 S7&10
lambda7_10_16 |16 q |25 S7&10
lambda7_10_19 |19 q |25 S7&10
lambda7_10_21 |21 q |25 S7&10
lambda7_11_3 |3 q |25 S7&11
lambda7_11_11 |11 q |25 S7&11
lambda7_11_15 |15 q |25 S7&11
lambda7_11_20 |20 q |25 S7&11
lambda7_11_24 |24 q |25 S7&11
lambda7_12_5 |5 q |25 S7&12
lambda7_12_8 |8 q |25 S7&12
lambda7_13_4 |4 q |25 S7&13
lambda7_13_16 |16 q |25 S7&13
lambda7_13_19 |19 q |25 S7&13
lambda7_13_21 |21 q |25 S7&13
lambda7_14_12 |12 q |25 S7&14
lambda7_14_13 |13 q |25 S7&14
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lambda7_14_17 |17 q |25 S7&14
lambda7_14_23 |23 q |25 S7&14
lambda7_15_10 |10 q |25 S7&15
lambda7_15_14 |14 q |25 S7&15
lambda7_15_18 |18 q |25 S7&15
lambda7_15_22 |22 q |25 S7&15
lambda7_16_7 |7 q |25 S7&16
lambda7_17_3 |3 q |25 S7&17
lambda7_17_11 |11 q |25 S7&17
lambda7_17_15 |15 q |25 S7&17
lambda7_17_20 |20 q |25 S7&17
lambda7_17_24 |24 q |25 S7&17
lambda7_18_1 |1 q |25 S7&18
lambda7_18_9 |9 q |25 S7&18
lambda7_19_7 |7 q |25 S7&19
lambda7_20_2 |2 q |25 S7&20
lambda7_20_6 |6 q |25 S7&20

lambda8_9_3 |3 q |25 S8&9
lambda8_9_11 |11 q |25 S8&9
lambda8_9_15 |15 q |25 S8&9
lambda8_9_20 |20 q |25 S8&9
lambda8_9_24 |24 q |25 S8&9
lambda8_10_2 |2 q |25 S8&10
lambda8_10_6 |6 q |25 S8&10
lambda8_11_1 |1 q |25 S8&11
lambda8_11_9 |9 q |25 S8&11
lambda8_12_12 |12 q |25 S8&12
lambda8_12_13 |13 q |25 S8&12
lambda8_12_17 |17 q |25 S8&12
lambda8_12_23 |23 q |25 S8&12
lambda8_13_2 |2 q |25 S8&13
lambda8_13_6 |6 q |25 S8&13
lambda8_14_5 |5 q |25 S8&14
lambda8_14_8 |8 q |25 S8&14
lambda8_15_7 |7 q |25 S8&15
lambda8_16_10 |10 q |25 S8&16
lambda8_16_14 |14 q |25 S8&16
lambda8_16_18 |18 q |25 S8&16
lambda8_16_22 |22 q |25 S8&16
lambda8_17_1 |1 q |25 S8&17
lambda8_17_9 |9 q |25 S8&17
lambda8_18_3 |3 q |25 S8&18
lambda8_18_11 |11 q |25 S8&18
lambda8_18_15 |15 q |25 S8&18
lambda8_18_20 |20 q |25 S8&18
lambda8_18_24 |24 q |25 S8&18
lambda8_19_10 |10 q |25 S8&19
lambda8_19_14 |14 q |25 S8&19
lambda8_19_18 |18 q |25 S8&19
lambda8_19_22 |22 q |25 S8&19
lambda8_20_4 |4 q |25 S8&20
lambda8_20_16 |16 q |25 S8&20
lambda8_20_19 |19 q |25 S8&20
lambda8_20_21 |21 q |25 S8&20

lambda9_10_2 |2 q |25 S9&10
lambda9_10_6 |6 q |25 S9&10
lambda9_11_1 |1 q |25 S9&11
lambda9_11_9 |9 q |25 S9&11
lambda9_12_12 |12 q |25 S9&12
lambda9_12_13 |13 q |25 S9&12
lambda9_12_16 |16 q |25 S9&12
lambda9_12_23 |23 q |25 S9&12
lambda9_13_2 |2 q |25 S9&13
lambda9_13_6 |6 q |25 S9&13
lambda9_14_5 |5 q |25 S9&14
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lambda9_14_8 |8 q |25 S9&14
lambda9_15_7 |7 q |25 S9&15
lambda9_16_10 |10 q |25 S9&16
lambda9_16_14 |14 q |25 S9&16
lambda9_16_18 |18 q |25 S9&16
lambda9_16_22 |22 q |25 S9&16
lambda9_17_1 |1 q |25 S9&17
lambda9_17_9 |9 q |25 S9&17
lambda9_18_3 |3 q |25 S9&18
lambda9_18_11 |11 q |25 S9&18
lambda9_18_15 |15 q |25 S9&18
lambda9_18_20 |20 q |25 S9&18
lambda9_18_24 |24 q |25 S9&18
lambda9_19_10 |10 q |25 S9&19
lambda9_19_14 |14 q |25 S9&19
lambda9_19_18 |18 q |25 S9&19
lambda9_19_22 |22 q |25 S9&19
lambda9_20_4 |4 q |25 S9&20
lambda9_20_16 |16 q |25 S9&20
lambda9_20_19 |19 q |25 S9&20
lambda9_20_21 |21 q |25 S9&20

lambda10_11_4 |4 q |25 S10&11
lambda10_11_16 |16 q |25 S10&11
lambda10_11_19 |19 q |25 S10&11
lambda10_11_21 |21 q |25 S10&11
lambda10_12_7 |7 q |25 S10&12
lambda10_13_3 |3 q |25 S10&13
lambda10_13_11 |11 q |25 S10&13
lambda10_13_15 |15 q |25 S10&13
lambda10_13_20 |20 q |25 S10&13
lambda10_13_24 |24 q |25 S10&13
lambda10_14_10 |10 q |25 S10&14
lambda10_14_14 |14 q |25 S10&14
lambda10_14_18 |18 q |25 S10&14
lambda10_14_22 |22 q |25 S10&14
lambda10_15_12 |12 q |25 S10&15
lambda10_15_13 |13 q |25 S10&15
lambda10_15_17 |17 q |25 S10&15
lambda10_15_23 |23 q |25 S10&15
lambda10_16_5 |5 q |25 S10&16
lambda10_16_8 |8 q |25 S10&16
lambda10_17_4 |4 q |25 S10&17
lambda10_17_16 |16 q |25 S10&17
lambda10_17_17 |17 q |25 S10&17
lambda10_17_21 |21 q |25 S10&17
lambda10_18_2 |2 q |25 S10&18
lambda10_18_6 |6 q |25 S10&18
lambda10_19_5 |5 q |25 S10&19
lambda10_19_8 |8 q |25 S10&19
lambda10_20_1 |1 q |25 S10&20
lambda10_20_9 |9 q |25 S10&20

lambda11_12_5 |5 q |25 S11&12
lambda11_12_8 |8 q |25 S11&12
lambda11_13_4 |4 q |25 S11&13
lambda11_13_16 |16 q |25 S11&13
lambda11_13_19 |19 q |25 S11&13
lambda11_13_21 |21 q |25 S11&13
lambda11_14_12 |12 q |25 S11&14
lambda11_14_13 |13 q |25 S11&14
lambda11_14_17 |17 q |25 S11&14
lambda11_14_23 |23 q |25 S11&14
lambda11_15_10 |10 q |25 S11&15
lambda11_15_14 |14 q |25 S11&15
lambda11_15_18 |18 q |25 S11&15
lambda11_15_22 |22 q |25 S11&15
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lambda11_16_7 |7 q |25 S11&16
lambda11_17_3 |3 q |25 S11&17
lambda11_17_11 |11 q |25 S11&17
lambda11_17_15 |15 q |25 S11&17
lambda11_17_20 |20 q |25 S11&17
lambda11_17_24 |24 q |25 S11&17
lambda11_18_1 |1 q |25 S11&18
lambda11_18_9 |9 q |25 S11&18
lambda11_19_7 |7 q |25 S11&19
lambda11_20_2 |2 q |25 S11&20
lambda11_20_6 |6 q |25 S11&20

lambda12_13_7 |7 q |25 S12&13
lambda12_14_1 |1 q |25 S12&14
lambda12_14_9 |9 q |25 S12&14
lambda12_15_2 |2 q |25 S12&15
lambda12_15_6 |6 q |25 S12&15
lambda12_16_4 |4 q |25 S12&16
lambda12_16_16 |16 q |25 S12&16
lambda12_16_19 |19 q |25 S12&16
lambda12_16_21 |21 q |25 S12&16
lambda12_17_5 |5 q |25 S12&17
lambda12_17_8 |8 q |25 S12&17
lambda12_18_12 |12 q |25 S12&18
lambda12_18_13 |13 q |25 S12&18
lambda12_18_17 |17 q |25 S12&18
lambda12_18_23 |23 q |25 S12&18
lambda12_19_4 |4 q |25 S12&19
lambda12_19_16 |16 q |25 S12&19
lambda12_19_19 |19 q |25 S12&19
lambda12_19_21 |21 q |25 S12&19
lambda12_20_10 |10 q |25 S12&20
lambda12_20_14 |14 q |25 S12&20
lambda12_20_18 |18 q |25 S12&20
lambda12_20_22 |22 q |25 S12&20

lambda13_14_10 |10 q |25 S13&14
lambda13_14_14 |14 q |25 S13&14
lambda13_14_18 |18 q |25 S13&14
lambda13_14_22 |22 q |25 S13&14
lambda13_15_12 |12 q |25 S13&15
lambda13_15_13 |13 q |25 S13&15
lambda13_15_17 |17 q |25 S13&15
lambda13_15_23 |23 q |25 S13&15
lambda13_16_5 |5 q |25 S13&16
lambda13_16_8 |8 q |25 S13&16
lambda13_17_4 |4 q |25 S13&17
lambda13_17_16 |16 q |25 S13&17
lambda13_17_19 |19 q |25 S13&17
lambda13_17_21 |21 q |25 S13&17
lambda13_18_2 |2 q |25 S13&18
lambda13_18_6 |6 q |25 S13&18
lambda13_19_5 |5 q |25 S13&19
lambda13_19_8 |8 q |25 S13&19
lambda13_20_1 |1 q |25 S13&20
lambda13_20_9 |9 q |25 S13&20

lambda14_15_4 |4 q |25 S14&15
lambda14_15_16 |16 q |25 S14&15
lambda14_15_19 |19 q |25 S14&15
lambda14_15_21 |21 q |25 S14&15
lambda14_16_2 |2 q |25 S14&16
lambda14_16_6 |6 q |25 S14&16
lambda14_17_12 |12 q |25 S14&17
lambda14_17_13 |13 q |25 S14&17
lambda14_17_17 |17 q |25 S14&17
lambda14_17_23 |23 q |25 S14&17
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lambda14_18_5 |5 q |25 S14&18
lambda14_18_8 |8 q |25 S14&18
lambda14_19_2 |2 q |25 S14&19
lambda14_19_6 |6 q |25 S14&19
lambda14_20_7 |7 q |25 S14&20

lambda15_16_1 |1 q |25 S15&16
lambda15_16_9 |9 q |25 S15&16
lambda15_17_10 |10 q |25 S15&17
lambda15_17_14 |14 q |25 S15&17
lambda15_17_18 |18 q |25 S15&17
lambda15_17_22 |22 q |25 S15&17
lambda15_18_7 |7 q |25 S15&18
lambda15_19_1 |1 q |25 S15&19
lambda15_19_9 |9 q |25 S15&19
lambda15_20_5 |5 q |25 S15&20
lambda15_20_8 |8 q |25 S15&20

lambda16_17_7 |7 q |25 S16&17
lambda16_18_10 |10 q |25 S16&18
lambda16_18_14 |14 q |25 S16&18
lambda16_18_18 |18 q |25 S16&18
lambda16_18_22 |22 q |25 S16&18
lambda16_19_3 |3 q |25 S16&19
lambda16_19_11 |11 q |25 S16&19
lambda16_19_15 |15 q |25 S16&19
lambda16_19_20 |20 q |25 S16&19
lambda16_19_24 |24 q |25 S16&19
lambda16_20_12 |12 q |25 S16&20
lambda16_20_13 |13 q |25 S16&20
lambda16_20_17 |17 q |25 S16&20
lambda16_20_23 |23 q |25 S16&20

lambda17_18_1 |1 q |25 S17&18
lambda17_18_9 |9 q |25 S17&18
lambda17_19_7 |7 q |25 S17&19
lambda17_20_2 |2 q |25 S17&20
lambda17_20_6 |6 q |25 S17&20

lambda18_19_10 |10 q |25 S18&19
lambda18_19_14 |14 q |25 S18&19
lambda18_19_17 |17 q |25 S18&19
lambda18_19_22 |22 q |25 S18&19
lambda18_20_4 |4 q |25 S18&20
lambda18_20_16 |16 q |25 S18&20
lambda18_20_19 |19 q |25 S18&20
lambda18_20_21 |21 q |25 S18&20

lambda19_20_12 |12 q |25 S19&20
lambda19_20_13 |13 q |25 S19&20
lambda19_20_17 |17 q |25 S19&20
lambda19_20_23 |23 q |25 S19&20

lambdax1_x2_10 |10 q |25 S21&22
lambdax1_x2_14 |14 q |25 S21&22
lambdax1_x2_18 |18 q |25 S21&22
lambdax1_x2_22 |22 q |25 S21&22

lambdax3_x4_10 |10 q |25 S23&24
lambdax3_x4_14 |14 q |25 S23&24
lambdax3_x4_18 |18 q |25 S23&24
lambdax3_x4_22 |22 q |25 S23&24

# Kappa
kappa2_3 |3 q |25 S2&2
kappa3_3 |3 q |25 S3&3
kappa4_3 |3 q |25 S4&4
kappa5_3 |3 q |25 S5&5
kappa2_11 |11 q |25 S2&2
kappa3_11 |11 q |25 S3&3
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kappa4_11 |11 q |25 S4&4
kappa5_11 |11 q |25 S5&5
kappa2_15 |15 q |25 S2&2
kappa3_15 |15 q |25 S3&3
kappa4_15 |15 q |25 S4&4
kappa5_15 |15 q |25 S5&5
kappa2_20 |20 q |25 S2&2
kappa3_20 |20 q |25 S3&3
kappa4_20 |20 q |25 S4&4
kappa5_20 |20 q |25 S5&5
kappa2_24 |24 q |25 S2&2
kappa3_24 |24 q |25 S3&3
kappa4_24 |24 q |25 S4&4
kappa5_24 |24 q |25 S5&5

kappa6_3 |3 q |25 S6&6
kappa6_11 |11 q |25 S6&6
kappa6_15 |15 q |25 S6&6
kappa6_20 |20 q |25 S6&6
kappa6_24 |24 q |25 S6&6
kappa7_3 |3 q |25 S7&7
kappa7_11 |11 q |25 S7&7
kappa7_15 |15 q |25 S7&7
kappa7_20 |20 q |25 S7&7
kappa7_24 |24 q |25 S7&7
kappa8_3 |3 q |25 S8&8
kappa8_11 |11 q |25 S8&8
kappa8_15 |15 q |25 S8&8
kappa8_20 |20 q |25 S8&8
kappa8_24 |24 q |25 S8&8
kappa9_3 |3 q |25 S9&9
kappa9_11 |11 q |25 S9&9
kappa9_15 |15 q |25 S9&9
kappa9_20 |20 q |25 S9&9
kappa9_24 |24 q |25 S9&9
kappa10_3 |3 q |25 S10&10
kappa10_11 |11 q |25 S10&10
kappa10_15 |15 q |25 S10&10
kappa10_20 |20 q |25 S10&10
kappa10_24 |24 q |25 S10&10
kappa11_3 |3 q |25 S11&11
kappa11_11 |11 q |25 S11&11
kappa11_15 |15 q |25 S11&11
kappa11_20 |20 q |25 S11&11
kappa11_24 |24 q |25 S11&11
kappa12_3 |3 q |25 S12&12
kappa12_11 |11 q |25 S12&12
kappa12_15 |15 q |25 S12&12
kappa12_20 |20 q |25 S12&12
kappa12_24 |24 q |25 S12&12
kappa13_3 |3 q |25 S13&13
kappa13_11 |11 q |25 S13&13
kappa13_15 |15 q |25 S13&13
kappa13_20 |20 q |25 S13&13
kappa13_24 |24 q |25 S13&13
kappa14_3 |3 q |25 S14&14
kappa14_11 |11 q |25 S14&14
kappa14_15 |15 q |25 S14&14
kappa14_20 |20 q |25 S14&14
kappa14_24 |24 q |25 S14&14
kappa15_3 |3 q |25 S15&15
kappa15_11 |11 q |25 S15&15
kappa15_15 |15 q |25 S15&15
kappa15_20 |20 q |25 S15&15
kappa15_24 |24 q |25 S15&15
kappa16_3 |3 q |25 S16&16
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kappa16_11 |11 q |25 S16&16
kappa16_15 |15 q |25 S16&16
kappa16_20 |20 q |25 S16&16
kappa16_24 |24 q |25 S16&16
kappa17_3 |3 q |25 S17&17
kappa17_11 |11 q |25 S17&17
kappa17_15 |15 q |25 S17&17
kappa17_20 |20 q |25 S17&17
kappa17_24 |24 q |25 S17&17
kappa18_3 |3 q |25 S18&18
kappa18_11 |11 q |25 S18&18
kappa18_15 |15 q |25 S18&18
kappa18_20 |20 q |25 S18&18
kappa18_24 |24 q |25 S18&18
kappa19_3 |3 q |25 S19&19
kappa19_11 |11 q |25 S19&19
kappa19_15 |15 q |25 S19&19
kappa19_20 |20 q |25 S19&19
kappa19_24 |24 q |25 S19&19
kappa20_3 |3 q |25 S20&20
kappa20_11 |11 q |25 S20&20
kappa20_15 |15 q |25 S20&20
kappa20_20 |20 q |25 S20&20
kappa20_24 |24 q |25 S20&20

kappax1_3 |3 q |25 S21&21
kappax1_11 |11 q |25 S21&21
kappax1_15 |15 q |25 S21&21
kappax1_20 |20 q |25 S21&21
kappax2_3 |3 q |25 S22&22
kappax2_11 |11 q |25 S22&22
kappax2_15 |15 q |25 S22&22
kappax2_20 |20 q |25 S22&22
kappax3_3 |3 q |25 S23&23
kappax3_11 |11 q |25 S23&23
kappax3_15 |15 q |25 S23&23
kappax3_20 |20 q |25 S23&23
kappax4_3 |3 q |25 S24&24
kappax4_11 |11 q |25 S24&24
kappax4_15 |15 q |25 S24&24
kappax4_20 |20 q |25 S24&24

# On Diagonal Gamma Constants
0.5*gamma2_1_1 |1 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_1_1 |1 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_1_1 |1 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_1_1 |1 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_2_2 |2 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_2_2 |2 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_2_2 |2 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_2_2 |2 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_4_4 |4 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_4_4 |4 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_4_4 |4 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_4_4 |4 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_5_5 |5 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_5_5 |5 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_5_5 |5 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_5_5 |5 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_6_6 |6 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_6_6 |6 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_6_6 |6 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_6_6 |6 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_7_7 |7 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_7_7 |7 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_7_7 |7 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_7_7 |7 q^2 |25 S5&5
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0.5*gamma2_8_8 |8 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_8_8 |8 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_8_8 |8 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_8_8 |8 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_9_9 |9 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_9_9 |9 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_9_9 |9 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_9_9 |9 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_10_10 |10 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_10_10 |10 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_10_10 |10 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_10_10 |10 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_12_12 |12 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_12_12 |12 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_12_12 |12 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_12_12 |12 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_13_13 |13 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_13_13 |13 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_13_13 |13 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_13_13 |13 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_14_14 |14 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_14_14 |14 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_14_14 |14 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_14_14 |14 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_16_16 |16 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_16_16 |16 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_16_16 |16 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_16_16 |16 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_17_17 |17 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_17_17 |17 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_17_17 |17 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_17_17 |17 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_18_18 |18 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_18_18 |18 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_18_18 |18 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_18_18 |18 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_19_19 |19 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_19_19 |19 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_19_19 |19 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_19_19 |19 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_21_21 |21 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_21_21 |21 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_21_21 |21 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_21_21 |21 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_22_22 |22 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_22_22 |22 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_22_22 |22 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_22_22 |22 q^2 |25 S5&5
0.5*gamma2_23_23 |23 q^2 |25 S2&2
0.5*gamma3_23_23 |23 q^2 |25 S3&3
0.5*gamma4_23_23 |23 q^2 |25 S4&4
0.5*gamma5_23_23 |23 q^2 |25 S5&5

0.5*gammax1_1_1 |1 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_2_2 |2 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_3_3 |3 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_4_4 |4 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_5_5 |5 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_6_6 |6 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_7_7 |7 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_8_8 |8 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_9_9 |9 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_10_10 |10 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_11_11 |11 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_12_12 |12 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_13_13 |13 q^2 |25 S21&21
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0.5*gammax1_14_14 |14 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_15_15 |15 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_16_16 |16 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_17_17 |17 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_18_18 |18 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_19_19 |19 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_20_20 |20 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_21_21 |21 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_22_22 |22 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax1_23_23 |23 q^2 |25 S21&21
0.5*gammax2_1_1 |1 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_2_2 |2 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_3_3 |3 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_4_4 |4 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_5_5 |5 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_6_6 |6 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_7_7 |7 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_8_8 |8 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_9_9 |9 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_10_10 |10 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_11_11 |11 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_12_12 |12 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_13_13 |13 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_14_14 |14 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_15_15 |15 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_16_16 |16 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_17_17 |17 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_18_18 |18 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_19_19 |19 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_20_20 |20 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_21_21 |21 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_22_22 |22 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax2_23_23 |23 q^2 |25 S22&22
0.5*gammax3_1_1 |1 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_2_2 |2 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_3_3 |3 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_4_4 |4 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_5_5 |5 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_6_6 |6 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_7_7 |7 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_8_8 |8 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_9_9 |9 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_10_10 |10 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_11_11 |11 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_12_12 |12 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_13_13 |13 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_14_14 |14 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_15_15 |15 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_16_16 |16 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_17_17 |17 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_18_18 |18 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_19_19 |19 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_20_20 |20 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_21_21 |21 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_22_22 |22 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax3_23_23 |23 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.5*gammax4_1_1 |1 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_2_2 |2 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_3_3 |3 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_4_4 |4 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_5_5 |5 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_6_6 |6 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_7_7 |7 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_8_8 |8 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_9_9 |9 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_10_10 |10 q^2 |25 S24&24
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0.5*gammax4_11_11 |11 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_12_12 |12 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_13_13 |13 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_14_14 |14 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_15_15 |15 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_16_16 |16 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_17_17 |17 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_18_18 |18 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_19_19 |19 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_20_20 |20 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_21_21 |21 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_22_22 |22 q^2 |25 S24&24
0.5*gammax4_23_23 |23 q^2 |25 S24&24
# Morse/Anti-Morse potential

1.0 |24 vx1m24 |25 S21&21
1.0 |24 vx2m24 |25 S22&22
1.0 |24 vx3m24 |25 S23&23
1.0 |24 vx4m24 |25 S24&24

# Quartic potential

0.041667*x3EPm1 |1 q^4 |25 S23&23
0.50000*x3GAm1 |1 q^2 |25 S23&23
0.041667*x4EPm1 |1 q^4 |25 S24&24
0.50000*x4GAm1 |1 q^2 |25 S24&24

------------------------------------------------------------------
END-HAMILTONIAN-SECTION
END-OPERATOR
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